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ABSTRACT

It is possible to eliminate some of the traditional problems with GIS implementation by changing the
model of space used. The Voronoi spatial model has bee used as the basis of a set of core GIS or
spatial operations, with encouraging results. It has been implemented in a PC environment so as to
leave as much flexibility as possible for the designer of any particular application. Examples include
polygon dissolve, buffer zone, overlay, interpolation and robot navigation problems.

I. INTRODUCTION: INTERACTIVE DSS AND THE SPATIAL MODEL.

Approaches to spatial data modelling and queries have often been limited by the model of space
being used, the batch nature of spatial relationship generation, and the subsequent static view of
spatial data. Due to the absence of true graphical interaction of the user with the "map" (e.g. via a
cursor or mouse) spatial queries have also been considered to be static operations.

In the effort to achieve a basic interactive spatial decision support system, in this case for forestry
applications, it became necessary to re-evaluate the assumptions on which the traditional raster and
vector spatial models were based - and in particular the definition and preservation of the adjacency
relationships between objects. In brief, the raster model does preserve adjacency relationships
through the implicit tiling of the map space, but does not relate directly to objects embedded in that
space - thus it is more useful for representing field information, e.g. elevation or temperature. The
vector model assumes a polygonal tiling of space, but it must be constructed by the laborious
specification of boundaries and nodes. It may thus be used to specify objects, but their spatial
relationships are dependent on the detection of line intersections. The vector model thus is not
appropriate for spatially unconnected or non-polygonal features, and forms a functional topology only
after all errors are corrected and additional containment relations are specified.

2. ADVANTAGES OF THE VORONOI SPATIAL MODEL.

The Voronoi model (see the survey in Aurenhammer 1991) has the complete tiling property of the
raster model, but the tiles are based on the proximal region around each object (e.g. a point or a line
segment in the current implementation, as in Figure l). Static methods for constructing the Voronoi
diagram for both points and line segments are known (e.g. Fortune, 1986), but fully dynamic local
methods are new. (Roos, 1990 has produced point movement algorithms.) Here the unambiguous
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definition of spatial adjacency as being a property of two polygons with a common boundary may
be preserved under object movement, insertion or deletion, as the Voronoi tessellation is space-
fi l l ine.

Figure l. The Voronoi tessellation of a set of points, line segments and polygons.

2.1 Local updating

This gives a fully local means of preserving "topology", allowing fully interactive map update in
response to the user's graphical actions (see Gold, 1992). It also permits the mixing of many types
of data - fully connected polygons, connected hydrography, discrete points and line segments - within
the same overlay. Each layer is the adjacency specification of a selected set of objects (expressed as
the dual Delaunay triangulation, with pointers between adjacent triangles, and to the objects forming
triangle vertices). The preservation of the Voronoi structure as a point moves is achieved by
detecting "topological events" (Roos, 1990) and then switching triangle pairs.

2.2 Multiple layers, single objects

There are three record types stored in the Voronoi system: coordinate records (containing x,y, etc.);
Delaunay triangles (containing pointers to the three adjacent triangles and to the three map objects
forming the vertices); and the map objects themselves, which may be points or half-line segments
(and have pointers, as required, to the coordinate records and the matching half-line). As there are
no direct pointers associated with map objects, (all topology being contained within the Delaunay
triangle records) the same object may be inserted into several layers simultaneously. Thus a map
layer consists of a pointer to any triangle within a particular mesh that may be followed to the
desired location or map object. Different layers, being defined solely as the set of neighbourhood
relationships (triangles). may include the same nap object. This eliminates object duplication in the
attribute database, as well as differing coordinate representations ofthe same object in various layers
- eliminating the consequerit sliver polygons when overlaid.
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backwards to a particular date, or a particular point location may be watched and have all state
changes reported. Further research is under way to expand these forms of spatio-temporal query.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 The object-oriented approach to spatial objects

All construction commands are naturally "object-oriented" in that an object is selected and the
appropriate command passed to it as a message. There are nine such commands (three ways of
splitting a new point from an old and three merge options, along with point movement - see Gold
1992). For example, we may move an existing point (no split, no merge), or create a new line
segment (split a new point and trailing line segment from a pre-existing point, and then move the
point to the desired location). Deletion follows the reverse sequence from creation. Figure 3
illustrates the nine basic commands.

One ol nine messages is eent
to the desigRated point obiect:

Original
Point Split=ortr2 and

Merge=ort12

Destination
Poir'[

Figure 3. The nine basic Voronoi construction commands.

3.2 Change

Change is treated as the addition or deletion of map objects over time, or the movement of one or
more points over time, as with robot simulation or fluid modelling. Lines are created as the locus
of a moving point, and point movement in the Voronoi spatial model is treated as a sequence of
"topological events", or triangle-pair switches. Roos (1990) worked with simultaneously moving
points, and the same approach may be used, one point at a time, together with the nine split/merge
options, to add or delete points or line segments. Polygons, when defined, are specified as the set
of Voronoi tiles of points and half-lines that are entirely enclosed by line boundaries.

3.3 Basic spatial queries

The basic query is the local "proximal" query, returning the nearest object any time the cursor is
moved. The "neighbour" query returns the set of neighbouring objects to an existing object specified
with the proximal query. Another operation inserts the query point into the map, creating its own
Voronoi region. This is used primarily for various types of interpolation. A fourth local query is
"scan", where the topological network is searched radially outwards from some starting location,
until some terminating condition (e.g. moving out of a search box, or perhaps reaching a linear
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boundary). This last is used for polygon labelling, as a polygon is defined as a set of Voronoi zones

bounded by line segments. The fifth local query is "trace", where all Voronoi zones crossed by an

imaginary "line segment" are reported.

3.4 Vector GIS emulation

These, along with the construction commands, are used in the emulation of traditional GIS analysis

queries involving polygon boundary dissolve, buffer zone generation, and polygon overlay. The first

of th.r. is implemented using standard construction commands to delete line segments in a local

manner, the second is performed by simple geometric construction within each Voronoi zone of the

target object set, and the third by using the "trace" query to draw boundaries of one layer through

the second (and then the second layer through the first). The resulting line segments, split and

labelled with the appropriate polygon "colours", are reconstructed in a third Voronoi layer. In the

current implementation the "source" and "trace-through" layers may be viewed in two windows,

while the resulting overlay is being incrementally constructed in the third.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The central Voronoi module is a closed box, accessible as a dynamic linked library (DLL) from the

calling system. Messages are passed to it, in the same fashion as to a database engine, and responses

are reiurned. Input messages, as with a database engine, are either updates or (non-invasive) queries.

Responses conslst of a message, a list of objects (objects found for queries, objects modified for

updates), plus a list of coordinate pairs if necessary. Input commands must be addressed to an

eiisting object in an existing layer, and the full information for the command is contained in one or

two "cursors" (an object name and/or a coordinate pair). A macro name must be given in the event

that a collision is detected during the update.
Within the Voronoi module are three components that may differ between versions. The memory

managemem sysrem preserves the triangles ("topology") and map objects (points, half-lines and

coordinate pairs) during map update. This may vary internally depending on the assumptions about

system memory, paging, etc. The geometry module contains the small number of arithmetic

operations necessary with spatial coordinates (determinant, intersection, etc.) Currently this operates

in the Euclidean plane, but versions for the sphere are anticipated, and others are possible. The

macro list contains the small number of feasible actions in the case of a collision: line intersection

and continuation; create node and snap; cancel and undo the previous command, etc.

In the case of a simple query, a message from the calling system results in a simple response: the

list of objects found within the spatial conditions (neighbours, within a box, etc.) For a simple map

update the same is true, but where a collision is detected (usually when one line attempts to cross

another) the Voronoi module must return with the original command only partially completed in

order to report the condition and obtain the correct instruction (macro name). Thus there is a loop

within the calling system to permit selection of the appropriate response. In addition, if actions, or

graphic display, is desired after each topological event, this must also be permitted by a loop within

the calling system.

4.1 Platform selection

This architecture is designed to provide the maximum of flexibility (imposing the fewest possible

constraints on the potential applications using this spatial server) while preserving the integrity ofthe

server itself. Ongoing experience indicates that new applications are found every few weeks, and

great effort has been taken to impose the fewest possible presuppositions on the basic design' The

same considerations applied in the selection of the system platform. We wished to work within the
pC environment, as we envisaged decision support system applications equivalent to a "spatial
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spreadsheet", rather than as a replacement for a large corporate GIS. We wished to preserve the
integrity of the spatial server, while permitting ready access to its functionality. This suggested a
dynamic linked library (DLL) format, accessible by an interpreter for the development of applications
prototypes. This led to the selection of Microsoft's Visual Basic as the application development
environment, not least because the same considerations applied to access to existing commercial
products - e.g. attribute databases and spreadsheets. These could be purchased as required, and the
appropriate modules integrated with the application in the same fashion as the Voronoi DLL,
permitting the customer (e.g. graduate student) to concentrate on the application rather than the
graphics interface or low-level tools. Preliminary experiments suggest that this approach is
appropriate, and simple applications are currently being developed.

5. COMPLEX OPERATIONS

The local nature of the basic construction commands and queries gives great flexibility in designing
higher level queries. As the topology is always complete, robot-navigation methods may be used to
steer the cursor away from unwanted collisions, or to follow along a pre-existing boundary judged
to be sufficiently close to the trajectory specified (thus elirninating unwanted sliver polygons). Robot-
navigation problems themselves may be addressed, with or without operator interaction, and with
or without nngoing changes in the map data. An outline of a marine GIS using these properties is
suggesred in Gold and condal (1994):

Based on the low level messages described previously, using both the Voronoi and database
modules, additional layers of application functions may be developed between these modules and the
Visual Basic interface. A few simple examples should suffice.

5.1 Bulfer zone generation

The previously-mentioned buffer-zone generation is performed by inserting the target object set into
a Voronoi layer, and 1[sn perforrning a query to extract a list of the names of all the map objects.
For each map object a n"ighbour query is made, returning a list of all its neighbouring objects
(together with a list of tlre Voronoi cell nodes). From this description of the cell outline, the
intersection of the corridor boundary (at the specified distance from the generating object) may be
calculated (if it is present at all). For a line object this will be a linear segment, for a point object
it will be a circular arc (broken into small line segments). These segments will be inserted into
another Voronoi layer, and the operation repn11.6 for the next object in the list. Figure 4 shows a
simple buffer zone, and that the point-in-poli'gon problem may be resolved by searching for the
nearest object and identifying its tile attribute.

5.2 Interpolation

For a field-type application, rather than the previous object-based application, the Voronoi layer may
be generated as before, composed of points and line segments for which attribute (e.g. elevation)
information is available. If an elevation grid is desired, each grid node will be taken in turn and
inserted into the Voronoi layer using an "add" command. A list of the neighbours of this cell will
found by then sending a "neighbour" query for this inserted point. For each neighbour in the list
another neighbour query returns the neighbours and voronoi vertices around this, as in the previous
case, and from this its cell area may be calculated. The query point is now removed with a "delete"
command, and the original set of neighbours processed again to re-calculate their cell areas. The
difference in the areas is the weighting to be assigned to each neighbour's elevation value in order
to produce the elevation estimate at the grid node (see Gold 1989 and Gold and Roos 1994 for
details). In practice a more efficient algorithm may be developed and implemented as a basic Voronoi
query, but the method described here is directly achievable with the basic Voronoi command set.
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Figure 4. Simple buffer zone about a polygon boundary.

5.3 Polygon overlay

Similar procedures may be developed for polygon overlay, where each line segment from one

polygon layer is used in a "trace" command sent to the second polygon layer, which returns with a

list of Voronoi cells intersected. This list is used tc determine any line intersections and the polygons

traversed by the original line segment, which is broken up accordingly and inserted, with the

combined set of polygon attributes attached, into the final polygon layer under construction. This

process is repeated with each line segment in layer one being traced through layer two, and then

layer two segments traced through layer one. The result in the final layer is the combined polygon

set. This works for simple overlay cases, but where near-coincidence and related problems occur

additional macros are required to allow navigation along existing boundaries within a Voronoi layer.

Work is ongoing on this application.
Further complex operations could be described for terrain runoff modelling applications, robot

navigation on the basis of both obstacle objects and field+ype terrain information, for point cluster

analysis and image object recognition, and others that will be reported in detail as they are

completed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The spatial system as currently operational has great flexibility, and may be used as a library of

spatial operations, or a "spatial server", to be used by many application shells. Interpolation
problems suppose a "field" view of space, with data objects embedded in it. These data objects may

be the usual points, but also line segments with specific surface continuity constraints attached - e.g.

slope-continuous across contour line input, only surface-continuous across ridge and valley lines, and

surface-discontinuous across geological fault lines. Surfaces always honour all data objects and values
(Gold and Roos, 1994). The marine application mentioned above includes Voronoi neighbour
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detection to navigate a boat (a moving query point embedded in the Voronoi map) between obstacles,
as well as the same embedded query point to interpolate depth directly from bathymetric
observations. Features that are displaced over time may also be handled. Applications under
development currently include digital elevation modelling, surface runoff modelling, interactive
spatial decision support systems, flow simulation, network analysis, and forest map maintenance
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Abstract
In modelling 3D objects, the formal data structure for 3D vector rrvrPs is well suited for the
r€presentation of buildinp and other man-made objects which can be sampled exhausti-vely because
of-their regular shapes. When entering the geosciences and environmental management, howgvet the
data model should not only account for topology and thematic properties but also facilitate
intelpolation. Complex phenomena such as layers of soil are usually sampled sparyely because of
costs. Detailed spatial analysis then requires prediction of values in a fine network. Introducing the
tetrahedron as i basic structuring element promises efficient interpolation and maintenance of
topolory. This paper presents the new 3D data model and the corresponding relational 3D data
st 

"cturb. 
Based on the concept of combinatorial topology, the 3D model is also generalized to a

generic ndimensional model. The second part of the paper describes the necessary tessellation
ilgorithms for building a network of tetrahedrons-- constrained or unconstrained- from a set of
arbitrarily distributed points.

Introduction
The demand for spatial information is increasing and many applications require full 3D information
while most of the existing geo-information systems are still confined to 2D. Tools for 3D data
manipulation can be found in computer graphics and CAD systenrs. Such systems,iowever, cannot
readily be applied to handle geo-information. CAD systetns aim at the design and visualisation of
spatial objects and deal with relatively small data sets, while geo-information systems focus on the
relationships among spatial objects and their thematic properties. GISs deal with inventory *d
analysis of geographic phenomena and larp and complex data sets. Obiects in a GIS are often of other
dimensions and characteristics than in CAD, and even other coordinate systems have to be used in
describing geometry when considering coverages of large areas. Therefore, developments that are more
suitable to 3D geo-information are needed.

The development process starts with modelling ia, abstracting reality. The formal data structure for
3D vector maps (3D FDS; Molenaar,7992) is an atFmpt in 3D modelling suited for geo-information
in many aspects. The 3D FDS, however, was not designed to also handle interpolation Processes
efficienily. This is a requirement of only some applications, specifically in geo€cience and

environmental management. There, phenomena can often be sampled only sparsely and more detailed
information has to be derived computationally. A data model is desirable that can preserve the
original spatial information and also accommodate the derived information.

The need for interpolation is well-known from digital terrain relief modelling. brterpolatiol]l DTM
can easily be accomplished if data are structured as a triangular irregular network (TIN). A TIN, with
its elements nodes, lrcs, and triangles, can also serve geometric modelling of geographic phenomena
such as rivers, roads, land cover, etc., which are objects of many GISs. We can follow the same
reasoning that leads to the unified data structure of terrain relief and terrain features - thus, the
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'lntegration of DTM and GIS" (Pilouk and Tempfli, 1993) - in making the transition from surface to
volume models. By extending the 3D FDS to include the geometric primitives, triangle and
tetrahedron, we aim at a data model that also allows efficient 3D interpolation. Recently tetrahedral
approaches to 3D modelling were also suggested by, eS, Raper (1993), Midtbo (1993), Tsai and
Vonderohe (1993), Kraak (192).

This paper first reviews the 3D FDS and then presents the tetrahedron-based model, the single-therne
and the multi-theme concepts. The new model can be described within the mathematical theory of
combinatorial topolog5r, which offers the opportunity tro generalize it to n dimensions. In order to
indicate the implementation of this conceptual model, it is mapped to a relational database structure.
The availability of a fast and robust algorithm to "tetrahedronize" a data set is important for the
operationalization. The second part of the paper describes how this can be accomPlished using raster
processing techniques.

Formal data stnrcture for 3D vector maps
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the conceptual design of the 3D FDS, as shown in figure 1, is based on the decomposition of an object
of the real world into identifier, geometry and theme. An object identifier maintains the link between
the geometric and the thematic descriptions. Accordingly, the object components are grouped into
three levels, namely the geometric, feature and class levels. On the geometric level we distinguish the
geometric primitives rades, arcs, and, faces that are respectively of 0, 1 and 2 dimensions. Edges ate
additional geometric primitives that provide the link between arcs and faces thus allow the unique
referencr to lfi and right body features. Unless faces are constrained to be planar surfaces, the
pirnlive fshape provides a mathematical or numerical description of a face. On the feature level, each
ieature is represented by its identifier. We distinguish four types of feafi:re: point, line, surface and boily.
A point feature consists of a node, a line feature consists of one or more !ucs, a surface feature consists
of one or more faces, and a body feature is bounded by faces. Within the concept of a single'valued
vector nvrp (see Molenaar,1989), each feahre is then related to one specific thematic class. Bric et al
(1994) have shown the applicability of this model for problems where the involved spatial objects are
regularly shaped, and when geometry, topology and thematic attributes are known at the time of data
acquisition.

Spatial interpolation
There are many other 3D problems in which the geometry and topology of the objects of interest are
not known at the time of data acquisition. This applies when objects are not visible or not directly
perceivable, eg, sulphur in the air, underground soil strata, conc€nEation of chernical contamination
in water, etc. In such cases rneasurements cannot be taken of the obiect itself (e8, the hull of the
sulphur cloud), but only at fixed spatial positions. Based on the samPle taken and assumptions about
the behaviour of the phenomenon in question (eg, how sulphur spreads in the air), the shape of the
object (the sulphur doud) can be determined computationally by interpolation. Thereafter topology
can be built and the thematic properties can be assigned.

Ropresntg
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Interpolation can be done in many different ways. The fidelity of the result will {epend o1- the

mathematical model used and how reference data are selected (see Tempfli and Makarovic, 1978).

Unless all data are used simultaneously, the selection of reference data for a simple interpolation

should be based on proximity. A well-known approach to establishing a proximal order of a 2Dpoint

set is the Delaunay triangulition. Once a data set has been triangulated, a variety of interpolation

methods can be applied, iangtng from very simple to highly sophisticated ones. When interpolating

a surface, the probl-em can tre polea as estimating a single.valued function defined on a 2D reference

space, ie, Z = ik,y). Z, eg, c"tr-b" tt e elevation of the ground surface. { simple yet adequate method

for several applicitions is to compute Z at a position (x, y) as the weighted average of Z at the nodes

of the triangle (x, y) belong to.

When dealing with solid objects, the interpolation problem becomes trivariate, /e, we must estimate
p = flx,y, d.Lcardingly we have to establish a 3D proximal order prior to interpolation. This c-an be

"tt"i"ed 
by generaliziig tne Oet.nnay triangulation to construct a network of btrahedrons such that

the circumsp'here of an| tetrahedron does not contain any other 93_p",", than the four nodes of the

tetrahedron. Once proximity is defined by a tetrahedral network CIEN), several bivariab interpolation

methods can readily be generalized to operaE on trivariate data, e8, the weighted average.

Delaunay triangulation is the geometrical dual of the Voronoi tessellation. The pronmi-f properties

of the Vbronoi-(or Dirichlet oi Thiessen) polygons have frequently been discussed in literature, so

further elaboration will be omitted here. The approach to 3D Voronoi tessellation and the derivation

of TEN from the Voronoi polyhedrons will be decribed later in this paper.

The tetrahedron-based data model
The data model shown in figure 2 is obtained from figure 1 by decomposing bodies into tetrahedrons
and, accordingly, surfacei into triangles. By introducing these new geometric primitives the

relationships #o e more transparent (the facq edge and shape primitives become redundant) and

interpolation becomes much easier. To ensure that all original objSt fesrriptions are maintained,

known point, line and surface features are constrained into vertices (nodes), edges of triangles (arcs),

and planar triangles of tetrahedrons. This model can also be seen as the 3D generalization of the TIN-

based integrated surface data model (see Pilouk and Tempfli, 1994)'
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Figun 2 : A tetraheibon-baseil ilata moilel

The data model shown in figure 2 can be explained either descriptively or mathematically' Following

the FDS approach, we can describe the relationships among the data tyPes in the form of rules and

conventions:
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(1) An instance of the node data type is composed of x, y, and z coordinate types. It may be a part
of an instance of a point feature type.
(2) An arc data type is defined as a straight line; it is therefore composed of only two instances of the
type node one on each end. It may be defined as a part of an instance of a line feature type.
(3i A triangte data type is composed of three arcs. It is shared by two tetrahedrons, one on each side
of its plane (called lst- and 2nd-tetrahedron, respectively). It may be a part of a surface feature.
(4) A tetrahedron is a part of a body feature.

We should also note that the tetrahedron data type does not carry any geometric description (le,

triangular faces, edges, vertices) since its components can always be found froa the eeo19{ic tintcs
with-the triangle aita type (being either the first or the second tetrahedron of a triangle). further
discussion about the links among the data types is given below in the section on the relational
database structure.

The mathematical description of this data model follows the theory of combinatorial topology (see

Egenhofer et al, 1989). The approach is based on the classification of spatial obirts according to their
spatial dimension. We can define a minimal object, called simplex, for each dimension. For example,
fnode is a (Fsimplex, an arc (a straight line consisting of two nodes) is a l-simplex, a triangle is a 2-

simplex and a teGahedron is a 3-simplex. Spatial position is defined by linking nodes to coordinaEs.
Based on the notion of minimal objects and that a minimal obiect in a higher dimension is composed
of many minimal obiects from lower dimensions, the following definitions can be given:

Definition #0: The dimension is defined by the number of components of the coordinate tuple.

For example, nodes are defined by coordinate pairs in 2dimensional space, in 3dimensional space
by (x, y, z), in ndimensional space by an n-tuple.

Definition #1: Any simplex of dimension n, called n-simplex, is borrnded by (n+1) 
-geometrically

independent simplices of dimension (n-1) (Egenhofer et al, 1989) and n+l simplices of dimension 0.

For example, a tetrahedron (3-simplex) is bounded by four triangles (2-simplices) and- fouJ node-s ((F

simplicesi, a triangle (2-simplex) is bounded by three arcs (edges of a triangle,-1-simplices) an!_tfrce
nod-es, an arc (l-simplex) iJ bounded by two nodes. Arcs, e& are geometrically independent if they
are not parallel and none of them is of length zero.

Definition #2: Confining analysis to an ndimensional space, an (n-1)-simplex can be shared by at most
only two n-simplices.

@ t @ 2 @
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For example, in ldimensional space (x * 0), a node can be shared by at most two straightJine
segments (whereas in two or higher dimensional space, a node can be shared by an infinite number
of arcs) in a 2dirnensional space, an arc can be shared by only two triangles; in 3dimensional spa.ce,
a triangle can be shared by only two tetrahedrons. Similarly, in a 4dimensional space, a Ftrahedron
can be shared by only two 4-simplices (see figure 3 for graphic illustration).

Note that the above definitions hold for simplices only. They do not hold for complexes. Complexes
are set of simplices of the same dimension.

Generalized data model for n-dimension
Given the above three definitions, a generic ndimensional data model can be derived following the
logic we observed when extending our model hom 2D to 3D. Figure 4 illustrates the zlD data model.
The generic data rnodel can be illustrated very elegantly and it has the advantage that objects of
dimension higher than three need not be given lvrmes.

Single-theme and multi-theme
Figure 4 shows the nD data model for the single'theme concept. Figure 5 shows the corresponding
multi-theme data model. The characbristic of a single'theme data model is that an instance of a feature
type belongs to only one thernatic class, and an instance of a geometric type (ie, node, arc, triangle,
tetrahedron) can be defined as a part of only one instance of a feature type. For a multi-theme data
model, an instance of a feature type still belongs to only one thematic class, but an instance of a
geometric type can be defined as a part of one or mone instances of a feature type (for detailed
description of the multi-theme conc€pt, see Bouloucos et al, 1993).

Oass Class Class

f 
Belones-to 

T 
B€longs-to

;il*) ft6*''b (n-2)-compler
\- ,-/

Pa.Lof Part_of

(n-A stmplex,

n-simplex,

*simplex,
(

B€longs_b

Parlof

n-dimsnsion (n-1>dimcBiod (n-2>dimcnsion

Figutz 4 : A generalizeil n-ilimensional ilata moilel for single-theme
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Figoe 5 : Geneic multi'th'eme ilata moilel fot n ilimension

The multi-theme data model can be seen as an extension of the single'theme data rrodel, as it accePts

objects that share the same spatial region. This means two or more objecF can have overlapping parts
(ie,Wy, surface, line, pointi. A typiial example is that layers of soil and volume of ground water ar€

sharing the same spatial region.-Within the multi-therne conc€Pt, two types of complexes-must be

aistini;dshed. A homogeneous complex (feature) is a set of contiguous simplices of the same

dimen"sion and all relatiig to only one class. A heterogeneous complex (overlapping part) is a set of

contiguous simplices of the same dimension that relate to rnore than one class. A heterogeneous

.o*pi"* is part of two or nrore homogeneous complexes. By introducing homggenryus and

treteiogeneous complexes, we can solve the problem of "many-to'many'' relationships between

geometric primitives and features.

Relational Database Structure
In general, the data models of figures 7,2, 4 and.5 can be mapped to different logical models of a

datibase (1g, hierarchical, network or relational). In this PaPer, we outline the mapping of the data

model of figure 2 into a relational database sfudure. The following 10 relations (tables) are obtained

from the normalization process that needs to b€ applied to avoid redundancy and ensure database

integrity during updatin! processes. The approach, using dependency st2ternents and diagram (Smith,

rS85l pilouk a"d fempni, i993), is applied iince it offers a rigorous and simpler Proc€ss than non-lost

decomposition (Date, 1985).

n-dimosiotr (n-1)-dinasiotr (D-2)-dim6sion Gdimc[sioD

Figute 6 : Relational ilatabase moilel

R1: Node (NodeNr, x, y, z)
R2: Arc (ArcNr, nodel, node2)
R3: Triangle (lriNr, tetl, tet2,

arcl, arc2, arc3)
R4: Teha (TetNr, bid)
R5: TriSurf (TriNr, sid)
R6: Arcline (ArcNr, lid)
R7: Point (Pid, pclass, Pnode)
R8: Line (ti4 ldass)
R9: Surface (Si4 sclass)
R10: Body (Bi4 bdass)
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Rl, R2 and R3 can be regardd as geometry tables. R4, R5 and R6 are geometry-feature tables. R7 is
a geometry-feature-class table. R8, R9 and R10 are class tables. Conceming the ndimensional model,
it is possible to predict the number of tables necessary for the data struchrre. There are r geometric
tables, n geometry-feature tables, 1 geometry-feature-class |a.ble (ie, for the link between node and
point feature and class), and n class tables. Note that table R4 maintains no other information than just
a tetrahedron number (TetNr) and an identifier of the body feature (brd) it belongs to. This means that
we can search for the geometric components of a tetrahedron of interest only via the R3 (Triangle)
table, by matching the attribute value of the tetrahedron (TefNr) with either attribute value of letl or
tet2. Onrs the match is found, the next step is to get each of the three attribute values of arcl , arc2 and
arc3 of the R3 table as a key to search for the match with the ArcNr in the R2 (Arc) table. If the match
is found we must get the attribute value of nodeT and rcde2 and use each of them to search for the
match with the NodeNr in the Rl (Node) table to get the coordinates x, y, and z. In this way, we can
use this database for 3D interpolation and for responding to a wide range of queries.

3D Voronoi tessellation
Tsai and Vonderohe (1991) and Midtbs (1993) suggested a vector approach to tetrahedronize a set of
points. A difficulty of the vector approach is that some data sorting and spatial indexing is already
required prior to building Delaunay tetrahedrons. A TEN, which complies with the Delaunay
condition of "empty circtrmspheres", can be derived from the Voronoi polyhedral tessellation in the
sarne way as deriving Delaunay triangles from Voronoi polygons. This offers the possibility to design
an algorithm based on a raster approach that is simple and easy to implement. We can generalize the
approach presented by Pilouk and Tempfli (1992), and Tang (1992) for deriving a TIN, using the
distance transformation (see Borgefors, 1984, 1985). Given a set of points defined by (x, y, z)
coordinates, the first step is a vector-to-raster conversion, choosing a voxel size small enough so that
the two closest points are not mapped to the same voxel. In order to determine proximal polyhedrons
for the set of points, two 3D raster images are generated simultaneously in the next steP, the distance
image and the Voronoi tessellation. The distance image shows shortest distances, ie, for every voxel
of the entire image the distance to the nearest data voxel (given point). It is used to build up, stepby-
step the tessellated image that shows the polyhedron of influence for every data voxel. Any voxel
inside a particular polyhedron is closer to the data voxel of this polyhedron than to any other data
voxel.

The 3D distance transformation is
based on computing the "Chamfer
distances", which are approximations
of Euclidean distances. It is carried out
by ranning the original raster image
in two passes by a 3x3x3 mask. To this
end the mask is split into two parts
(see figure 7). The asymmetric mask is
called "Chamfer 34-5", indicating the
way the distance approximation is
made. Three approxirnate values for all
the neighbours of a voxel under
transformation are distinguished, 3 for
the ones that have the connection to
the central voxel (which gets the value
zero) by a face,4 for those connecting
by edges, and 5 for those connecting
by vertices.

-7 tl-+---+-+l iFomrdpart

lfl:l=lJl i
Figare 7 : 3x3x3 Mask for 3D ilistance ttansformation anil
Voronoi tessellation

Chamfcr 3-4-5

The original raster image has voxel values equal to the highest integer (ie,65536, respectively FF in
hexadecimal, for unsigned 2-byte integer numbers) exc€pt at data voxels, which are assigned the
original point identifier. In the forward scan the rnask is rnoved systematically through the entire voxel
array. For each location of the mask, the value of each element of the mask is added to the
crcrresponding element of the input voxel array. Any value resulting from the additions is a candidaF
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and the smallest value is selected for the best distance approximation at that location. The backward

scan follows the reverse route using the second part of the Chamfer mask.
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Figue 8 : Parallel processing ol ilistance transformation anil Voronoi tessellation; an eot tPle fot 4

2D case.

As the mask is movd (in the forward and backward scan) the second image is build up voxel by

voxel by keeping track of the data voxel that determines the shortest distance. The corresponding
voxel in the 

-second 
image is assigned the identifier of the closest data voxel; see figure 8 as an

illustration for the 2D case.

Formation of tetrahedrons
By scanning the tessellated image once by a 2xQrJ conditional maslg the TEN is obtained in the

desigrrated data structure. The network will be an unconstrained one because no a Priori restriction

was-applied in the Voronoi tessellation. There are six primary conditions attached to the 2x2x2 mask
(see figure 9) in order to form a unique set of tetrahedrons (connecting natural neighbourdata voxels

and rio intersecting tetrahedrons). Note that the numbers encompassed by circles in figure 9

correspond to the fdllowing conditions (1) to (5). The numbering system of the mask is shown by the

r,,r^bets encompassed Uy cubes. The lines, which are drawn between the elements of the mask, show

the possible edges of teLahedron(s) that can be formed by this mask when scanning the Voronoi

tessellated image.
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The mask looks for the boundaries of the polyhedrons. When the mask discovers a position at which

not all voxel values are the same, the neighbours are checked as candidates to form the edge 9f a

tetrahedron. In general, the above six conditions are based on the consideration that there should be

at least four different voxel values at the position of the mask to be sufficient to form a tetrahedron.

These four different voxel values represent four adjacent Voronoi polyhedrons from which a

tetrahedron can be derived. It can happen, however, that there nre more than four different voxel

values at that time, which implies that more than four adjacent Votonoi polyhedrons are detected. This

allows formation of tetrahedions in several ways, which results in confused topology (comparable to

the situation in 2D where four points close to a squane give rise to two possibilities of forming two

triangles). The following conditions are therefore added to Prever]t overlapping or inte-rsecting

tetrafredrons, thus permitting only the necessary number of tetrahedrons to be formed. These

conditions also prevent the formation of tetrahedrons when a sliver Voronoi polyhedron (mostly due

to the imperfection of the distance approximation) is present. Conditions (a) to (i) correspond to the

letters which are placed on the edges of tetrahedrons in figure 9.

( D 7 * 3 * 4 * 5
( 4 ) 2 * 4 * 5 t 6

( 2 ) 1 , * 2 + 4 * 5
( i l 4 * 5 * 6 * 8

( i l 3 + 4 + 5 + 7
6 ) 4 * 5 * 7 r 8

t36



ffi
Mask numberlng and
pBdelln€d topobgy

Figarc 9 : A 2x2x2 conilitional mask used to form

predellnod @ndltlons to ldm 6 unhuo

t€lrahedroG

tettaheibal network

( a ) 7 + 5 ,  f t ) 1 * 7 ,  k ) L * 8 ,
( d ) 2 + 3 ,  k ) 2 + 7 ,  ( f l 2 * 8 ,

@ ) 3 + 6 ,  ( h ) 3 * 8 ,  0 6 * 7 .

Apart from the above conditions, there are yet another three to be added. These three conditions are
needed to prevent the formation of a tetrahedron because of raster pec'uliarities. Similar to the broken
appearance of an inclined line in a 2D raster image, in 3D an inclined plane appears as a staircase.
This causes a problem when four points are situated on an inclined plane (relative to the 2x2x2 mask)
and by chance on the circumference of a circle. Then four adjacent Voronoi polyhedroru would be
detectbd. Without the three conditions given below, a flat tetrahedron would be formed. This problem
does not occur if there are completely horizontal or vertical planes (relative to the mask), since the
previous conditions take care of such a constellation:

(j) rct Q. * 5 anil 0 = 4) and (5 = 80,
k) rct (3 + 4 and (3 = il and (4 = il),
0 not (2 * 4 and (2 = il and G = 7)).

Combining the first, the second and the third sets of conditions leads to the following algorithm:

tf (7) and ft) anil k) and (d) and k) anil (fl and 0)
or Q) arul b) and (c) and G) and (d and @) and k)
or (il ann ft) and k) and k) and @) and ft) and Q)
or G) anil h) and (d and k) and ff) and Q) and Q)
or (5) and k) and (e) and (fl and @) antl (i) and 0
ol 6) arul (d and k) and (g) and h) and 0 awl (k)

then
incruse number of tetrahedrotrs

form a tetrahedron.

Since there are several alternatives in designing this mask (eg, a cube can be decomposed into five or
six tetrahedrons), the mask in figure 9 takes into account the compatibility with 2D triangulation. This
provides an easy way to combine a TIN with TEN without any conflict. The design of the 2x2x2 mask
is based on the principle that a cube can be cut by three different planes, each plane passing through
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polyhedrons, generating TEN, and visualizing the results have been tested. They proved the
applicability of the algorithms. Future works are directed to the implementation of generating TEN
with constraints and fiN-based databases.
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Modelling of Fuzzy Data

AGGREGATION AND DISAGGREGATION OF FUZZY POLYGONS FOR
SPATTAL-TEMPORAL MODELING
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Qu6bec, GIK7P4
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ABSTRACT. Procedures are presented for constructing fuzzy overlays of
maps of different dates. Both raster and vector methods are described and
compared. The vector method is used on a sequence of three forest maps
generated at intervals of ten years. The fuzzy overlay procedure reduces the
number of such transition polygons by nearly a factor of ten compared to
standard overlay procedures. The fraction of overlaid polygons which are
coherent from one date to another are also examined. It is found that
boundaries are quite repeatable across the three interpretations, but that
polygons are less consistent. Different options for constructing and maintaining
temporal histories are discussed. Fuzzy space-time composites are one option,
while the use of transition polygons in pairwise overlay supports an iterative or
dynamic update of forest maps, where only the current state of the forest is
accessed at any one time. The fuzzy space-time composite of the three forest
maps may also be used as a fairly complete base map portrait of the forest for
incremental updates in the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of managing spatial data over time has become increasingly
important over the past several years. Many application domains which have
embraced GIS technology have found their capacity of adaption to handling
temporal data to be extremely limited. Existing GIS must represent temporal
sequences of spatial data by resorting to procedures which involve heavy data
redundancy or which are extremely slow. These difficulties are further
exacerbated by the presence of spatial uncertainty in most maps. When maps of
different epochs are overlaid, severe polygon fragmentation usually results.
New developments are beginning to emerge which do not require as much
redundancy and which may be faster for certain kinds of querying (e.g. Gold,
1992). However, the problems of fragmentation in the presence of spatial
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uncertainty must also be dealt with if such solutions are to be useful for
managing real world data.

Polygons in many domains are determined via interpretation of aerial
photos. This is true, for example, in forestry, soil science, and geomorphology,
agriculture, geology, urban planning, hydrology, hydrography and many other
discipl ines. Sometimes, polygons are acquired via interpretation or
classification of satellite imagery, but the latter are usually validated with maps
generated from photointerpretation. While sharp boundaries such as buildings,
parking lots, roads, etc. may be determined reliably from photointerpretation,
most boundaries of interest derived from this data source involve either
intrinsic uncertainty or are heavily generalised during the extraction process.
Hence, for example, coastline maps will invariably be produced with some
generalisation, while forest and soils boundaries are examples where boundary
placement is of high intrinsic uncertainty.

Interpretation of aerial photographs in these application domains is further
characterised by the widespread use of a "minimal mapping unit". This refers
to the necessity to group small regions of sometimes distinctly different classes
within larger regions because they are considered to be "too small" to map
directly (or the interpreter has been instructed to consider them too small).
When combined with regions containing cover type mixtures which are
difficult to discriminate one from another, such as in forestry, the use of a
minimal mapping unit tends to increase the spatial (and categorical) uncertainty
in the interpreted map.

Only relatively recently have attempts been made to compare maps
electronically which were produced at different epochs or by different methods
(e.g. Chrisman 1989). Maps produced via photointerpretation compare poorly.
Estimates of map accuracy from photointerpretation (carried out in comparison
to ground surveys) indicate error can be as high as forty to fifty percent
(Biging et al. 1992). New maps are produced without any attempt to align the
new interpretation with previous interpretations of the same territory. The
result is that polygons cannot be compared directly from one date to the next,
because they represent different aggregate groups of smaller regions. Even
when change has been slight, the differences between the maps suggest change
has been high. This presents great difficulties for understanding the evolution
of regions over time.

In this paper, new methods for characterising both boundary error and for
ensuring the correspondence of spatial entities (polygons) from one map date to
another, over a sequence of map dates, are presented. Previous work by the
author and colleagues (Aubefi et al. 1994; Edwards 1994) on characterising
boundary error is summarised. This is an important step, for both the
boundary uncertainty and the heterogeneity inside polygons contribute to
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polygon incoherenc€, and the onc can easily b€ conlused with the other. wc
have round ir €asierrodevelop nerhods for handling boundary uncenainry ti6t
(Aubed ziar 1994i Edwards 1994), and have dealr wirh heterogerciry and thc
related issue of poly8on aeer€gation as rhey .elate Io temporal cohesion at a
second level {rhis paper). lssues such as the iragmenlalion ol the spari.l
darabae are al$di$ussed in rhis contexl

Fisurc r. (r) For inlerprerarionsofain3Lc rmasci (b) A hu,pr\crcord
,nErprcbtiom; (c) A slctrh iLLulBrin3rh. \k.l.bnsof th..onitlo's.

2. BOUNDARY UNCER]'AINTY

Boundary un.eltainty lras b€en addresscd in scvcral parallel research
poje(s, each of which shares ilE s.me coE niethod btrr.ddre$es a different
applicaiion. The enrral work has been develot€d ,.ound sevenl .diricially
texturcd ima8€s which have been inrerpEred indet€nde.rly by a large number
oi inreryrerers (up ro rhnreen in loGl). These mulriple interprerarions of rhe
same scene bare been anallsed under a.aster inPlenenr.rion in order to
exta.t mmsuros of the unccrtainty width (or fuzzy widtb) oi each bounda.t
(Aubert e/ al. 1994). ThG unccrrainty width is simply rhc disriburion of
several imerprered boundarics around an esinate of drc mcan inlcrpretcd
boundar!, and hence may be view€d as a quanrificarion of interprctation
uncenainty. Thc nrclhod trs€d in thk prcject conshls ot overlayin8 several
interpreralions oi thc sarn€ sccnc, .alctrlatinC a s€t of coridors in order lo
group the inrerpret.red boundaries, reDoval of outlicre, detcrmininC thc
skclcion of each coridor afier ourlier rcnoval has b€en compleled and
deternnrine rhc widrh of mch coridor (corccting for thc conidor widtb

trcduccd carlicr on) as a nreasuE oi boundary widtb (sec Figurcs I and 2).
Hence rhe method developed leads to a unique widrh lbr e.clt pan ol adja.enr
polygons and rheir .omnon boutrdary, lbr a given ser ol mulriple
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(b)

Fisure 2: The Bn{ mdhod trscd b c\tacr a bou.da!-. prorile fton r
(r) cotridos are se.en red aound '& mern botrndxl)_

and rhc scs of mdhoh inkrDrchlioN lrc thrn .\crl!li on rhc .or

Thc rcsuxins lrilosrmmc,\ sh.r n D (b)

A v4ror inplenenrarion oi rhis method has been d€velopod which favouA
rhe use ofa slatistical franervork based on clusrenng teory ro deremjre when
two boundaries are similar enoush to be rrcated as lhe ene or nor (Edwards
1994). The nethod is based on a paRneiric chaEcleisarion of b.undary
segnenrs and a conesponding cDrve ro cuFe distance measurc Gee Figure 3).
Briefly, fte curve'to-curve djstances aie ued as a masure olcurve simihnty
to eroup rhe most similar ctrNes frcn difieEnr inteQretations. For ecb
clustcr forned in this wa!. a mean botrndary and a one-si8ma 'box" are
derermined (Fieure 4). when the mea. boundary segmenrs foned i. this way
are r€connected into a boundary network, tb€y poduce a kind of fuzzy
ovenay of boundarics, whcrc boundarics which wcre 'ncarby have been
Brcup€d loBether and only boundancs wbich wcrc 'nohed' havc maintained a
sepalate identify. Thh luzzy olerlay h diferenr l@n methods desigoed io
r€move sliver polyeons. in rwo key *als - (i) €ach boundary in the overlay h
associated wnh a luzzy width, and (ii) none of rhe oisinal boundaries have
ben moved The fuzzy ov€rlay is a n€w map, gene€ted frcn rhe old ones
wilhout arbilcrily novinB ant oi the line ieaturcs of the laller. This nethod
has b.en applied ro both nap overlay and map upda|e, b sho* that the Esult of
thc 'ov€day' renov€s fairly naturally all sliv€r polygons as w€ll6 prcviding a
measurc of boundary trncerhinty
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Figure 3: The determination of the curve-to-curve distance function. The two curves are
parameteri-zed between 0 and 1, and the Euclidean distance (or any other distance function) as a
function of the parameter t is integrated along the length of ihe 

"urues. 
The distance function is

the minimum of the two possible distances, depending on the orientation of the two curves.
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ligut" 4: This illustration shows the curve-to-curve-distance generalised to polylines. The heavy
flry sr the centre represents the meancurve, and the dotted iine a represeniation of a one-sigma
box. I'he lormula shows the distance function for one orientation, where Nsegs represents the
number of line.segmerts-on the mean polyline, and is less than or equal to-the'sum of line
segments of each member line less one.
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The vector method is presently rather too labour intensive for practical use.
The difficulty resides in the initial segmentation of the interpretation boundary
networks into matched pairs of polylines. This phase of the work is presently
handled largely via human intervention, although a toolkit of functions has
been developed to facilitate this work. A more automated technique for
carrying out the initial boundary segmentation appears to be feasable, but more
work is required to achieve this. The raster method is therefore, for the
moment, the more promising approach. It is hampered, however, by a number
of inconveniences. It requires a corridor width to be specified, and the results
are sensitive to the choice of this corridor width. Secondly, considerable effort
is required to develop the code to carry out the corridor analysis, outlier
removal, the skeletonisation and the binning to obtain boundary profiles. Until
now, this has been carried out manually within existing image analysis software
(ERDAS), but this is not appropriate for practical use. Finally, a lot more
evaluation of the effects of different choices on the raster analysis needs to be
carried out before these techniques are used operationally. Also, the two
methods (raster and vector) are based on different concepts and produce
different results. These differences have not yet been quantified, but their
existence suggests that more study is needed to understand them. For this
paper, the vector method was used, because, for the moment, it is the most
fully implemented.

Finally, a third project has been devoted to an effort to quantify the
relationship between boundary uncertainty as determined from the multiple
interpretations and the properties of the textured patterns on either side of each
boundary (Edwards and l.owell 1994). Boundary uncertainty in this work may
be understood at representing the repeatability of different interpreters finding
the same boundary at the same location. During the course of this work, a
fairly simple theory was proposed for the relationship between image
properties and the interpreted boundary uncertainty (Figure 5). Specifically,
the width of the uncertain boundary region was shown to be a function of three
factors: (i) pattern discrimination (i.e. the patterns on either side of the
perceived boundary) (ii) the scale of the variability of the patterns and (iii) a
variety of context effects.

The relationship between pattern discrimination and boundary uncertainty is
fairly clear. If the patterns on either side of the perceived boundary are too
similar, boundary uncertainty will be high and the width of the transition zone
will be found to be large.

The scale of the pattern variability or heterogeneity has a somewhat more
subtle effect (Figure 6). An interpreter attempting to locate the border between
two patterns with different scales of heterogeneity will find that the location of
the interpreted boundary will be affected by one or both of the characteristic
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scales of the patterns on either side of the boundary. If one of the texture
patterns is more uniform in appearance than the other, then the more variable
pattern's scale will dominate the uncertainty in the boundary placement.

Figure 5; A schematic view of the functional relationships between different variables related to
boundary uncertainty.

Finally, context effects may be of several types. The length of common
boundary between two patterned regions affects the ability of the interpreter to
see the distinction. The width of the polygons orthogonal to the boundary also
affect the perception of the boundary. Other shape effects also appear to be
present. In particular, any boundaries which form a linear alignement may be
located with lower uncertainty than more curvilinear features. The presence of
similar patterns in the neighbourhood may also affect discrimination capability.
The theory was found to be successful for three different artificially textured
images. It is also similar in structure to current theories of human perceptual
processing.

As shown schematically in Figure 5, the level of aggregation which has been
decided beforehand will affect all three sources of boundary uncertainty. Hence
if several kinds of similar patterns are grouped into one category,
heterogeneity will be higher and the scale of heterogeneity may also be
increased. Furthermore, context aspects such a shape will also be affected by
grouping polygons. On the other hand, discrimination between the grouped
category and others may be improved, hence decreasing boundary uncertainty.
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The developnenc described in rhe perious *ction aE basd on the analysis
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Figure 7. (a) The standard overlay of all three maps; (b) The fuzzy overlay of all three maps.
- r€pr€S€nt boundaries common to all three epochs. - represent boundaries common to any
two epochs. r-rr r€pr€S€nt boundaries only present in 1970. - represent boundaries only
present in 1980. --- represent boundaries only present in 1990.

This overlay contains the full set of polygon primitives which must be defined
over the sequence of three dates in order to ensure coherency in the polygons.
The overlay was produced from the first two overlays by (i) first identifying
boundary segments common to all three dates; (ii) identifying boundary
segments common to temporally adjacent dates; (iii) identifying boundary
segments common to the first and last date; (iv) identifying boundary segments
unique to each date; and (v) for unique boundaries, classifying them into
boundaries which represent a strong attribute contrast and boundaries which
represent a weak attribute contrast. Also roads, streams and rivers were
suppressed in the production of the final overlay.

There were 28 polygons present in 1970, 38 polygons in 1980 and 39
polygons in 1990. The combined set of polygons for all three dates contains 92
polygons. This should be compared to more than 1000 polygons if the overlay
is not carried out using the fuzzy boundary procedure (e.g. Figure 7a).
However, of the full set of 92 polygons, only 68 polygons were needed to make
the transition from 1970 to 1980, while 73 polygons were needed for the
transition 1980 to 1990. The interpretation norms used to define the 1970 map
were coarser than those used for either the 1980 or 1990 map, hence the lower
number of polygons.
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Boundaries in Figure 7b due to a single map are, in general, the result of a
clearcut, of other real changes in the forest database, or of the presence of
subtle contrast effects not seen by other interpreters. Boundaries common to
two maps correspond to smaller units which emerge when analysing multiple
interpretations. Boundaries present on all three maps form larger aggregate
units which are easier for photointerpreters to find in the images. Hence, for
example, the attribute contrast between polygon #66 and polygon #60 is low
and these two regions could easily be grouped together by a different
interpreter. The same is true for polgyons #50 and #56. On the other hand, the
apparent growth of polygon #52 to embrace polygons #53 and #54 in the 1990
map may represent real change.

Figure 8: The emergence of smaller polygons from a sequence of interpretations based on larger
polygons which are aggregates.

The preceding analysis shows that, somewhat contrary to expections, the
majority of boundaries of forest stands were found to be present on at least two
of the three maps acquired at ten year intervals. This result was surprising for
several reasons. Experienced foresters indicate that one cannot expect forest
maps generated at ten year intervals, using different inventory standards, to be
comparable. Yet in this sample (and admittedly small) region, the stand
boundaries are largely coherent. Secondly, previous unpublished work on the
same data set suggested that at least a third of polygons should be incoherent
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from one date to the next. In actual fact, the results described here are probably
consistent with this observation. Although most boundaries are found to be
coherent, there are enough boundary segments which are not that they affect
about a quarter or more of the polygons. Hence, if our criteria for coherency
consists of polygons, then there is little one-to-one coherency from one date to
the next. If, on the other hand, we focus our attention on boundary coherency,
we find that over 8O7o of the boundaries are coherent between at least two of
the three maps.

The boundary segments present at only one date represent either real change
or border regions whose categories are easily confused. Indeed, the same
observation holds true for boundaries present on two dates but not on all three.
The presence of heterogeneity in the textures on which the categories are based,
and the role of the minimum mapping unit as discussed in the first section,
mean that the larger polygons which are interpreted as stands are made up of a
number of smaller polygons, sometimes with quite distinct categories, which
are grouped together by different interpreters in different ways at different
times. When comparing any two interpretations, one is struck by the large
numbers of boundaries on one map which are not present on the second.
However, when three or more interpretations are combined, more consistency
emerges in the boundaries. Indeed, these smaller polygons emerge as coherent
units with boundaries which, in general, belong to at least two maps, although
different sections of the boundary of such a smaller polygon may not
necessarily belong to the same two maps (see Figure 8). The analysis above
shows that, over three forest maps, isolated boundary segments ate tare.It was
expected that such isolated boundary segments would be more common in real
forest maps. Earlier work (Aubert et al. 1994) showed that, for the artificial
images which were intepreted in the first stage of the work, three
interpretations contained over 8OVo of the boundaries found in nine
interpretations, suggesting that three interpretations contains almost all the
information. The new result is consistent with this earlier result.

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR SPATIAL-TEMPORAL DATABASES IN THE
PRESENCE OF SPATIAL UNCERTAINTY

The presence of smaller, but coherent units in the combination of several
maps means that polygon coherency can be determined over time using these
smaller regions. There are two ways to do this. The first is to treat the smaller
polygons as real and then to construct temporal histories for each one. The
approach is similar to the space-time composite described by l,angran (1992),
except that the map overlay canied out here is a fuzzy overlay, not a standard
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overlay. The difficulty with this technique is that the accumulation and
integration of maps at more dates may result in an increasing fragmentation of
the database. A second difficulty is that, although polygon histories in the
space-time composite will be different, two adjacent polygons may have very
similar and sometimes identical categories at any given time. This contradicts
standard practice, which assigns a unique identifier only to polygons
representing different categories, and hence would require redefining how
polygons are assigned identity.

The "fuzzy space-time composite" which results from this f.uzzy overlay
procedure may be interpreted differently, however. It is more complete than
any of subset of its constituent maps and hence represents a fairly good portrait
of the forest. Some temporal change effects are incorporated into its structure,
but most polygon distinctions represent category differences. The composite
also contains a great deal of information on boundary uncertainty. By
combining the maps from the earlier three dates, therefore, it is possible to
build a single portrait of the forest which could be used as a "base map"
description of the forest. Using such a map, it should'no longer be necessary to
acquire independent forest maps every ten years. Rather, the next forest
inventory should be carried out by interpreters using the existing fuzzy map
and looking only for change.

An alternative approach is to treat the smaller polygons as "transition"
polygons, that is, polygons which are used only to make the transition from one
date to the next, and which are then discarded. This approach is valid when the
transition polygons really are transitory - that is, they do not reappear again
during later transitions. If the latter is true, then their inclusion directly in the
database as distinct entities makes more sense. It is also valid only if there is a
mechani"sm for iteratively updating the database, destroying earlier polygons
and making new ones. If all polygons are incorporated directly into the
database, then there is no justification for using transition polygons. However,
given these two conditions, the use of such transition polygons ensures that the
database does not fragmen't into smaller and smaller pieces.

If we are to build such a spatial-temporal database, the analysis of the
preceding section indicates that we would need three map databases, each
containing roughly 40 polygons, and two transition databases containing
transition rules for around 70 polygons. The latter are subdivisions of the
single date polygons required to cany out the comparison from one date to the
next. These transition polygons could be computed using fuzzy overlay
procedures, but could not be generated using standard overlay. Presently the
fuzzy overlay procedure must be garried out interactively and hence there is
too much overhead in time and effort associated with the procedure for it to be
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carried out on the fly. It is therefore better to determine the fuzzy overlays
ahead of time and built them directlv into the database.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a procedure is outlined using newly developed fuzzy overlay
techniques to compare three forest maps based on aerial photos acquired at
different dates over ten year intervals. It was found that most boundaries could
be identified on two or more of the maps. Exceptions include boundaries which
represent real change and highly confused category pairs, but these latter were
rare. Hence boundary coherency across three interpretations is high, although
polygon coherency was found to be lower. Two methods of using the fuzzy
overlay techniques to build a spatial-temporal database were discussed. One
consists of producing a fuzzy space-time composition, the other of using
transition polygons in a dynamic update procedure. The choice of approach
depends on the available technology as well as the nature of the entities being
tracked over time. It was also pointed out that the composite fuzzy map
produced by combining the three independent forest maps contains more
information than any subset of its component maps, and that the composite map
may actually be used as a more complete map of the existing state of the forest.
The use of such a composite map might relieve the need for redoing the entire
forest map the next time around (in five to six years).
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ABSTRACT.

Terrain objects will always be defined within some users context and these definitions will
often have a certain level of vagueness or fuzziness. Data models for the representation of
such objects in information systems should be able to deal with the uncertainty of their
thematic and spatial description. The definition of a syntax for these data models will help
to understand:
- how thematic and geometric data can be related to the represented objects,
- how the spatial aspects of the objects can be represented in different geometric models

and what the similarity of these models is,
- how uncertainty can be taken care of in the object descriptions
The uncertainty of the object descriptions will propagate to the spatial relationships between
the objects, this will demonstrated for some examples.

1. INTRODUCTION

The objects represented in a geo-information system will always be conceptual entities that
play a role in some terrain description. This role is made up by the different relationships
they have with other objects and their behaviour in time under external influences or due to
intrinsic factors. Consequently one should understand the object definitions in the context of
such a role pattern and behaviour pattern, this context will have several aspects (Molenaar,
1993). The first aspect is the discipline or disciplines of the users, i.e. are they working in
a cadastral environment, or soil mapping, or demography etc. Each discipline will have its

own definition of terrain objects, classes and attributes. These definitions also depend on the

scale level or the aggregation level of the mapping, i.e. will the mapping be made at a local
level, a regional level, a national level or even a continental level; e.g. at a municipality level
a GIS may contain houses, streets and parks, while at a national level a GIS may contain
towns and urban areas. Another aspect of the users context is the aim of the mapping, i.e.

will the data be used for monitoring the terrain situation, or for the identification and analysis

of processes, or will the data be used for planning purposes etc. A fourth important aspect

of the users context is the time of the terrain description. In many disciplines and users
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environments the relevance of data changes with time. In agriculture for example, the re-
quirements for soil information have changed during the last decades. Originally the main
interest was to analyze the suitability of soils for different crops. At present the interest
changes to e.g. the capacity of the soil to bind chemical elements which could harm the
environment. In the cadastral world we see that, whereas the original tasks were to protect
land titles and to raise taxes, they now often play an increasing role in the analysis of
economic processes, such as the dynamics of prices of real estates and of the number of sales
and mortgages.

These considerations imply that the objects represented in a geo-inforrnation system are not
simply entities that are "out there", but they are rather representations of conceprual entities
that play a role in some descriptive model of the earths surface. Such a model defines the
semantics of the objects and their role patterns. Each users context will have its own
semantics. Many applications have some kind of indeterminacy in their descriptive models
in the sense that it is not always clear how the conceptual entities in the model could be
linked unambiguously to real world phenomena. This might be due to the fact that the
measuring procedures for data acquisition have stochastic components, but it might also be
that the data categories of the model have fuzzy definitions, or that inferences are based on
insufficient data. This means that uncertainty will always be an intrinsic aspect of information
so that if data models are developed for geo-information then they will not be complete if
they are not able to deal with uncertainty.

A terrain description contained in a GIS will be called a map in this paper, thus "map" refers
to the data contained in a geo-database rather then to a graphical display of such data. If the
geometry of a map M has vector structure then M will be called a vector map and similarly
if the geometry has a raster stmcture then M will be called a raster map. There are many
other types of tessellations for a two dimensional space but we will restrict our discussion to
these two. Many of the statements made in later sections about the comparison of the raster
and vector geometry can be extended to those other tessellations too.

For our further developments we will assume that representa-
tions of terrain objects in a geo-information system have the
basic structure of figure 1 This representation consists of an
object identifier to which the thematic data and the geometric
data are linked. With the notation developed in section 2.1.
it will be possible to explain that vector maps and raster maps
do have basically the same syntax. This notation will also
help us to understand how uncertainty can expressed when
semantics are introduced into the model.

fig. I: The basic structure
for representing terrain
objects in GIS.

A two dimensional terrain description could contain point-, line- and area objects. The
following elaborations will be restricted to the representation of line and area objects. A
further restriction with respect to the concept of objects as found in modern computer science
is that object dynamics or object behaviour will not be discussed here and no attention will
be paid to composite or aggregated spatial objects. The main aim of this paper is to formulate
a syntax that can handle the semantics of state descriptions of fuzzy spatial objects. No
explicit attention will be paid to the time or scale dependency of the object states, we rather
take it that uncertainty due to these aspects can somehow be expressed as uncertainty of the
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object state as such. The basic concepts ofthe syntactic approach can be sufficiently explained
under these restrictions.

2. A SYNTAX FOR OBJECT REPRESENTATIONS

2.1. Many to One Relations Between Sets

A conceptual data model identifies a number of data types and relations between these data
types. A syntax for such a model will be formulated in a mathematical sense, the data types
will be interpreted as discrete sets between which relations will be defined (Gersting,1993).
This model is,eraphically represented by figure 2.Each ellipse represents a set identified by
the label;  an el l ipse label led by S represents a set with elements s, ,  i .e.  S :  { . . . . ,  s i ,  . . . . }
and an el l ipse label led with T represents a set T :  { . . . ,  t i , . . . } .  In f igure 2athe elements of
subsets of T are related to elements of S through some binary relation m C T I S. Each
subset will be labelled with a symbol R identifyin_e the type of relation that generates the
subset and an index s, identifying the generating element or owner in set S. For some subsets
R.* and R' we might find that Rr* n Rsr # 0. in that case S is a many-to-many relation
because the subsets of T are overlapping. see figure 2a. This situation has been represented
symbolically in figure 2b where the two headed arrow means that the relation is many-to-
manv.

6 t  R :  { . . . ,  Rr , , . . . }  be  the  co l lec t ion  o f  &$}
all subsets of T generated by $t. if all these
subsets are disjoint, i.e. if for all combina- 3', fr' lt '

tions of subsets Rs. fi Rsr : O then the Z;;1fa
relatron ffi is lranr'-lo-one from set T to set \{jj/

S. This situation has been illustrated in fig- ,muvtomuv
ure 2c. and has been represented symboli- XXIX|"
cally in fi-eure 2c; the arrow represents the
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so that:
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used lbr the computation of cardinality numbers of sets, they can easily be adapted for the
situation where we have to deal with fuzzy sets (Klir and Folger 1988) and they can be used
to compute membership functions for the composition of relations. These relationships could
alternatively expressed as predicates. or as (labelled) binary relationships. In the latter form
they can be compared to the regular entity relations of (Chen,1976).

2.2. Object Classes

LetU, be the set of all objects occurring in a map M, then U, is called the universe of
discourse of M, or shortly the universe of M. Objects in this universe can be distinguished
because they have different characteristics, for most GIS applications these differences will
be primarily thematic. A thematic description of the objects is then required to express the
differences, this can be done by means of attributes that take values per object. The complete
description of an object in a GIS consists then of the thematic component expressed by the
attribute values and a geometric component. Two objects can only be distinguished if their
descriptions are not equal.

Class intension and extension
Carnap explains how classes are defined by the properties that are characteristic for the
members, i.e. the objects of a class have properties that distinguish them from objects that
do not belong to the class (Carnap,l956). This implies that for each object of a universe Ut
a decision must be made to assign it to the class or not. Criteria should therefor be formu-
lated for each class to specify which objects should be considered as class members. These
criteria express the intention of the class and they can be operationalised by a deciston
function rhar can be applied to the objects to test whether they fulfil the criteria or not. If an
object O, passes the test for a class C, then it will be a member of that class and that will be
expressed by the membership function:

MIOi , Ci] I if Ot is a member of C,
0 otherwise.

For each object O, we define the function specifying the classes to which the object belongs:

CLASS(O,) : {Cil M[O,, C,l : I]

If the classes are defined so that they are mutually exclusive then for each object the
extension of this function contains only one class.

The extension of a class is the set of all the objects that belong to it, hence:

EXTG,) :  {O, l  M[O,,  Ci]  :  1]

It is possible that a class C has been defined to which no objects belong, then the extension
is empty, i.e. EXT(C) : Q

Objects, Classes and Attributes
The general situation in a terrain description is that there are sets of objects that are so much
different that this can not any more be expressed by the attribute values only. Each set should
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then have its own description structure,
i.e. each set should have its own list of
attributes; these sets will be called object
classes or short classes. The classes are
typified by the fact that the objects that
belong to the same class share the same
descriptive structure. A class C, has then
a list of attributes:

L I S T ( C j )  :  { A , , . . , A , , . . ,  A ,  }

E isvalueofattribute 4 for objecil

fig. 3: Diagram representing the relation between
obiects. classes and attributes

Each attribute will have a name and for each attribute a domain will be specified defining the
complete set of attribute values. The attribute structure of an object is determined by the class
to which it belongs, so that each object has a list containing of one value for every attribute
of its class. An object inherits the attribute structure of its class, i.e.
MIO', CJ : 1 implies that :

L I S T ( O  i  )  :  { a  t , . . , a , , . . , a n  }
with a, : A,[ O,J is value of A,for object O,

A, € LIST(Cj).

The diagram of figure 3 illustrates the relationship between objects and classes and the
attribute strucnlres. The thematic description of an object can now be specified by the class
of the object and the list of attribute values, the class specifies the names of the attributes.
Classes are semantically distinct if their attribute lists are different, i.e.

i * j implies that LIST(C,) * LIST(Cj)

We will assume that this is the case, this means that objects belonging to different classes
have different descriptions. In the relational database model this would mean that a table can
be defined for each object class.

2.3. The Geometry of Line and Area Objects

The Representation of Line and Area Objects in a Vector Map
The geometric structure of a vector map can be described by means of cell complexes. For
a two dimensional map these consist of 0-cells, 1-cells and 2-cells (Frank and Kuhn,1986).
The O-cells and l-cells play similar role as respectively the nodes and edges when the
geometry of the map is interpreted as a planar graph, the 2-cells can then be compared to the
faces related to the planar graph through Eulers formula (Gersting,1993). The terminology
of the planar graph interpretation will be used here.

The geometry of a simple line object is represented by an chain of edges as in figure 4a. If
an edge e, is part of such a chain representing a line object O, then the relation between edge
and object will be expressed by the function

PartLO[e,, O,] : 1
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There is at most one face for which both Le[e, , F,] :

I and PartAO[Ff , O,,J : I, it such a face exists then
the function relating the edge to the object will get the
value : 1, in all other cases the product will be : 0.
Hence if edge e, has area object O" at its left-hand side
- Le[e,, O,,] : 1. SimilarlY we can write:

Ri[e,, O,," Fr] : Ri[e,, Fr] x PartAO[F,, O,,] and
Ri[e,, O,,] : MAXF1I Ri[e,, O,,1 Ft] ]

if edge e. has area object O" at its right-hand side -

Ri[e,, O.] : 1, otherwise it is : 0.

frg. 5, Transition from edge-face-
object relationships to edge-object
relationships

The transitions from the indirect relationships between edges and area objects to the direct
relationships have been represented the diagram of figure 5, where the many-to-many
relations are represented by double headed arrows. The relations between faces and area
objects are many-to-many. so that will also be true for the derived relations between edges

and faces. The combination of these two functions gives for edge e, :

B[e,, O"J : Le[e,, O,,] + Ri[e,, O,,]

If an edge e, is parr of the border of O, then only one of the functions Ri and [r is equal to

1. but not both. So for such an edge we find B[e,, O,,] : 1, the boundary of Q consists of
the set of edges with

|con :  {  e, l  B[e,,  O,, ]  :  I  ]

If e, has O" both at its leti-hand side and at its right-hand side then B[e,, O,,J : 2, inthat
case it is running through O^. lf B[e,, On] :0 there is no direct relationship between e' and

O" (Molenaar,l99la and b).

The relationships between a line object O, and an area object Ou can be found by checking
for each edge that is part of the line object how it is related to the area object. This will be

expressed by the functions

LeIO,, O.l e,] : Le[e,, O.] * PartLO[e,, O,]
Ri[Or, O.l e,] : Ri[ei, O,,] , PaTtLO[e,, O,]

For the relationship between a line object O, and an area object O" we can write

B[Ot,  O"t,e, ]  :  Le[O,,  O,, l  e, ]  + Ri[Ot,  O,, t t  e, ]
: B[ei, O,,] x PartLO[e,, o,]

If this function has the value : 2 then the line object runs through the area object at edge e,

if the value : 1 then it is at the border and if it is : 0 then there is no relationship. The

relationship between the two objects might be different at different edges.
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The Graph Structure of Rasters
Objects might also be represented in a raster geometry. To
understand the similarity between such a representation and
that of the previous section the cells of a raster will be
interpreted as faces. A graph can be linked to a raster accor-
ding to the generic structure of figure 6; edge{q., ,n,*,., } is
the border between cell,.,_, and cell,., and edge{n,,.,,n,.,*, } is
the border between cell,_,., and cell,, . ln fact we have;

Le[  edge{n, . ,  ,n i * t , i } ,ce l l1 i , t }  :  ]  and
R i I  edge {n , , , f t i * t . i } , ce l l , . , ]  :  I

and
fiq. 6: A generic structure
for linking a graph to a cell
raster.

Le[  edge{n,  , , f l , . i , , } ,  ce l l , ,J  :  ]  and
RiI edge{n,., ,n,.i*, }, cell, ,,,J : I

The only difference between this interpretation of a cell raster and the planar graph with its
faces of the previous section is that the cells are rectangular faces so that the relationship
between the number of nodes, ed-qes and cells is fixed. Due to this strucrure each edge has
a unique pair of adjacent faces. so that instead of specifying the edges by their begin- and end
nodes. they can be specified by the cells at their right hand- and left hand sides, so:

Edge{ fl i .,,f l i*t.1 } = Edge{ cell,,, cell,..,., l  and Edge{ ft i.. j  ,ni. j*t} = Edge{ cell,_,., , cell,.,}

With this interpretation cell rasters appear to be special cases of a planar graphs. This
conclusion implies that terrain objects can be represented in rasters in the same way as they
can be represented in vector maps with a planar _eraph structure.

Area Objects Represented in a Raster
The geometry of an area object is represented in a raster by one or more adjacent cells. If
a cell, , is part of an area object O. this will be represented by:

PartAO[cell,. i  ,O,,] : I

The relationships between edges an area objects can be found via their relationship with the
cel ls  by:

Le[Edge{n,., , n,.in, },
Le[Edge{n, . , ,  n , , , . ,  } ,

and

Ri [Edge{n, . , ,  n , . j t ,  } ,
Ri [Edge{n, . , ,  n , t , . i  } ,

O,,l = Ri[Edge{cellit.1, cell,.,}, o,,1
O,,l = Ri[Edge{cell,.,, cell,.,,}, O"]

PartAo[cell, ,,, O,,J and
PartAo[cell,.,, OnJ

o,,J = Le[Edge{cell,-'r, cell,.,}, o,,J : PartAo[cell,.,, o,,J and
o,,l = Le[Edge{cell,,,, cell,.,., }, o,,] : PanAo[ce\\,.,.,, O,,]

The combination of these two functions eives aqain
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B[e., O,,] : Le[e-, O,,] + Ri[e-, O,,]

If line objects are to be represented in a raster then their geometry should be represented by
means of the edges. This will restrict their shape and position to the geometry of the
rectangular cells, but the similarity with the structure of the vector approach is then
maintained.

The Syntactic Similarity of Vector and Raster Maps
It should be stressed that for the discussion about the similarity of the syntactic structure of
raster and vector representatirtns rasters are considered as a grid of cells. In that case the
difference between raster maps and vector maps is only due the fact that a raster can be
described by a planar graph where the faces have a fixed geometry, i.e. the faces are
rectangular so that there is also a fixed relationship between the faces and the edges and

nodes. This implies that the position information for the faces or cells can be inferred directly
from the cell number if a proper coding has been applied. The cell numbers can be directly
related to the numbers of the nodes of the cell boundary and thus a short cut can be made in
the computation of the cell location. In a similar way short cuts can be made for establishing
the topological (adjacency) relationships between cells. In vector maps the faces do not have

a fixed geometry so that the relation between faces and edges and nodes have more degrees
of freedom. The identification of the location of the faces, requires that the related boundary
nodes are found through the edges. Similarly the topologic relationships between faces should
be established through their boundaries. The difference is then only a difference in

computational efficiency for the location and the topologic relationships of the geometric
elements, because rasters are special cases of planar graphs in this respect.

The expressive power for both geometries is the same however, because the syntactic
structure for relating geometric elements to line and area objects is the same. These

relationships have for both geometries been based on the functions PartLO[e,, O,] and
PanAO[F,, O,,/. These functions express the relationships between respectively an edge and

a line object and a face and an area object, in a raster map a cell will be substituted for the
face Through the faces the relationships between the edges and the area objects can be
established, i.e. it is possible to identify the edges that describe the boundary of the objects.
These relationships are for an edge iand an object a represented by the functions Le[e,, OJ

and Ri[e, , O,,]. The discussions concerning the relationships between objects and geometry

in the next chapter will therefore be restricted to these functions.

These statements about the syntactic similarity of the vector and the raster geometry can be

extended to other types of tessellations too.

If the interpretation of this paper with a raster as a collection of cells is not strictly maintained

the comparison of vector and raster structures might come out slightly different. The

discussion in section l-10 of (Tomlin,1990) is an example of this fact. There the raster

elements are considered to be grid points that carry the information about a rectangular zone

from which they are the centre points whereas in this paper the raster elements are cells that

cover exactly the area they represent. These interpretations are semantically different in the

sense that the relation between the elements of the raster data model and the real world are

different, resulting in a different interpretation of the geometric relationship between vector

and raster representations.
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3. SEMANTICS AND LINCERTAINTY

3.1. Uncertainty Aspects of Spatial Objects

The syntax that has been developed in the previous chapters can be considered as a part of
a linguistic model for geo-data. The syntax describes how to link object identifiers to
information about object classes, thematic attributes and geometric data. With this syntax
statements can be formulated about objects and their mutual relationships.

We should see now how the semantics of
fuzzy spatial objects can be handled in this
syn;x, this is important because statements 

svntu

about real world phenomena will always 
o*'*nF 

/ \ fie'*^a"r
have a certain level of indeterminacy. This / \' 

"
ts partly due to the fact that the use of data 

somanr. u*rtaintv

models requires that real world phenomena
are described as discrete categories. So we 

f,S 7 A tinguistic model should interrelate syn-
are forced to a discretisation that can not be mx, semantics and uncertain'.
done with an absolute precision or certainty.
there will always be some doubt wether the
mapping of the real world onto the discrete categories has been done correctly or adequately.
Further more the introduction of this paper explained that data handled in a GIS environment
refer to objects that are in fact conceptual entities within some semantical framework defined
by the users context of the data. More often then not the users are not very specific about the
definition of their objects and object classes, etc. That means that statements about the real
world are to be formulated and understood within a certain context (Molenaar, 1993). For
such statements it is not only important to know how the semantics can be handled by the
syntax but the uncertainty related to the statements should considered too. A linguistic model
for geo-data should therefore be able the handle the interrelations of the three-rupple: syntax,
semantics and uncertainty. This has been illustrated in figure 7; the central part of this figure
represents a linguistic model taking care of these interactions, data models and data
processing models can then formulated as implementations of this linguistic model in an
information systems environment.

Uncertainty is related to statements such as: xeS, i.e. element x belongs to (sub)set S, (see
(Molenaar,1993)). Statements of this type can be grouped in three categories related to the
information categories defined in the previous chapters:
- S is a subset of the universeUr, i.e. S is an object class in the sense of section 2.2

and xeS means that an object x will be assigned to class S,
- S is a subset or a value of an attribute domain, the formula means in that case that a

value will be assigned to an attribute of some object,
- S is a region covered by some object, S is then a subset of the point set representing

the geometric space of the map , the formula means in that case that some face is part
of that resion.

The uncertainty of such statements implies the risk that they lead to wrong decisions, with
the consequence that inadequate actions will follow. This of course should be avoided, or at
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least the risk should be brought down to an acceptable level. Therefore we should understand
the causes of uncertainty and also we should understand which are the different kinds of
uncertainty. The formula "xeS" has three components, uncertainty can be related to each of
them (Klir and Folger,l988).

Firstly the definition of a subset S may be fuzzy. No sharp criteria can be formulated to
determine whether an element x belongs to S or not. The theory of fuzzy subsets gives
mathematical rules for handling this type of uncertainty. Fuzzy subsets are distinct from
classical "crisp" subsets in the sense that for crisp subsets the membership function M[x,S]
:  I  -  xeS ( i .e.  x belongs to S) or M[x,S] :  0 t  x€S ( i .e.  x does not belong to S).  For
fuzzy subsets 0 < M[x,S] < 1, hence x may belong a little bit to S. The rules formulated
in this theory are mainly of a qualitative nature because it is often difficult to evaluate M[x,S]
for fuzzy subsets (Klir and Folger,1988).

Secondly the description of x may be not precise. In GIS x stands for a terrain object for
which the geometry and the attribute values should be evaluated. In many cases this will be
done through measuring procedures or through the processing of measuring data. Measuring
operations introduce in general stochastic components in the observed data. These stochastic
components propagate through the processing steps applied to these data. The uncertainty
introduced here can then be dealt with mathematically by means of stochastic models. This
means that the uncertainty can often be expressed in terms of variances and probabilities.

Thirdly there may be insufficient evidence to assign an element x to a subset S. The problem
is now that it is not clear whether a particular element x fulfils the criterion or not. In such
situations the subset S might be crisp and the description of the element x might be precise,
but still we are not sure whether we should decide xeS or xGS. The mathematical rules for
handling this type of uncertainty are given by the theory of evidence or the theory of fuzzy
measures (Klir and Folger,1988). Sometimes it is possible to evaluate these fuzzy measures,
e.g. when they can be expressed as likelihood functions or as Bayes probabilities. But more
often this is not the case, so that the rules are again of a qualitative nature.

3.2. Handling the Uncertainty of Spatial Obiects

Before the object data are entered into the data base a decision should be made about their
description stmcture. For their geometric description a choice should be made between the
raster and the vector stmcture. We saw that this is mainly a choice between the computational
efficiency for geometry of the raster stmcture verses the geometric flexibility of the vector
approach. There are no semantic differences between these two approaches. For the thematic
description of the objects the relevant classes with their attribute structure and the attribute
domains should be specified.

When the descriptive strucfure (i.e. the syntax) of the spatial object representation has been
defined the object data must be expressed in this structure. The syntax of this paper identified
three categories of assignment statements that might involve uncertainty: the assignment of

objects to object classes, the assignment of attribut€ values to objects and the assignment of

a spatial description to objects. These three categories will be shortly reviewed here, the

emphasis will be on the geometry though.
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Fuay Object Classes
The intension of the object classes can be expressed by a decision function that tests the
objects and then assigns objects to the classes if they pass the test. If an object O is assigned
to a class C then Mt O, Cl : I otherwise Mt O, Cl : 0. If the test does not give definite
results then the assignment of object O to class C will be uncertain, that will be expressed
by a fuzzy class membership function that does not take definite values 0 or l. In that case
we find 0 < M[ O, C] < l. Section 3.1 explained that there could several types of reasons
for this uncertainty. The function specifying the classes of O defined in section 2.2.1 should
now by modified so that:

CLASS(o) : {C I MI o. C] > 0]

The extension of this function might contain several classes even if they are considered to be
mutually exclusive. In that case the object can in principle belong to only one class but the
uncertain decision function does not give a definite conclusion which one. The object inherits
the attribute structures of the classes it belongs to, the attributes should be evaluated. It might
very well be that the data required for the evaluation of the attributes contain sufficient
information for a definite class assignment in case of mutually exclusive classes.

Fuuy Attribute Values
The domains of the attributes may contain values or value classes that are not clearly defined.
Another possibility is that the values of the domain are clearly defined, but that there is no
sufficient reliable measuring procedure to get these values with a high accuracy. The
evaluation of an attribute A for an object O should then be expressed by a two-tupple A[O]
: (a, trlu ), where a is the estimated attribute value and mu is a measure of the uncertainty
that a is a correct value. The uncertainty measure mu should be of a type related to the type
of uncertainty in the sense of section 3.1.

Fuzzy Object Geometry
The geometric description consists of the topology of the objects, their shape and their
position. The topologl can be expressed through the relationships between the objects, the
faces and the edges. For both the raster and the vector geometry the basic link between area
objects and geometry is made through the function PartAO[F, O], in the vector geometry F
represents a face and in the raster geometry it represents a raster cell. If the objects O are
fuzzy in the sense that their spatial extension is uncertain then this can be expressed by the
fact that the function does not only take the value 0 or 1, but that it can take any value 0 <
PartAO[F, OJ < ].That means for the raster geometry that the resolution, i.e. the cell size,
should be chosen so that the value of this function is homogeneous per cell. In the vector
geometry the faces should be defined so that the function is homogeneous per face. The fuzzy
set of faces related to object O" is then

Face(O") : { Fil PartAO[F,, O"] > 0]

The uncertainty of the topologic relationships between edges and objects can be established
through the cells or faces, the uncertainty of the function PartAO[F, O] will propagate to the
functions tr[e, O] and Ri[e, O]. This can be done in two steps:
- for each combination of an edge e, ,a face Fr and an object Ou we find
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Le[eu O." 4] : MIN[ Le[e,, Ft], PartAO[Ft, O"J J
Ri[eu o"l 4] : MIN[ Ri[e,, Ft], PartAo[F,, o"] l

the functions t-e[e, F] and Ri[e, F] however do still have the values 0 or 1 due to the
geometric strucrure of the object description.
The second step is the evaluation of the functions

Le[e,, O,,J : MAXer[Le[e,, O,,l Fr-] l
Ri[e,, O"J : MAXffI Ri[e,, O"l Fr] l

If an edge has a face at left hand side or right hand side that has an uncertain relationship to
an area object O. then the uncertainty will be propagated to the functions at the left hand side
of these equations. The expressions can be simplified for the raster geometry because of the
fixed relationships betrveen cells and edges.

The shape and position information is mainly contained in the coordinates of the nodes of
the object boundaries. Because of the uncertainty of the functions Le[ ] and Ri[ ] the
boundary of objects can not be determined in the simple way of section 2.3.1, for fuzzy
objects boundaries can only be established for specified certainty levels. kt the fuzzy set of
faces related to object O, with certainty level c be

Face(O"lc ) : { F,l ParrAO[F,, O,,J 2 c]

With this set we can define the conditional functions

PartAO[ Fj, O,,tt c J : ] - FL € Face(O"tt c)
: 0 = F, €. Face(O,, I c)

and for the relationships between ed-qes. faces and objects

Le[e,,  O,, l  Fi ,c]  :  Le[e,,  F,]  x PartAO[ F,,  O,, t t  cJ
Ri[e,,  O,, l  F, ,c]  :  Ri[ei ,  F,]  x PartAO[ F,,  O"l  c]

These conditional functions are not fuzzy, they take the values : 0 or : 1. Through these
functions it can be verified whether an edge is conditionally related to the object by evaluation
of the functions

Le[e,, O,,t, c] : MAXF1 [ Le[e,, O,,tt F, , c] J
Ri[e, ,  O,, l  c]  :  MAXF.I Ri[e, ,  O,, l  F, ,  cJ ]

These are also crisp functions that take the value : I if there exist a relationship and : 0

otherwise. With the conditional function

B[e , ,  O" l  c ] :  Le [e , ,  O, , l  c ]  +  R i [e , ,  O, , t1  c ]

the boundary of O. at certainty level c can be found
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| cOn :  {  e , l  B [e , ,  O, , l  cJ  :  I  ]

The precision of the position and shape of these boundaries is then a function of the accuracy
of the coordinates of the nodes. This accuracy depends mainly on the measuring procedure
and on the idealisation accuracy of the face boundary, i.e. the accuracy of the identification
of the face boundary. In rasters the node positions have been defined by the cell geometry,
so that position and shape accuracy of the boundaries at specified certainty levels follows
directly from the accuracy of the raster definition.

The fuuy overlap between twc' area objects is the intersection of their two face sets

Overlap(O,,, O,,) : Face(O,,) n Face(O,,)

A fuzzy measure for the fact that the two objects overlap at face { is

Overl[O,,,Ot,l F]l : Min[ PartAO[F,,O,,], PartAO[Ft, OoJ ]

A fuzzy measure for the fact that there is some overlap of the two objects can be found by

Overl[O,,,O,,] : M^r,I Overl[O,,, Obl Fj]

Fuay relationships between a line and an area object should be found through their common
edses

LeIO,,
Ri[or,

o,, I
O,, tt

e,l : MINI Lefe,, O,,], PartLO[e,, O,] J
eil : MINI Ri[e,, O,,], PartLO[e', O,J J

'Ihe refationships between the edge and the area object are fuzzy. If the relationship between
edge and line object is crisp then the function PartLO[ ] takes the values : 0 or : f . if this
relationship is also fuzzy the it can take any value between 0 and 1. If O, intersects O" at e'
then it should have Ou at both sides, a fuzzy measure for this intersection is given by
MIN[ LeIO, , O"l e,], Ri[Ot, O"l e,] I A fuzzy measure for the existence of some
intersection between O, and O, given by MAX",I MIN| LeIO,, O,,tt e,], Ri[Ot, O"l ,,] I l

The relationships between edges, faces and objects explained in this section can be used to
derive the fuzzy variants of more topologic relationships between objects such as adjacency,
touch. containment etc.

CONCLUSION

A clear distinction should be made between the models that describe how scientists from
different disciplines perceive the world and the representation of these models in an
information systems environment. The different descriptive models of the various disciplines
should be mapped onto discrete data sets with their mutual relations and related data
processing models if they are to be implemented in an information system. The previous

sections presented some syntactic structures for geo-data models with the emphasis was on

the structure of state descriptions of objects.
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There are several possibilities for the geometric description of spatial objects, these are given
by the different types of tessellations that are available. The most common tessellations for
GIS applications are given by the vector structure (or the general form of cell complexes) and
rasters. It seems that these approaches do have basically the same syntactic structure for the
representation of spatial objects and this conclusion can in principle be extended to the other
tessellations too. The choice between the different tessellations is in fact a choice between the
flexibility of geometric description versus computational efficiency for position and topologic
relationships. The expressive power of these geometric models is the same. This implies that
there is syntactically also no difference between these geometries when fuzzy objects are to
be represented. The links between these objects and the geometric elements can be expressed
as fuzzy relations, through these fuzzy topologic relationships and fuzzy position data can be
derived. The results of the previous sections seem to indicate that fuzzy spatial object data
can to a large extend be handled by not too dramatic modifications of the present spatial data
models.
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ABSTRACT. Contemporary models in spatial and ancillary generalization have
focussed on the development of rule bases which by definition are limited in
scope. This paper presents an object oriented model to handle the automatic
classification, coding, and database building. It uses techniques based on
underlying data structures that can be manipulated to render automatic and
continuous generalization to meet contextual requirements such as topographic
and aeronautical chart mapping as well as thematic mapping at any smaller scale.
This approach uses object oriented techniques for data abstraction and can
provide results that can respond to a diversity in requirements. The model does
not restrict the user to a pre-defined and finite rule-base.

1. INTRODUCTION

In spatial and attribute generalization, data abstraction can occur differently at
different scales of representation. Even at a single scale, data abstraction can vary
considerably since applications in using the data change from user to user. As
such, a data model environment should allow a maximum of flexibility in data
manipulations while at the same time providing a stable environment. Data
modelling is therefore an important aspect in creating any prototype for
automatic generalization. The data model design should allow enough flexibility
to permit a class or a portion of a class of abstracted data to be represented in
different ways, and conversely, to allow different classes of abstracted data to be
viewed as a single class of data when required by scale or context. For example,
when generalizing remotely sensed imagery for 1:250 000 topographic mapping,
the data model should provide automatic transformations of smaller and less
significant river linked lakes to be viewed as rivers. The same applies for the
topographic representation of built up areas comprised at a more detailed level of
residential, commercial, manufacturing/industrial and open spaces.

Ideally, the data model would support all interpretations of geographic
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phenomena according to the application or generalization need. Since this is
unlikely, it is therefore important that the data model capture the appropriate
amount of meaning as related to the desired use of the data, and in addition, be
designed in such a way as to accommodate unanticipated requirements.

This paper examines two aspects of a generalization prototype. The first
aspect is a conceptual data model for generalization that presents solutions for
quantitatively reducing data density according to a number of contextual issues.
The second set of aspects considered relate to object oriented data structures and
classifications, and their manipulation in generalization and specialization
hierarchies.

2. OBIECTTVES

The first objective is to determine and develop ways data can be automatically
structured, coded and classified in hierarchies. These techniques rely on
topological relationships as well as geometric configuration and are necessary in
generalizing hydrographic and transportation networks. They also provide a
solution for automatic database building.

The second objective is to present an approach to spatial and thematic
generalization which utilizes and exploits the derived database using object
oriented constructs. Since generalization activities require flexibility, the data
model design and subsequent lower level data structures should be built
accordingly. One way in which this can be achieved is through a number of
options in manipulations of classification and aggregation hierarchies. These
structures support object derivations, as well as the manipulation of subclass,
class and superclass levels of geometric and thematic data. Accordingl/, new
objects can be built, and data maintained in the database can be abstracted to
render different densities as well as provide new distributions according to
contextual requirements.

A third objective is to create a means for controlling the amount of
generalization. Here the objective is to provide an environment that moves
away from interval generalization based on discrete scales and to develop a
technique that allows continuous generalization. Thus, a module is provided
that allows a user to continuously decrease entity, object, subclass, class and
superclass densities.

3. METHODOLOGY

Four areas of knowledge are important for the model development. The first
area concerns the users need. In addition to factual information, a number of
assumptions can be made about anticipated diversity expected from different
users. The second area of knowledge is in spatial and thematic generalization.
Although many activities fall under the term cartographic generalization, the
four primary activities that lead to an abstracted representation are classification,
select ion, s impl i f icat ion, and symbol izat ion. Of part icular interest are
classification and selection activities, since they deal with geographic content,
while other activities such as simplification, displacement, and symbolization
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handle representation issues. The third area is the data model environment
which must present and support suitable structures for data manipulation.
Topological relationships should be defined as well as the design of any
additional information required for aspects such as object collapse, or
coalescence. The fourth area to be explored concerns the logical data structures
which are built according to the conceptual data model and according to
requirements specified by the users.

The four areas of knowledge are translated to three levels of architecture
which are referred to as the external level, conceptual level, and internal level.
The external level reflects the user's needs. At this level, mapping requirements
are assessed along with requirements for changes in context of a maP or
representation. The next level addressed is the conceptual level. This is the
model view which should reflect the external level user's requirements. At this
level, two models are designed. One is the context transformation model which
provides techniques for data abstractions and continuous generalization, while
the other conceptual model defines the data model environment that handles
the lower level transformations. At the internal level, geometric and ancillary
data in raster and/or vector format are implemented and tested. See figure 1.

3.1 External Level - users Needs

An analysis of the external level or in other words, the user assessments
indicated that the range of generalization possibilities according to a specified
context are legion. As a result, only two aspects are considered, those of spatial
analysis or modelling, and map design. Before briefly exploring these
considerations, a number of a-priori assumptions about user requirements
should be outlined. For example, given the nature of users, it is assumed that
multiple abstractions would be required from a single database. Additionally,
multiple interpretations from the same data are considered necessary. An
example of this is in the classification generalization of urban areas which may
consist of housing, manufacturing, and commercial zones. A new abstraction
may require their generalization to built up areas. Thus it can be considered that
at different levels of representation, aggregated data sets with a subsequent new
interpretation of ancillary data would be required in a generalization system.

Four basic external user needs have been considered and consist of a)
thematic needs, b) general izat ion need depending on theme, c) object
requirements, and d) object functions. The thematic need depends on the type of
mapping. For example topographic requirements are considerably different from
aeronautical charts. In the latter case some features are often aggregated on the
map since that is how they are perceived by pilots flying at 10 000 feet or higher.
Accordingly, rules can be derived for the particular theme under study. Object
requirements and functionalities have been defined for a number of different
types of map environments such as topographic, aeronautical, and thematic.
These requirements are calculated based on scale to provide a guide for decreased
object densities. [See Richardson, 1993, 1994).

3.2 Conceptual Level - Generalization Model
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The conceptual level refers to the model environment. In this case, two models
are involved, one for generalization, and the other for the database
environment. Both conceptual models must be designed to comply with
requirements at the external level. These two models are addressed individually
and are as follows.

Data Model:
A number of a-priori assumptions should be made about the data model

before its design and implementation in a database environment; accordingly,
the data model should a) allow flexibility in using the database, b) allow
modelling of locational and ancillary data in an integrated way but also
independently, c) permit modelling of thematic data from one level of
measurement to another like transforming interval or ratio data to ordinal or
nominal, and d) provide the capability to geometrically transform different
levels of thematic abstraction to different scales of representation.

In addition to assumptions, a number of criteria need to be met when
designing the conceptual data model. For example the conceptual data model
should be translatable to logical  data structures that al low mult iple
interpretations. Once implemented, this implies different levels of abstractions
of spat ial  and anci l lary data should be possible at di f ferent scales of
representations and according to the application context. To render these
facilities, generalization and specialization hierarchies should be developed for
spatial and ancillary data. The model selected to support the development of
hierarchical structures is a topological data model referred to as the formal data
structure for single valued vector maps. [See Molenaar,1,990,1991,].

This model handles both geometric and thematic aspects of geo-information
using elementary data types like points, lines, and areas, and sets of geometric
links among data types and objects to provide a 'feature-oriented' data structure.
This environment facilitates the analysis of topological relationships among
geometric elements and objects and the construction of composite objects.

Generalization Model:
Since the nature of generalization is contextually sensitive, it implies the

general izat ion model must provide techniques with which a user can
contextually alter data. This concept can be termed context transformations.
Context refers to the whole situation, background, or environment relevant to a
particular event. The term transformation refers to the alteration of spatial and
thematic data, or rather their change in form or outward appearance, to meet
specific contextual considerations. Thus, the term context transformation means
a change in context which evolves as a result of the mapping requirement or
situation as well as the user's perspective, and, the physical transformation of the
data implies a change in data structures as a result of the contextual emphasis.

Context transformations have been tested using topographic, aeronautical
chart, and thematic mapping requirements. Additional contexts have been
included which reflect spatial analysis and map design requirements.

The first step however, is to calculate the amount of data that should be
abstracted from the database. For this, three options are available, Topfers
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formulas, the Necessity Factor, and Percentage values. Briefly, these are as
follows.
Topfer: This method calculates the number of features to retain using Topfers
formula. [See Topfer F., and Pillewizer W, 1,966]. This is a default method when
'topographic' generalization is required. Three variations on the formula are
available, the basic formula, the formula for unexaggerated representation, and
the formula for exaggerated representation. When Topfer's formula is applied,
the same percentage of objects are removed from each object class.
Necessity Factor: The necessity factor (see Richardson, 1.989, 1.991., 1.993)
determines the number of objects to select by examining the map object class, the
source scale, the destination scale, and the thematic context for the
generalization. This is the default method if the purpose of the generalization is
thematic. The reduction in data density derived by the necessity factor can be
attenuated or amplified to increase or decrease data reduction respectively.
Percentage: In this method, the user specifies the percentage of features to retain.
This can be set once for all classes and subclasses, or the percentage of features to
retain can be individually adjusted for each specific classification.
Implementation: A prototype referred to as gensystem generalizes map features
based on object oriented techniques, using superclass-class and subclass
structures. Hydrographic datasets have been tested using these processes.

In the classification hierarchy, classes are mutually exclusive and individual
map objects belong to only one class. However, objects of a class can be described
in different ways by means of subclasses in which objects of a subclass also belong
to their parent class. For example, in a collection of subclasses and classes, at the
top of the classification hierarchy is a single superclass. Each class represents
objects that have some characteristic in common. The subclass occurs when all
the members of a class are also members of some other class. Thus, the
classification hierarchy is divided into three levels: the superclass level, the class
level, and the subclass level.

The superclass Ievel is the top level in the classification hierarchy. The
superclass is the parent class of the classes and subclasses and corresponds to the
most generalized representation of the features.

Special considerations are required for handling hydrological objects. The
hydrology superclass must be specified with correct directionality, i.e. river
segments must topologically follow the direction of flow. Before hydrographic
objects can be generalized, stream orders must be calculated, coded and loaded
into the database. This is an automatic process based on topological and
geometric relationships. Three different stream orders are calculated since they
are relevant for different types of contextual generalization. The three used are
Florton, Shreve, and Strahler.

Following the determination of how much data should appear, a strategy
based on hierarchies should be available to allow the automatic abstraction of
objects from the database. This abstraction must meet the specified context with
the subset of data required at the smaller scale. Thus, once a knowledge-base
provides guidance on how much data should be shown at a reduced scale,
techniques should be provided to automatically provide the correct composition.

The classification and aggregation hierarchies can be used to automatically
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preserve the significant information and remove the random or unimportant.
When used in a knowledge-base, frequent iterations are eliminated and the new
representation and accompanying database are provided.

4. HYDROGRAPHY ABSTRACTION

In a hydrography superclass, the abstraction activities rely on the classification
structure of rivers and on their topological relationships with lakes. The use of
classification and aggregation structures support automatic elimination,
lake/river replacement, and as well, allow automatic elimination of braided
stream segments and delta segments, (Richardson,1994) To do so, hydrographic
data is stored in the form of arc, node topology at the logical data structure level.
The arcs form a one-to-many relationship with named rivers. Three
classification structures have been used for testing; the Horton, Strahler, and
Shreve classification schemes.

Rivers can be abstracted at the class level for any lower level of
representation using any of the classifications. The three classifications used
result in significantly different representations. The Horton class level
abstraction provides a representation of a drainage network that more closely
resembles a conventionally derived cartographic product. This is as a result of
Horton's classification structure in which a higher weighting is given to the
major river network.

The data abstraction process responds to values establisheci using Topfer, the
Necessity Factor or a Percentage value as follows:

V  C .  c  S C  a n d  I ( C . ) t  I ( C . + l )

V  Ao e  C and Ar (e , )  >  Ar (e ,+  1)

selectel for i  < = n where

where VaC = x

V = for each and every
Ct = class k
VoC = percent value specifying abstraction level
SC = superclass
Ap = ,rulre of attribute Ao of the object e;
x = amount of abstraction specified by Topfer, the Necessity Factor, or a

Percentage value selected by the user.

5. SUPERCLASS ABSTRACTION

The superclass abstraction in hydrography selects and eliminates rivers according
to either Strahler, Shreve, or Horton but applies the same percent reduction to
both rivers and lakes. This allows users to abstract at the superclass level rather
than class level. This concept is important when decreasing very detailed
databases where classes such as bogs, fens, marshes, and swamps may be

( i )

(2)

J  = v o C
1*"t
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contained. Here the use of superclass abstraction reduces the number of
iterations that would be required of the user and provides the 'superclass'

absffaction as determined by a reduction value. The superclass absffaction takes
the following form.

V e ,  e  S C a n d A o  ( " , )  >  A o  ( e ,  +  1 )

selectelfor i < = n where

6. SUMMARY

VoSC

Classification and aggregation hierarchies rely on a classification structure being
established in the data under investigation. In hydrography, automatic
classification of stream orders using Shreve, Strahler, and Horton is relatively
straight forward. The data model supports the data classification by using
topology and geometry. In this way, stream orders are automatically coded,
braided streams and deltas are handled, and the database is loaded for the user.
No preprocessing other than standard topology creation is necessary. Once the
database has been built by the system, the values defined by Topfer, the Necessity
Factor, or the percentage values specifies how much data to abstract. This is done
according to the knowledge-base for topographic, aeronautical or thematic
mapping requirements. The Topfer process is used generally for the topographic
application as well as aeronautical chart, and the Necessity Factor can be used for
the thematic representations. Additionally, these measures can support large
scale changes, such that Topfer's solutions are applied first and then followed by
the Necessity Factor application. In all cases, however, the composition of the
abstracted data is achieved using the hierarchical structures. In this way, the user
specifies the derivation of a topographic map, selects the measure for reducing
the density, and leaves the system to calculate all aspects. The calculations
include classifying the data, building the database, ordering the database,
abstract ing the correct composit ion given the classi f icat ions used, and
determining feature collapse requirements.

These techniques are also applicable to transportation networks. In these
cases, the definition of the classification is based on different parameters such as
minimurn path, optimal path, sub-optimal paths, and accessibility analysis.
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ABSTRACT. A formal framework is defined, for representing plane maps at different
levels of resolution, that is based on a hierarchy of topological models described by a
tree. Spatial objects are explicitly represented in the context of a topological model at
each level of resolution. Nlultiresolution is based on the refinement of the representation
of a spatial entity into a map at higher precision and detail. Diferent representations
of an entity at different levels of resolution are formally related through the concept of
homotopy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The representation of spatial data at different scale/resolution in the context of a unified
model is a topic of relevant interest in spatial information theory. Indeed, multiresolution
modeling offers interesting capabilities for spatial representation and reasoning: from
support to map generalization and automated cartography. to efficient browsing over
large GISs, to structured solutions in wayfinding and planning (through either bottom-up
or top-down techniques on a hierarchy of spatiai data).

Current GISs do not offer much in multiresolution clata handling: apart from some
hierarchical capabilities in raster modeling, which are essentiaily based ou structures and
tools inherited from image processing, there is an almost total lack of features for han-
dling and relating spatial data at different resolutions. In order to support GISs of future
generations, it seems worthwhile to pursue the definition of a fbrmal framework for mul-
tiresolution representation of spatial entities based on a topologicai model. that offers
explicit description of spatial objects. ancl efficient encoding/retrieval of spatiai relations.

In (De Floriani and Puppo 1992) we have proposed a model, callecl HTIN, for the
multiresolution representation of terrain models, that is based on a hierarchy of Triangu-
lated Irregular Netrvorks (TINs). The idea underlying the HTIN is to represent a terrain
through a TIN at a given level of precision, and to recursively refine the representation
inside each triangular region into another TIN, that represents such region at a higher
level of precision. The resulting structure is a tree of TINs, where the root corresponds
to a description of the whole terrain at the coarsest resolution, while each internal node
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has a triangular domain and corresponds to the refinement of the surface defined by a

triangular patch in its parent node. In this paper, we do not address the representation

of terrains. We rather exploit and extencl some principles of the hierarchical organization

underlying the above mentionecl model, to define a multiresolution model for plane maps.

If we consider the triangulation induced on the plane domain by each TIN, the HTIN

can indeed be regarded as a hierarchical nested subdivision of the domain into simpliciai

maps. The main characteristic of such model is that the internal structure of a region,

represented by a triangle at a given resolution, can be detailed into a map of the same

triangular area at a higher resolution.
Although some authors have proposed models for plane maps that are based on sim-

plicial complexes (Frank and Kuhn 1986, Egenhofer, Frank and Jackson 1989, Worboys

1992), more general models exist, that allow representing maps formed by regions of arbi-

trary polygonal shape, and containing isolated points and lineal features (Molenaar 1989,

Pigot 1992, De Floriani, Marzano and Puppo i993). Besides, the main difficulty in di-

rectly extending our hierarchical structure to multiresolution maps is the strong geometric

constraint that imposes the coincidence between the boundary of a region and the bound-

ary of the map refining its internal structure. Indeed, it is well known that polygonization

induces horizontal error on lines, hence on the boundaries of regions: such error will be

normally higher as the resolution of the map decreases. Thus, when refining the map of a

region at a higher resolution, the polygon bounding such region will slightly change into

a different polygon, normally formed by a higher number of edges, and characterized by

a lower horizontal error.
The subject of this paper is the definition of a hierarchical model for maps, that is

described by a tree of topological models. Our basic topological model \s the Plane

Euclid,ean Graph (PEG), that we introduced in (De Floriani. Marzano and Puppo 1993)

for representing maps containing generic polygonal regions with holes. isolated points and

lineal features. Simiiarly to ihe HTIN, each node in the tree is a PEG corresponding to the

refinecl map of a polygonal region in its parent node. also containing the refinements of its

lineal features. We relax the geometric constraint - that in the HTIN imposes coincidence

of clomains between a region and its refinement - into a topological constraint. that is

basecl on the notion of homotopy, ancl imposes a consistency of the overail shape of a

region, of its holes, its adjacencies in the map, and its features, throughout the whole

irierarchy.

2.  A TOPOLOGICAL MODEL FOR IyIAPS

In (De Floriani, Nlarzano and Puppo 1993) we have introduced a topoiogical model for

maps, that is briefly clescribed in the follorving, and that constitutes the basic model for

defining our hierarchical maps.
A plane map is composecl of geometric entities of three classes. namely points. lines.

and regions, embeclcled in the Eucliciean plane. Elements of each class have a well-definecl

structural and geometric characterization, that allorvs a complete and concise description

of each entity. In particular, we consider simple open lines, and regions, possibly with

holes, bounded by a set of closed and simple chains of lines: a chain defines the outer
boundary of a region; other chains may define inner bound.nries, separating a region from

other regions completely contained into it. By Jordan theorem, a region is defined as the
portion of plane inside the outer boundary and outside all inner boundaries.
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Figure 1: An example of map.

We define arno,p as atriple M = (P,.L,.R), where P is aset of points, tr is aset of l ines,
and ft is a set of regions. For the consistency of the map, ,L shall contain at least ail lines
defining the boundary of entities in R, and, similarly, P shall contain at least all endpoints
of entities in .t. Anyway, a map M does not necessarily contain only points and lines that
are part of the boundary of some other lines and regions of the map, respectively: isolated
points and lines can be present, that denote features of the map. Figure 1 shows a simple
example of map containing regions that are not simply connected, as well as point and
lineal features.

In the context of a single map, lve do not aliow general intersection l>etween spatial
entities: lines are broken into chains by inserting points in the map wherever a line
intersects another line. This constraint ensures the planarity of the graph defined by
points and lines of the map, thus guaranteeing that topological relations between spatial
entities are rvell defined. Such map model is conceptually analogous to the single ualued
uector rnop proposed in (Moienaar 1989).

In our work we consider approximate representations of generic simple lines through
polygonal chains: the geometry of a poiygonal chain is represented by a sequence of points
in the plane. As a consequence, also regions are approximated by polygonal regions.

A map is represented by a Plane Euclidean Graph (PEG), that is defiued by a graph
G : (V, E, F), embedded in the Euclidean plane. where:

e V, called the set of uertices, is a set of points in the plane;

o E, called the set of edges, is a set of polygonal chains having their endpoints in
V, and such that any two eclges of E never cross (i.e., they never intersect, except
at their endpoints). A polygonal chain of. E is defined as a sequence of points
e  -  ( u , p l , . . . , p k , u . , ) ,  w h e r e  u , w  €  V  a n d  h , . . . , p *  /  V .  P o i n t s  p r , . . . , p k  a r e
called joints of e.

r F, called tlte set of faces, is a set of maximal regions / bounded by chains of E,
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Figure 2: A PEG describing the map of Figure 1.

such that for every two points P and Q inside /, there exists a curve on the plane
that joins P to Q without intersecting any polygonal chain of E.

Note the different role that vertices and joints play in the model: vertices a,ffect the
topology of the map and should correspond to either branch points or points features,
while joints have no topological meaning, and are introduced only to specify the geometry
of polygonal edges.

Given a map M = (P,.t,.B), defined as above, we represent M through a PEG Gpr:
(V, E, F) where V : P, E x L, and F = rt, where symbol = is used to mean that
each element in E (respectively, F) is an approximate representation of an entity in tr
(respectively, R); this notation is intended to make a distinction betrveen spatial entities
and their representations embedded in the topological moclel. Figure 2 depicts a possibie
PEG encoding the map of Figure l. Note that the vertices of the PEG are represented
as bold dots, while other endpoints of straight-line segments are joints of edges.

Entities in a PEG G are topologically related, like the spatial entities they represent,
through adjacency and incidence relationships. Nloreover. entities representing point and
lineal features of the map are related to edges and faces of the model through contain-
ment relations. Spatial relationships between entities in a maps. and their corresponding
relations in a PEG, have been formally described in (De Floriani, llarzano and Puppo
1993), lvhere spatial queries based on such relations have been extensiveiy discussed.

3. REFINING LINES AND REGIONS

An edge e in a PEG G is the approximated polygonal representation of a simple line l.
The relation between e and. I, and the precision of the approximation, can be formal-
ized through concepts rooted in algebraic topology. Our formalization relies on an idea
reminiscent of the well-known concept of band, introduced in (Peucker 1976).

The conuolution of a simple line s with a closed disc d of radius s is the region ,?",,
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Figure 3: (a) A line / and a polygonal edge e approximating / at precision e;; (b) a
refinement of e at precision ei.

covered by d when sweeping its center along s. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that
e is always small enough to make .R,," a simply connected region having s as skeleton.

The set of simple lines that are contained in .R",,, have the same endpoints of s, and
can be continuously deformed to s without leaving ,R",, defines a homotopy class, that we
call the e-homotopy of s.

Given a polygonal edge e as above, we say that e approximates a line / at precision e;
if and only if s; is the smallest among values e such that / is in the e-hourotopy of e (see
Figure 3a). The ref,nement of e at a precision €i z-€i will be a simple polygonal chain e'
in the e;-homotopy of e, and such that / is in the e;-homotopy of e' (see Figure 3b).

A simply connected polygonal face / in a PEG G is the approximateci polygonal rep-
resentation of a simply connected region r. The boundary of / is composed of a closed
poiygonal chain c, formed by a sequence of polygonal edges of G. i.e., c : (e0,...,er),
that approximates the boundary 6 of r. Each edge eL in c approximates a line /r, of b.
If ei is the largest error made in approximating /1 by 

"n, 
for each h, then we say that /

approximates r with precision s;. In other rvords, the boundary of r will be contained in
the ring-shaped region /i",.,, that incleed defines the ;;-homotopy of (closed line) c. The
set of simply connected regions whose boundary is in the e.-homotopy of c will be called
lhe e;Jtomotopy of.I. Figure 4a clepicts the ;1-homotopy of a poiygonai region.

The largest among such regions. bounded by theouter boundary of R",",, wil l be cailed
the e;-fattened region of / (see Figure 4b); the smallest among such regions, bounded by
the inner boundary of .R",",, rvill be called the si-kernel of / (see Figure -lc).

The ref,nement of f at a precision €i I z; will be a polygonal region /' in the e,-
lromotopy of /, whose boundary is formed by a sequence of refinements of edges ee, . . . , €k,
and such that region r represented by / is in the e;-homotopy of f' .

The above definitions are easily generalized to multiply connected regions by considering
both approximations of the outer and inner boundaries. For simplicity, we will assume
that e is small enough that the :-homotopy of different boundaries of a region will not
intersect. Indeed, in case e is too Iarge and such regions intersect, they cannot be treated
independently, and the refinement process becomes difficult. Formal definitions for regions
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Figure 4: A polygonal region / and (a) its ei-homotoPy; (b)

region.

(c)

its e;-kernel; (c) its e;-fattened

with holes are straightforward and are omitted here for brevity.

4. THE HIERARCHICAL MODEL

A Hierarchical Plane Euclitlean Graph (HPEG) is defined by recursiveiy applying the

concept of refinement, introduced in the previous Section, to regions of a PEG. Intuitively,

given a PEG G, we can consider each face f of G at precision si as an individual entity.

W".u1 refine / at a higher resolution into a PEG G', whose domain is hornotopic to /, by

refining the boundary of f , and adding new vertices and edges inside the refined domain.

In principle, each face of a given PEG is refined indepenclently. The recursive application

of the refinement process results in a tree of PEGs.
Note tirat the idea of refining a face / into a PEG G' involves two concepts:

L. higher precision: the boundary of/ and the features contained into it are represented

in G' with smaller horizontal error;

2. higher rletail: the region representecl by I is divitlecl into subregions. ancl other

features may appear.

lVhile it is straightforrvarcl to relate the increasing precision with the concept of refinement

introduced in the previous Section, there is no immecliate relationship between the error

in the representation of a map, and the fact that a given entity apPears in it or not.

Indeed, in cartography, the relation between the relevance of an entitv and the scale

of the map can often depend on the size of the entity, but it might also depend on

sernantic information associatecl with the map. This is one of the main reasons that make

the long-standing problem of map generalization an ill-posed problem. For the sake of

simplicity, here we assume that fbr each entity in the map to be represented, the minimum

resolution (i.e., the largest error in representing data) at which the entity appears in a map

is known. Under such an assumption, a clecreasing sequence of error thresholds, called

the leuels oJ resolu,tion, is sufficient to control both precision and detail in the definition

and construction of our model.

(b)(a)
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iVlore formally, let 6 : (es ) . .. > ,:l) be a sequence of ievels of resolution. An HPEG

is  desc r i bed  by  a  t r ee ' l t :  (Q , t ) ,  whe re  I  :  {Go , . . . ,G r }  i s  a  f am i l v  o f  PEGs ,  and
g : {(G;,Gi) for some G;, Gi € 9, i < j} is a set of directed arcs l inking pairs of

elements of 9. Each arc (G;,G;) is labeled by a face f1 of G;, meaning that G; is the

refined map of the region represented by I in G;; each such face will be called a macroJace.

If (G;,G;) is an arc of 71, then G; is called parent of Gi and, converselv, G, is called

child of G;. The face f i of G; which defines the hierarchical relation is called abstraction
of Gi and, conversely, G; is called the direct refinement of /i. Given a PEG G; we caII
descendants of G; in ?l all PEGs G1 e Q such that there exists a path in ?{ from G; to

G1.
Each PEG G; in Q is the representation of a map on a portion of the whole domain, at a

given level of resolution €n € €: this means that all entities belonging to such a portion of
the domain, that appears at resolution e6, are represented in G;, and that the minimum
precision among all edges (and faces) of Gi is en. In particular:

. Go represents the map over the whole clomain at resolution es;

o if (G;, G1) e € and Gi is at resolution e6, then G; is at resolution e611;

e all leaves of.7{ are at resolution e6.

The relationship between a macroface and its refinement is defined by the foilorving
hierarchy rule, that is based on the concepts introduced in the previous Section:

let (G;, G) e t be labelled by a macroface J1 of G; at a resolution :7,; the
direct refi.nement G; of I is a PEG whose domain is sr,-homotopic to /r' , such
that the region r approximated by f; is e7,,.s-homotopic to the domain of G j,
and such that all new regions and features that appear in G, have a minimum
reolution level of (at least) eLa1.

Ifface I contains lineal features, then they will also be refined at precisiorr e;".1 into edges
of Gi. We must impose that refinements of features and the refinement of rhe bounclary
of fi do not cross. in order to maintain the topological consistency of G1. The increase in
detail will further subdivide the clomain of Gi into faces, that wili possibly contain new
features not present in f .

In order to maintaiu bhe consistency of the wirole hiera.rchical structure. we must enibrce
adjacent faces of a PEG to"be refinecl into PEGs that "match" a,long their common
boundary. This is guaranteecl by the ibllowing match,'ing rule;

g iven a pai r  of  macrofaces J^,  Jn of  a PEG G; e 9, that  share edges e1.  . . . ,  €k,
the refinements G- and G. of /- ancl /., respectively, will both contain the
same refinements of €1r.. ., es, and wil l not intersect anywhere else: this prop-
erty shall be maintained in the whole hierarchy, for all pairs of descendants of

/, and /" that share a common portion of boundary.

In summary, given a map ancl a sequence of levels of resolution, our model expiicitly
encodes and relate differeni representations of such a map at all such resolutions. The
relationships between different representations of an entity are established by the hierarchy
rule, while the consistency of the representation of the whole map at each level of resoiution
is established by the matching rule.
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5. A DATA STRUCTURE FOR ENCODING AN HPEG

An HPEG 7t = (9,t) is encocled in a data stlucture combining individual data structures
for representing the PEGs of f , information describing hierarchical links defined by t,
and information neecled to maintain the matching between PEGs sharirrg a portion of
boundary.

We first describe the data structure for representing each component of the hierarchy,
that was proposed in (De Floriani, Ularzano e'nd Puppo 1993). The data structure main-
tains three lists of entities: vertices, edges, and faces of the PEG, respectively. For each
entity, some information about other entities topologically related to it are encoded:

o For each vertex:

- its two coordinates;

- if the vertex is isolated, a pointer to the face containing it, otherwise, a pointer
to one of the edges incident into it:

o For each edge:

- a pointer to its geometry (a chain of joints);

- two pointers to its endpoints (vertices);

- two pointers to its incident faces (in case the edge is a lineal f'eature, the two
faces will be coincident);

- four pointers to the first adjacent edges met by rotating counterclockwise and
clockwise about its two encipoints, respectively.

r For each face:

- a pointer to a list of eclges. containing one edge for each connected component
of its boundarv;

- a pointer to a list of eclges. containing one edge for each connected component
of its contained edges (l ineal features);

- a pointer to a list of isolated points contained in the face.

For each component G; in an HPEG H: (9,,9), we must also encode information
about the boundary of Gr, in olcler to support navigation in the irierarchv from G, to an-v
other  PEG shar ing an edge wi th i t .  Thus,  lbr  each G, €.  g we store the l is ts  /1,  . . . ,11"  oI
edges on the bounclary of G1, one list for each ecige e1,. . . , er of the face /, refined by Gr
in cottnterclockwise orcier. respectivelv: in practice, each list I; ( i:1,. . ,t) is composecl
of pointers to the boundary eclges of G, refining a bounclary eclge e; of | (see Figure 5).

Finally, rve encocle hierarchy iuformation thror.rgh parent-child links. i.e.. for each macro-
face f ,, a link to the clirect refinement of /i is maintained, and for each PEG Gi of the
hierarchy, a link to the abstraction of G; is maintained.

In (De Floriani, Marzano ancl Prrppo 1993) a set of efficient accessing algorithms, that
implement relationai operators on the PEG has also been described. It is not difficult
to extend such accessing algorithms to the HPEG, by exploiting additional information
providecl by the extended data structure.
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l l=(e1, e12, ....., e15)

tz=(e\,e\, ....., ez)

n=(e1, e3, ....., e3)

Figure 5: A region /i is refined into a PEG Gi; for each edge e; of f 1 a corresponding list
/; of boundary edges of G; refining e; is maintained.

6. BUILDING AND MANIPULATING AN HPEG

The HPEG representing the multiresolution map of a given area can be built based on

a sequence of levels of resolution d defined in the previous Section, given a criterion for

relating the relevance of entities in the map to each level of resolution.
The algorithm for building the structure can follow a top-down technique similar to

the one described for the HTIN in (De Floriani and Puppo 1992): given a PEG Gi at

resolution e6, its edges having a precision worse than €6.11 are refined first, thus increasing

the precision; then, faces inducecl by such eclges are further refined independently b-v

introclucing new vertices and eclges (that yield subfaces), thus increasing the detail.

An aiternative algorithm following a bottom-up approach, builds the HPEG through

recursive merging of maps at a lower ievel of resolution. In this approach. at each re-

crusion level, entities and features can be discarded accorcling to their relevance, thus

reducing the detail; then, representations of remaining lines can be coarsened through a

line-simplifi cation algori thm.
in both cases, suitable computational techniques must be deveioped. that permits ful-

filling the matching rule during construction.
From an HPEG, it is possible to extract expanded representations of the map of a given

region, at a given cletail, through an algorithm that is a generalization of the algorithm
for expanding an HTIN, describecl in (De Floriani, Mirra and Puppo 1993).

One of the most important applications of a multiresolution map representation is iu

answering spatial queries and browsing over the map at ciifferent levels of resolution. In

order to support such tasks, it is necessary to clevelop suitable algorithms for solving geo'

metric problems like point location and line intersection, and for navigating the hierarchy.

Based on our former experience in solving spatial queries on the PEG (De Floriani,
Nlarzano and Puppo 1993) and on the HTIN (De Floriani et al. 1994). we are currently
developing query algorithms oq the HPEG. Note that problems iike point location become

more complex on the HPBG because of the loose geometric correspondence between a face

and its refinement: a point belonging to macroface f 1 at precision sr could be external
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Figure 6: Hierarchical point location by using the kernel and the fattened region: (a)
point p is in the kernel; the search continues in the refinement of /; (b) point p is outside
the fattened regionl the refinement of / needs not be searched; (c) point p is within the
two regionsl both the refinement of I and of its adjacent regions must be searched.

to the domain of its refinement Gi at precision e111. Thus, we solve point location by
exploiting the e;,-fattened region and the e n-kernel of fi: if a point lies in the e 7,-kernel of /,
then it certainly lies in the region represented by f1; if it lies outside the e1,-fattened region
of fi,it is certainly external to the region represented by fl; otherwise, the search must
be propagated both to the refinement of /i, and to the refinements of regions adjacent
of /i and intersecting the e6-fattened region fi. Such an approach permits to exploit the
hierarchical structure of the HPEG to speed-up point location through a top-down search
(see Figure 6).

7. CONCLUDING REI\IARI(S

\!'e have proposecl a formal moclel that srrpports multiresolution representation of maps
based on topological structures, together with a data structure for effrciently encoding
such a model. Based on our former experience on multiresolution spatial models, we are
currently studying and developing algorithms for construction, manipulation, and analysis
of the model describecl here.

Throughout the paper, we have made some assurnptions for the sake of simplicity, that
are not always verifieci in practical cases. This fact leaves some problems open, that shall
be considered in the future.

A first assumption is that in the convolution of a simpie iine .s, the vah,re of a is always
small enough to malie ft",o & simply connectecl region having s as skeleton. Similarly,
u'e have assumed that for the contour c of a simply connected region, R"," is ahvays a
ring-shapd region, ancl that for a non-simply connected region with boundaries co, ...,ck,
regions R"o,"r. . . , R"r," will never intersect. Such assumptions are somehow related with
the fact that spatial entities should never be too dense in space or too close to one another,
relative to the current precision: this is a fuzzy relation between precision and detail,
that brings us back to the problem of map generalization. Anyway, since general cases
might arise in real examples, in which e is large enough to violate our assumptions (see
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Figure 7: Two convolutions of the same line with discs of different radius: the convolution
on the right is not a simply connected region.

Figure 7), it is worthwhile to consider methods to detect such situations and resolve them.

Computational issues about such cases have been studied in (Guibas et al., 1993), together
with other interesting problems related to the simplification of lines and subdivisions.

A second assumption is the fact that endpoints of open lines remain fi.xed under ho-
motopy. Although this assumption coincides with the standard definition of homotopy of
open lihes from algebraic topology, in our application it is equivalent to assuming that
vertices in the model are given without any error, i.e., their coordinates are exactly coin-
cident with ihe coordinates of points they represent in the real worid. Lr order to allow

error on vertices, the definition of homotopy should be slightly modified bv using a homo-
topy disc centered at each vertex: the enclpoints of a line .s might not be coincident with
the endpoints of the chain e approximating it, but they must remain irrside homoiopy
discs. On the other hand, this fact rvoulci make refinement more complicated: whiie in

our assumption different chains incident in a vertex can be refined independently, if the
vertex is allowed to move inside its homotopy disc suitable constraint must be introduced
to ensure that all such chains are refined consistently.

The final and strongest assumption that we have macle is that there exists a unique
criterion to relate the relevance of each entity in a map rvith the precision of the represen-
tation, and that such a criterion can be applied automatically. As we poirted out earlier,
such issue is not fully clear, as it is related to the nnsolved problem of rnap generaliza-
tion. Some heuristics could be adopted, that establish the relevance of an entity based on
combined information about its size and the semantics associated rvith it. Otherwise. a
semi-automatic approach can be followed, in which the entities to be discarded/inserted
at each level of resolution should be selected manuaily or decided on the basis of sonre
classification provided by the user, while the geometric simplification/refinement of lines
and regions would be carried on automatically.

Although our hierarchical model is essentially region-oriented, issues in map generaliza-
tion suggest that also other forms of refinement/abstraction should be faced. It is often
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useful to take into account the possibility that a given entity changes its climension when
the level of detail increases: for example, an entity that is represented by either a single
point, or a line, at a given resolution is refined into d region at a higher resolution. Apart
from further problems in the relation between precision and detail discussed above. this
latter approach involves important changes in the model. Indeed, distinct hierarchical
representations for entities of any dimensions (regions, lines, and even points) must be
maintained, and such representations must be related consistently. Models that can sup-
port such a representation are subject of our current research, and rvill be developed in
the future.
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ABSTRACT. Today spatial database users need dynamic and flexible query and
visualization languages. The objective of this paper is to propose an extension
of the classic view concept as found in database models to meet these
requirements. Our reseaich relies o! a sp_atial data model and on a
visualization query language which could provide a basis for the identification
of a spatial view iormilism. We will propose and illustrate the spatial view
definition as a dynamic tool and as a function of users' points of view.

1. INTRODUCTION

The proposed research attempts to resolve visualization needs by defrning a
spati-al ,riew concept for quattative and personal?ed viewing of geographic
information in function of its meaning. To reach this end, our approach
proposes to extend the view concept, as it is defined for database models, to
spatial information characteristics.- 

A view was first defrned in the relational DBMS world as a virtual relation
derived from one or several relation (e.g. Ceri 1991, Bertino 1992). An object-
oriented view is similarly defined as a virtual class derived by an object-
oriented query (Kim 1989) or as a virtual, possibly restructured, subschema
graph of ihe global schema (Tanaka 1988). Object-oriented views allow the
lxpiession of external schemas derived from the logical._Ievel, w-hile
integrating relative dynamics within their definition (operators) (Bertino 1992).
Generally, a view allows the representation of data according t_o a point of view
and in function of objectives which are different from those of the schema. Its
role may be seen as a flexible and evolutive representation; flexible in- that it
allows the user to choose the appropriate representation, and evolutive because
it contributes to the correct cohabitation of the database schema and
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applications over time. Views are thus a favored means for dynamic
expression of adaptable and evolutive forms of a given data set.

Unfortunately, no view definition has been offered for spatial data. This
paper will propose an extension of the view concept to spatial data. We wiII
define a spatial view as the necessary integration, for spatial data, of spatial
and visualization operators in a classic view model. We will develop this
approach by a preliminary identifrcation of a general model for spatial data.

We begin this study with an overview of visualization query languages and
by examining the state of the art to evaluate current proposals related to the
spatial view concept. We will attempt to identifu the characteristics of a sp?tial
database, a reference framework among the spatial database models will be
identifred in order to facilitate further research. We will analyze the objectives
and mechanisms which lead to the 'representation of a set of spatial
information; identify the semantics of this heterogeneous information and
their visualization operations which are the constituent elements of a spatial
view. Interpretation factors for spatial views will be addressed, which will lead
us to describe the diversity of information components to be represented and
their interrelations, the elaboration of a graphical interface and the
presentation constraints which interfere with spatial information visualization
processes. Having identified these elements, we may then propose a language
for spatial view definition.

2. REI"ATED WORK

The defrciencies of the SQL query language for spatial appiications are today
well known (Egenhofer 1992). One of the weaknesses of this language is the
lack of visualization functions for spatial information (Frank L982, Ingram
1987, Raper 1991, Egenhofer 1991). Graphic display of geographic features
involves two issues: speciffing the information to be displayed and the format
in which to display it (Ingram 1987). Some attempts have been made to
introduce requirements for graphical presentation in a spatial SQL (Frank
1982, Egenhofer 1991). Egenhofer proposes a Graphic Presentation Language
which contains commands to direct, among others, the display of objects,
spatial context, the query window, map scale and, taken as a whole, how to
display query results.

The concept of a spatial view, or the idea associated with it, is indirectly
addressed in graphical applications and hardly addressed in the area ofspatial
database research. Beard identifres the applicational, structural and graphical
constraints which are associated with generalization processes and which
underscore the need for a generalized view of a spatial database (Beard 1991).
For graphical applications, the need for flexible visualizations to manipulate
graphical data has been identified. Egenhofer points out that the choice of
visualization must be controllable so that users may choose the visualization
style which is appropriate for their application needs; this dynamic flexibility
provides an essential advantage with respect to traditional maps (Egenhofer
1991). The term multiple view is proposed to designate a graphical layer for
controling the visualization of arbitrary objects (Haarslev t990); the view notion
is also used to designate the semantic regrouping of multiple numerical maps
(Tanaka 1988). Abel identifies the interest of a form of spatial view for
geographic applications (Abel 1992). He notes that even if modeling tools such
as the entity-relationship formalism, which allows the integration of different
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points of view, are useful, they cannot resolve all the problems of a large
organization which represents a dynamic context concerning data
representation, and notably conflicts between highly varied points of view. All
these research efforts have indirectly addressed the spatial view concept. We
will pursue similar objectives but with a database approach which will Iead to
a more formal definition.

3. A SPATIAL MODEL FRAMEWORK

3.1. Spatial data semantic

We will develop the spatial view proposal as an extension of the relational view,
considering that the relational model is well known and provides a vehicle to
present our ideas. A semantic approach to relat ions and attr ibute
specifications may help the management of the results of spatial visualization
operations. The quality of a spatial data model successively conditions the
expressiveness of query and visualization languages. In particular, the
characteristics ofa spatial entity require the defrnition ofrelation and attribute
consistency:

- spatial ouerlap of two instances of a same spatial entity (e.9. two overlapping
flood zones) equivalent or not to a spatial partition (Mainguenaud 1993);

- classic attribute domains (e.g. integer, real, character) and ualue modes
(ordinal, nominal, cardinal) defined by Stevens (1946). A spatial entity attribute
has additional validity conditions. The granule defines the attribute validity for
t}ne integrality or for the sub-set of the spatial entity (e.g. an average altitude
attribute is defined for the integrality and not for a subset of a spatial entity).
T}ne topology defines the topological validity (interior, boundary, global) of an
attribute (e.g. a crop attribute is defined for the interior ofa parcel).

These conditions may be specifred as in the following example :

Create Table non-overlap City
(Name: string, (sub-set, global), primary key;
Population: string, (integral, interior))
Spatial-Representation: Spatial-Rep)

In this example, a city is a non overlapping spatial entity (one city at one
geographic location). The city name is available for the globality (interior and
boundary) and is still valid for a subset of the spatial entity. Conversely, the city
population is available for the integrality (not for a subset) and for the interior
of the spatial entity. We specifr the spatial representation of the city by a special
type (Spatial-Rep) which will be defined in the next sub-section. A similar
framework may be used for query and visualization operators to propose a
semantic control of the resulting alphanumeric data.

3.2. A complex object approach for spatial information description

We propose to defrne the spatial representation of an entity by a "compler
object" definition (Adiba 1987). A complex object allows the extension of basic
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data types (e.9. integer, real, character). A complex object attribute may be
decomposed into a set of component attributes. Attribute decomposition can be
iterated as long as needed to ensure a complete description of an object (Parent
1989). This structure has some similarities with the encapsulation mechanism
defined by the abstract data type. The latter is at the basis of the encapsulation
mechanism defined within object-oriented databases (Stonebraker 1983).
Complex objects allow the representation of static properties of spatial entities.
We will use complex object notation, presented by the following notation, for the
defrnition ofthe spatial representation ofan entity:

An atomic type is noted A: T where T is a type (e.g. integer, real, spatial
domain). Types are recursively defrned as follows:

if T1, ..., Tn are distinct types and A an attribute then A: [A1: T1, ...,
An:Tnl is a tuple of name A;
if T1 is a type and A an attribute then A: {T1} is a set type of name A;
if T1 is a type and A an attribute then A: <A1: T1, ..., An: Tn> is a list type
of name A;
if T1 is a type and A an attribute then A: (value(Tl), ..., value(Tl)) is an
enumerate type of name A.

We characterize the elements of each spatial entity by a spatial representation
(Spatial-Rep). Each spatial representation groups the cartographic primitives
and their properties for each spatial entity :

- cartographic prirnitiue (Cartographic-Prim): cartographic primitive defined
on a spatial domain; it allows the spatial expression of a spatial entity. Several
authors propose a spatial domain definition with different semantic
complexities (e.9. Egenhofer 1991, Worboys 1993). We will consider, for our
demonstration, a spatial domain specified by a complex object called geom
without considering its structure;

- obseruation scale (Observation-Scale): property which specifies the spatial
referencing scheme or the perception level of the phenomenon (e.g. global,
regional, local) within which the cartographic primitive is defined (adapted
from Golay 1992);

- ualidity scale (Yalidity-Scale): property which defines the scale validity of the
cartographic primitive;

To complete these definitions, the significant scale (Significant-Scale) specifies
and references the obserwation scale for which the spatial entity attributes are
semantically interpreted.

The complex object of the spatial representation is then defined by:

Spatial-Rep:
t

[Cartographic-Prim: geom;
Obserwation-Scale: string;
Validity-Scale: [Limit-Min: real; Scale-Capture: real; Limit-Max: real]
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l

Signifrcant-Scale : integer
l

If the complex object of a spatial representation has at least two cartographic
primitives, then the corresponding spatial entity has a multi-valued spatial
representation or, in other words, a multiple spatial representation. A spatial
entity may have many cartographic primitives for a considered scale if their
validity scale intervals overlap. In this case, the spatial entity has multiple
interpretations for a same scale (e.g. two different user views for the same
spatial entity).

For each spatial entity, the spatial representation defines and manages the
cartographic primitives and their properties. This specification of the
properties at the spatial entity level allows data representation in a
heterogeneous application situation (i.e. many users and semantics for same
spatial entities).

3.3. Real or virtual representation

A spatial entity visualization may be realized from two types of cartographic
primitive (adapted from Sacks-Davis 1987):

- "real" cartographic primitives which correspond to a geometric space reality
and are significant for spatial entity attributes (e.g. a city polygon defrning an
urban area limit which is geometrically accurate);

- "uirtual" cartographic primitives related to a spatial entity but not
geometrically significant (e.9. a city polygon represented by a schematic limit
which is not geometrically accurate).

A spatial operation is generally efficient if it is performed from real
cartographic primitives of spatial entities. For instance, a spatial intersection
operation has to be computed from a real cartographic primitive and not from a
virtual representation, a function of a real cartographic primitive. Conversely,
virtual representations do not guarantee the quality of the result of a spatial
operation. However, a virtual representation may be used for approximate
spalial operations in the case of complex or large databases, where i[ provides a
preliminary evaluation result. Operator validity rules are inferred from real or
virtual typeq of cartographic primitives and thus independently of spatial entity
semantics. Therefore, the complex object defrnition of a spatial entity may be
extended by a the definition of a mode, which specifies the real or the virtual
type of a cartographic primitive:

Spatial-Rep:
t

[Cartographic-Prim: geom;
Observation-Scale : string;
Validity-Scale: [Limit-Min: real; Scale-Capture: real; Limit-Max: real]
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Mode: (real, uirtual)
l

Significant-Scale: integer
l

3.4. Visualization uariables and functions

We have developed a static representation model for spatial information. This
model allows the identifrcation of the entities implicated in an SQL query (from
clause) and a relative evaluation of operation applications (where clause). We
will now extend this reference model by a description of the visualization
parameters and functions which will lead to a management of the graphic
presentation of query results (within the select clause).

Visualization processes are a function of spatial representation and
particularly of the different cartographic primitive levels. The spatial
representation defrnition permits the encapsulation of identifred and stable
visualization parameters. As we consider the spatial view as a query interface
and not as a cartographic tool, this definition level is sufficient. Therefore, the
system is told how the values (spatial entities in this case) are to be displayed
(Osborn 1986). These parameter visualizations are classifred and referred to as
Bertin variables (Bertin 1983). These variables allow the integration of
visualization parameters in a spatial query language (Egenhofer 1991).
Combination of these variables provides a visualization operation with
sequential parameters such as color, value (gray degree or intensity), pattern
(graphic symbol), size (e.9. of a graphic symbol), texture (e.g. pattern
resolution) and orientation (e.g. of a graphic symbol). These Bertin variables
are applied to cartographic primitives (e.9. a polygon may have an exterior
visualization color and an interior symbol pattern). For our study, we will
define the Bertin variables as a complex visualization object (Bertin-Variable)
which is integrated in the spatial representation:

Spatial-Rep:
t

[Cartographic-Prim: geom;
Observation-Scale : string;
Validity-Scale: [Limit-Inf: real; Scale-Capture: real; Limit-Sup: real]
Mode: (real, virtual);
Visualization : Bertin-Variable
l

Signifrcant-Scale : integer
l

In order to extend visualization capabilities, visualization functions complete
the graphic presentation language (Ingram 1987). Many authors propose
visualization functions for spatial information which may be logically inserted
in the select clause of a query:
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- generalization operators (Brassel 1987, Beard 1991) such as simplification,
smoothing, aggregation, amalgamation, merging, collapse, refinement,
exaggeration, enhancement and displacement (McMaster 1991);

- thematic classification operators in accordance with cartographic methods
(Huang 1993);

- display and position operators for textual information managed by specialized
algorithms (Freeman 1987);

- context operators such.as legend display (Egenhofer 1991).

This overview of visualization functions aims to illustrate our purpose. This
shows the interest of visualization functions within a spatial query language.
However, visualization functions for query languages have to be limited to
single operations so as to avoid complex manipulations which may change the
nature of query objectives. A visualization process creates new entities defined
as the projection ofspatial entities by query and visualization operations or, in
other words, as the visualization domain of the visualization operation. This
visualization process analysis may be continued by an evaluation of the
management of constraint presentations defined as the association of
windowing parameters and human visualization capacity (Robinson 1984).
This allows the user to interact with the graphic interface and improve the
quality level of the application (Voisard 1991). The specification within this
model of the spatial and visualization properties gives the user an aid-oriented
approach which facilitates visualization operations compared to a free solution
where the user has to choose all visualization parameters.

4. A SPATIAL VIEW CONCEPT PROPOSAL

We have defined a spatial representation model and analyzed parameter and
function visualizations. We propose an approach to spatial view defrnition from
these static and dynamic elements. A spatial view is designed as the
application of spatial and non spatial queries (O) combined with spatial
visualizations (OV) of one or many spatial and non spatial relations. Together,
the query and visualization operations form a manipulation language. A
collection (C) is defined as a set of spatial and non spatial instances used
within a spatial view creation. This defrnition is related to the horizontal view
proposed by Hegner (Hegner 1991) in that the spatial view is designed as a
dynamic grouping of different complementary entities.

Each triplet [{C}, {O}, {VO}] defines a spatial view atom. A spatial view atom
is a member of at least one spatial view. A spatial view atom is a visualized
spatial relation and is derived from a collection set. A spatial view atom may be
defined as the application of spatial and non spatial 'operations combined with
visualization operations on a collection set. Spatial view atoms are closed under
their defrnition. A basic spatial relation is defined as a spatial view atom with
empty spatial and non spatial operations and an empty set of visualization
operations. A spatial view groups together spatial view atoms. It is defrned as a
relation which is both spatial and non spatial and may be composed of relations
and derived relations. Unlike the relational view definition, a spatial view is
not a relation but a set ofrelations.
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Each spatial or non spatial entity projected in the realization process of the
spatial view will be a member of a spatial view atom decomposed into (1) a
collection set ofspatial and non spatial entities (2) a query and visualization set
and returning (3) a visualization entity set. Figure 1 shows a comparison of
view and spatial view realization processes:

Figure 1: View and spatial view realization

A same spatial or non spatial entity may be member of different collections,
different spatial view atoms and many spatial view realization processes. To
each virtual or real visualization entity, correspond one-to-many entity
references from a collection used by the spatial view process.

Human perception of graphic information is limited by visual acuteness and
size limitations of a graphic interface, especially in the case of complex
queries. Moreover, when the scale is reduced, linear entities are overestimated
with respect to polygonal entities, or visualized classes may be reduced and the
visual density may increase. These progressive and interrelated phenomena
have to be controlled to ensure the quality of visualization results. The different
v isua l i za t ion  co l lec t ions  are  semant ica l l y  and car tograph ica l l y
interdependent. Visualization entities may be ordered by relative semantic
importance and relative query roles. This can be seen as an answer to both
application objectives and the progressive saturation of a display space query.
The respective contribution of each spatial view atom may be consequently
analyzed depending on the query semantics with respect to user and
application objectives. We can distinguish three level of collection importance
for spatial view atoms:

- collections directly involved in the query result (essential);

- collections used within the query (important);

lEattil "ie--l I sp"tt.I t"- 1
l a t o m l l a t o m l r . r
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- collections used as background maps (useful) (Ingram 1987).

We will represent, within the spatial view definition, this classification by an
order attribute which manages the relative importance of the different spatial
view atoms (essential, important, useful). Each spatial view will be additionally
defined by a visualization scale (bounded and referenced) which will be
specifred by a visualization scale attribute. Therefore a spatial view is defined
A S :

Spatial-View:
t
Name;
Visualization-Scale: { [Limit-min, Scale-Display, Limit-Max] ];
Order: [essential: {Spatial-View-Atom};

important: {Spatial-View-Atom};
useful: {Spatial-View-Atom}l

I

To explain this concept, we propose a basic example of a spatial view design. In
particular we will try to show the relative importance of each spatial view
atom. A first classification of spatial view atoms displays the spatial
representation of Portuguese cities which have more than 100 000 inhabitants
(essential order):

Cl, a spatial entity collection:
C1: {City, Country}

Create Spatial-View-Atom Classifi cation
select City.Spatial-Rep

display text City.Name
from City, Country
where City.Population > 100 000
and Country.Name ='Portugal'
and City.Spatial-Rep inside Country.Spatial-Rep

Two additional spatial view atoms, Country (important order) and River
(useful order), complete the first spatial view atom and provide a complement
for the spatial view:

C2 a spatial entity collection:
C2: {Country}
C3, a spatial entity collection:
C3: {River}

Create Spatial-View-Atom Counbry
select Country.Spatial-Rep
from Country
where Country.Name ='Portugal'

Create Spatial-View-Atom River
select River.Spatial-Rep
from River
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where River.Length > 300
and Country.Name ='Portugal'
and River.Spatial-Rep intersect Country.Spatial-Rep

The explicit designation of the spatial view atoms identifies the different related
queries- of the spatial view. The spatial view example is frnally defrned as :

Cneate SpatialView
t
Name: example;
Visualization-Scale: [1/20 000, U10 000, 1/5 000]
Order: essential: [Classifrcation]

important: [Country]
useful: [River]

l

This spatial view example shows a visualization composition which_groups
together the related spatial view atoms. The.qgery r-nqning is explained by the
CLssification spatial view atom (essential order). The - query - result is
dependent on the Country spatial view atom {important order) and the final
visualization result is graphlcally completed by the River spatial view atom
(useful order). This spatial view gives, among others, an idea of Bertin variable
utility in the querf visualization process for the different spatial entities
visualized (pattern, size, symbol).

I
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Figure 2: spatial example

The semantic order defined within the complex attribute definition may be
completed, at the interface level, by a logical 91de_r wt'ich controls the display
priorities (e.g. polygons are generally displayed before lines).

vlew
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5. CONCLUSION

The spatial view concept gives users flexibility to com_pose a graphic database
view adapted to spatial ipplication requirements. The spatial view may be

suited for spatial database-queries or ev-en updates. From an external point of

view, the spatial view concept allows different, independen^t external
interpretations of database sc6emas.'Ihis provide-s--a support for schema
evolulions and a partial solution for application portability with respect to user
needs.

We have proposed and justifred a spatial view cgnc_ept as an extension of the

view developed within clissic databale models. We have identifred static and

dynamic constituents of spatial entities-by_ a complex object specification..The
spatial view is realized as a sequence_ of selection and visualization operations.
Tiis process is structured by spatial view atoms which are the incremental,
basic elements of a spatial 

-view 
definition. Spatial view atoms provide an

ordered relation to chaiacterize the relative importance of the visualized data.
At present we have several directions for our future research. The spatial

view c'oncept has to be defined exhaustively and formally. In partieular, spatial

view properties and manipulation capabilities are interesting development
issues'. Materialized or deiived views provide two different implementation
solutions which have to be analyzed with respect to application conditions for

the spatial view case. For instance, a mater?lized- spatial view has to be

mainiained through database evolution which leads to the study of

recomposition ruleJand mechanisms. Integration of the spatial view concept

towaris a semantic network for hypertext navigation may give a user-oriented
application interface.' 

Muny research activities are related to an improvement of the spatial view.

New extensions for the classic view concept, current developments in the area

of visual query languages using metaphors or near natural languages are

beneficial iactors. Additional developments in constraint presentation issues

are also a related development to this work.
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ABSTRAcT. Qualitative spatial reasoning is important for many spatial in-
formation systems, including GISs. It is based on the manipulation of qual-
itative spatial relationships and is used to infer spatial relationships which
are not stored explicitly in the Geographic DataBase (GDB), to answer spa-
tial queries given partial spatial knowledge and to maintain the consistency
of the GDB. This paper compares the basic approaches developed for ex-
pressing qualitative topological, orientation and direction relationships. An
extension of one of the classified approaches is then used for the represen-
tation of directional relationships (north, south, east, etc.) between objects
of arbitrary shapes and for the representation of flow direction relationships
(topological relationships between objects carrying flow, e.g. road segments,
uti l i ty networks, etc.) as required within a GIS.

I .  INTRODUCTION

Qualitative reasoning is an important tool for spatial databases for two
reasons. Firstly, the common-sense reasoning which humans apply to spa-
tial problems is generally qualitative: second, there is a growing need for
the automatic derivation of qualitative spatial relationships to complement
conrputationally expensive computational geometry.

Qualitative reasoning is based on the manipulation of qualitative spatial
relationships. Representation formalisms for modelling qualitative spatial
relations are being studied for topological, direction and orientation rela-
t,ionships. A number of formalisms have been put forward for representing
<ltralitative relationships, and extensions to query languages have been devel-
oped to incorporate some of these.
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In this paper, these approaches are compared from the point of view of
the spatial interaction process which they adopt as well as the model of
representation which they use. Comparisons of such approaches are useful
in cletermining their advantages and current limitations, possible extensions
and applicabil i ty to GISs.

One of the approaches reviewed has proved to be suitable for implemen-
tation in a GDB context, and as a result is currently adopted in the GIS
community. In this paper, we extend this approach to include the represen-
tation of two other types of spatial relationships, namely, cardinal direction
relationships, and flow direction relationships. The representation of both
categories is important in the GDB and using the former approach to their
representation makes the formalisms developed readily implementable in a
G D B .

2. APPROACHES TO REPRESENTING QUALITATIVE SPATIAL RELATIONSIIIPS

Any formalism for the representation of binary qualitative spatial relation-
ships can be judged by its ability to satisfy the following criteria.

1. Completeness: where all the possible qualitative relationships between
the objects under consideration are covered in the formalism, i.e., the
formalism is exhaustive.

2. Soundness: where only a feasible or physically correct set of relations
can be derived from the formalism.

3. Uniqueness of representation: where every qualitative relationship be-
tween objects considered can be uniquely distinguished in the formal-
ism, i.e., the possible relationships are mutually exclusive.

4. Generality: where the formalism can handle objects of different shapes
as well as different types of relations.

One way of classifying approaches for realizing such a formalism is by
distinguishing between Intersection-based, and Interaction-based approaches.

2. 1 Intersection-Based Approack

In this approach an object is represented in terms of the set of its com-
ponents, and relationships are the result of the combinatorial intersection of
those components.
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In Griting [23], objects are considered as point-sets and the usual set op-
erators are used to define some topological relationships such as overlap and
inside. However, other relationships such as neighbourhood cannot be de-
fined using set operators a;C hence this method is incomplete.

In Egenhofer [8,12], point-set topology is used for the definition of the ob-
ject components as interior (A'), boundary (6,4) and exterior (A-). Spatial
relationships between the objects considered are the result of the exhaus-
tive combinatorial intersection of their components represented in a matrix
which is used as a model for representation. The approach does not assume
any knowledge of possible relationships between objects, but derives all the
possible (and impossibler) relationships through combinatorial exhaustion.
It has been utilised mainly for the representation of topological spatial rela-
tionships where any qualitative topological relationship can be represented in
this formalism. This approach is complete, although not sound. Also, there
is no guarantee of uniqueness of representation if more than one qualitative
relationship falls under the same matrix state [18], for example, in figure 1
two qualitatively different relationships are represented by the same intersec-
tions of their components (in both cases, an intersection exists between all
the components of interiors, boundaries and exteriors).

Several extensions to the latter method have been developed with the aim
of enriching the formalism, and hence moving towards uniqueness of represen-
tation. For example, Clementini [5] showed that by recording the dimension
of the resulting intersections as well as considering the boundaries of a line
object as a set of disconnected points, the approach could be extended to
distinguish more qualitative relationships. Also in [18], more elaborate ex-
tensions have been adopted to include not only the dimension of the resulting
components but also the number of occurrences of particular intersections.

The approach has been applied using regions and has been extended for
the representation of relationships between lines [11] and regions with holes

[15]. Egenhofer's approach and the various extensions thereof have been
used to represent topological relationships only. For this purpose the ap-
proach has proved to be complete but not sound. In order to achieve sound-
ness additional 'filtering rules' have to be added which are specific to the
shapes involved. Nevertheless this approach has become popular in the GIS
conrmunity and has been used in the design of spatial query languages and

I Egenhofer [9] discusses elimination of the impossible cases.
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derivatives thereof have been implemented in commercial GISs [27].

9. J Interaction- Based Approach

In this approach, the body is considered as a whole and is not decomposed
into its components, as in the intersection-based approach. The set of possible

relationships between the objects involved is pre-supposed (intuitively) and

no guarantee of completeness is possible. However, a unique representation

is developed for each possible relationship used. Since the shape of each

object involved is usually pre-defined, the approach is strongly dependent
on the shapes of the objects and the formalism has to be adapted whenever

different shapes are considered.
The main approach in this category is due to Randell et al [31,33] and

is based upon Clarke's calculus of individuals [4] which in turn is based

on 'connection' where a set of topological relationships between concave re-
gions are axiomatized. Attempts have been made to extend the formalism
to approach generality by introducing different taxonomies of relationships
between convex regions [6]. The formalism has also been extended to include
the representation of orientation relationships in [7].

Other interaction-based approaches have been developed utilizing Allen's
temporal logic by Freksa [20], Mukerjee & Joe [28] and Chang & Liu [3].
This is extended in Freksa [21] to include the representation of the qualitative

orientation relationships where the relative orientation in 2-D is given by two

oriented lines joining sets of two point objects. The approach is limited to the
point-based abstraction of spatial shapes and different divisions of the space

have to be developed if different shapes are considered. The latter approach
has been extended in [3a] to utilize qualitative distance (relative distance

between objects). Hernandez 125,26]1used a triangular division of space to

represent a combined model for topological and orientation relationships.

His model is also capable of handling different levels of granularity as well as

transformation between frames of references (rotating labels). Orientation
relationships represented in the above approaches are relative and can be

used, for example, in way-finding (determining the position of object c with

respect to a6 by determining the orientation of the vector bc to vector o6).
In representing cardinal direction relationships, Frank tl7] used a method

of rectangular division of the embedding space (using projection) for the

definition of direction areas which proved to produce more definite results in
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tbe propagation of cardinal relationships.
The above approaches can all be classified as 'Interaction-based' since ob-

jects are not decomposed into components, intersection operations are not
rused and the set of possible relationships in the domain are pre-supposed.

\ote that if the domain is restricted to a set of simple (regular) shapes then
both the Intersection and the Interaction approaches can be made complete
and unique with respect to representation.

3.  EXTENDING THE INTERSECTION-BASED APPROACH FOR TI IE DEFINITION OF
DtR EO-TION AL RELATIONSHIPS

Qualitative directional relationships are important spatial properties be-
tween objects in the geographic space that can be used as a powerful search
constraint. Unlike other spatial relationships, such as adjacency or contain-
nrent, direction is a fuzzy concept and is thus often dependent on human
interpretation. The problem is made more complex with arbitrary shapes
and sizes of objects as present in a GDB. In Peuquet & Xiang [29], the se-
mantics of the directional relationships for arbitrary shaped objects is given,
where the triangular model of representation examined by Haar [24] has been
ertended to take into account the size, shape and orientation of polygons.

In the triangular model direction can be determined by testing if the cen-
troid of Pz falls within a triangular area extended outwards from the centroid
of Pr, as shown in figure 2(a). This model was shown to fail in different cases
where, for example, objects are in close proximity in relation to their overall
size, as shown in f igure 2(b).

'l 'his model is extended in [29] to use the frame of the body in determining
its relative direction. As shown in figure 3(a), the frame side of P2 facing the
other object P1 is used to determine the vertex (called the centroid) of the
triangulated area of acceptance. The vertex is moved backward or forward
relative to the direction at issue, as shown in figure 3(b). In the case of
intertwined objects, lines projected from the "centroid" of the objects are
rrsed to determine the relative direction as shown in figure 3(c).

In this paper, the above approach is used in defining the directional areas.
No consideration is given to objects which are intertwined, i.e whose bound-
ing boxes overlap. The above representation provides significant advantages
over point-based abstraction of objects as adopted for example, in Freksa
[ 2  r ]
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Figure 5: Intersection matrix for directional relationships where the body is
vertical or horizontal represented by a characteristic line B;.

the matrix is reduced to 4 x 4 where no characteristic line of the objects is
considered.

Constraints such as parallelism of cardinal lines on each body restricts
the combinatorial possibilities in the matrix. For example, the relationship
east(A,B) for the given case can be derived if the following intersections
hold: (NWelNEa and SWaflBa) OR (,^t/W1f' ' l86 and SWafiBB) OR
(,YWef' lBa and SWeiSEe) OR (NWA fiNEa and. SWefi,SEa)

Let Ea,Wt, Nt,,Sa denote the four semi-infinite areas (East, North, West,
South) relative to body A. Let d; denote the relative direction relation be-
tween two bodies, thus A ld;l.B mean that body A is in the direction d; with
respect to B (where d; is one of the cardinal directions, d" for east, d. for
west ,  e tc . ) .

Also let (d;)n denote one of the four sides of the bounding box of body A
as shown in figure 6, d; denote its inverse, e.g. if. d. - Ecsf then tl" = West.
Let (d;1)a represent one of the directional lines of the semi-infinite areas. For
example, (d"")ois North East(A), and so on.

For a body B to be east of another body A, it must lie either totally or
partially inside E,a. In this case WB must overlap Ea resulting in a finite
area2. The intersection of.WB and Ea can be represented by the intersection
of their components, in particular, the boundaries of the two areas must in-
tersect as shown in figure 4(B). Since the boundaries of the areas are each
composed of the two directional lines and a body line, the intersection of
the boundaries is the combinatorial intersection of these lines. The intersec-
tions are either between two directional lines, for example, (d,")a l(d"-)a

zThe intersection of Ea with the other three areas NB, SB, Es gives semi-infinite
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Figure 6: Body lines and Directional Lines of an object.

or between a direction line and body line, for example., (d")afl (d".,)s.
Generalizing the above argument, it can be concluded that,

o If two directional lines of the two bodies intersect such that (dri)ofl (d*;)a
then the relation (B ldil A) or @lii B) can be derived.

o Similarly, i f  (d,;1)al(da)a then the relation (B Id,i l  A) or (Al&jl  B)
holds.

o If a body line of a body intersects with a directional line of another
such that, (d;tfi(di)",, then the relation (B ldtl A) or (A ldii B) can
be derived.

Table 7 shows the possible directional relationships between two bodies A
and ,B from the intersection of the components of the boundaries of their
related directional areas. For example, from the intersection NW,a frNEn,
the relation A [d.] B can be derived while from the intersection N Eef\NEa
no relationship can be derived.

The same advantages for adopting the Intersection-based,approach apply as
discussed in section 2, where the presented formalism can be compared with
that proposed in [7]. The above formalism is also a natural extension to the
Intersection-based approach which allows straightforward implementation of
the formalism in systems adopting this approach.

4, EXTENDING THE INTERSECTION.BASED APPROACH FOR THE DEFINITION OF

F'I,OW DIRECTION RELATIONSHIPS
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dsn d.s dsB d,s dsn dsn dsn dsB
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dw dvv d'vv d'vv d.w d,w

d,5 d.s dg d,g d,s dg

Figure 7: Possible directional relationships between two objects from the in-
tersection of the direction and body lines associated with them. The elements
in the table indicate the relation A [R] B.

An important class of objects in geographic databases are those character-
ized by moving resources or carrying flow of a commodity from one location
to another. These are usually represented by a linear spatial representation.
Examples include segments of: roads, rivers, railways, power transmission
lines, airline service routes, streams of drainage basins, utility lines (gas,
water, sewage, telephone, etc).

Network analysis operations are used in GISs over such classes, for example,
shortest route and resource allocation operations. Such operations are based
on the spatial relationships between the basic components of such networks
referred to as fl,ow-segments in [1]. Topological spatial relationships between
these fl,ou-segments are the same as the relationships between two line objects
with the constraint that flow continuity is maintained for flow analysis to be
carried out. Thus there can be no flow analysis between two disjoint fou.'-
segments.

In [2] the matrix representing relationships between two line objects is
given which recognizes the boundary of a line as two disjoint points. The
same matrix is used to represent the relationships between two flow-segments
where the boundaries in this case represent the source 6"4 and destination
5aA of. the flow in flow-segment A as shown in figure 8(a). The possible
relationships from the matrix are as shown in figure 8(b). The purpose of
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Figure 8: a) Intersection matrix for flow-direction relationships. (b) The
possible flow direction relationships between two fl,ow-segments.

the exposition of the flow direction operations in the paper is to show how
t his important category of geographic database operations can be represented

a,rrd related to the Intersection-based representation formalism.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper two approaches to the development of representational for-
nralisms for spatial relationships are identified, namely, interaction-based, and
intersection-basedapproaches. These are compared according to a set of iden-
tified properties of a representation formalism, namely, completeness, sound,-
rtcss. uniqueness of representation and generality. The intersection-based
method is then used for the representation of cardinal directions between
objects of arbitrary shapes and sizes.

There is a direct mapping between the intersection-based approach and its
inrplementation in a database context which makes it a suitable formalism
to be adopted for the derivation of qualitative spatial relationships in a GIS.
llowever, extensions to the approach are still needed for the formalism to be
gt'neral and to provide for uniqueness of representation.
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Cognitive Aspects of GIS

TOWARDS A COGNITIVE GIS

STEPHEN C. HIRTLE
Department of Information Science
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 USA

ABSTRACT. In this paper the relationship between cognition and GIS is
discussed. It is argued that GIS can provide a useful metaphor for spatial
cognition, which will lead to new questions. Such issues as multiple
representations, scale versus resolution, and data integrity have natural
correlates in a cognitive map. In turn, the examination of these issues will
help guide the development of GIS. Finally, the role of spatial cognition,
and of geography in general, for the exploration of other virtual spaces is
considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

As geographic information systems become commonplace among
researchers other than geographers, it becomes critical that they can
represent space in an accessible and meaningful manner. Topological
relations often provide the basis of queries to a geographic information
system (GIS). One might be looking for a house 'near' work, one might be
interested in finding an 'easy' route to follow, one might be interested in
building a prison 'away' from a neighborhood, and so on. How can space
be represented for the user and presented to the user so that an interaction
is meaningful? Kuhn has argued for examining the underlying
metaphors used in building a GIS interface (Kuhn, 1993). In this paper, I
take a different approach and argue that cognitive psychology can benefit
from looking closely at the underlying GIS data structures and
assumptions, and, in turn, the results of such study will help guide the
development of a cognitive GIS.

2. BACKGROUND

Research on cognitive maps that are used to organize space mentally has
flourished in the past few years (see Golledge and Giirling, 1989; Hirtle &
Heidorn, 1992, for reviews). The problem of determining the nature of the
mental representation of physical space is necessarily complex, as the
representation must integrate spatial information, such as location,
orientation, distance, and density, with nonspatial information, such as
semantic labeling, affective qualities, and cluster membership. Cognitive
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psychologists, myself included, tend to take a traditional approach of
isolating single variables for study. This paradigm has Proven effective,
but as I argue in this paper, it is time for new paradigms and metaphors to
be explored. In turn, the particular approach advocated has both
immediate and long-term consequences for the future design of GIS
modules and interfaces.

In reviewing the literature to ask "What is a cognitive map?", it became
clear that there are very few existing metaphors for spatial representations.
The most common is the rubber sheet model, which assumes that space is
both continuous and close to two-dimensional, but that has been distorted,
stretched, and pulled from the real space that it represents. Other partial
metaphors that have been considered are strip maps for route
information, topological models, propositional models, and 2-D
projections of 3-D space.

Against this sparse theoretical background is a growing number of
empirical observations, most of which are inconsistent with the
metaphors above. These include, but are not limited to, hierarchies,
alignments, rotations, and reference points. An example of hierarchies
came about in a study by Michael Mascolo and myself, where we showed
that memory for points on a screen could be biased by the labels attached to
the points (Hirtle & Mascolo, 1986). Subjects were presented a display of
labeled points, where labels came from one of two semantic clusters
(government or recreation locations). A few key points were equidistant
between members of the two classes. Despite repeated feedback to correct
errors and various training procedures, we found that distances between
points from the same conceptual cluster (or neighborhood) were under-
estimated, whereas distances between points from two separate clusters
were over-estimated. McNamara,Hardy, and Hirtle (1989) found similar
clustering effects in a space with no pre-defined clusters. In this study, the
distribution of points and the labels were chosen to be as homogeneous as
possible, yet subjects still imposed srong hierarchical divisions on the

space. The need to segment space makes many undifferentiated maps,
such as topographical maps or many GIS displays, difficult to use and
retain infoimation without great study or practice'

This and similar studies focused on other structural components has

lead Barbara Tversky (1993) to describe the representation as a cognitive
collage rather than a cognitive map. By this, she has suggested thatspatial
knowledge is stored in differing formats, from multiple sources and

differing points view. Collections of partial knowledge form thematic

overlayJ of multimedia and come together to create our spatial
encyclopedia.

Irr this paper, I would like to extend Tversky's (199j) arguments and

suggest thaf additional metaphors are needed to understand spatial

"o[iitio.t. 
As recently argued, such metaphors-are useful, not because

thJy explain the spatial cognition, but because the suggest useful
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experiments to perform (Hirtle, 1994a). For example, if we are using the
rubber sheet model for spatial cognition, then our experiments are
designed to find the distortions. If we assume a topological/Euclidean
continuum, then experiments are designed to test these aspects of space.
Thus, additional metaphors are of use to the extent that generate useful
and interesting research questions.

3. A METAPHOR OF GIS

One obvious metaphor that has been virtually ignored by cognitive
psychologists is that of geographic information systems (GIS). Certainly I
do not wish to imply that our minds are a miniature ARC/INFO, but the
development of GIS has made explicit many storage and processing
aspects, which might generalize to the study of spatial cognition. A partial
list of potential factors includes

o raster versus vector approaches
o data integrity
. scale versus resolution
. overlays or multiple representations

Each of these points will be address in detail below.

3.1- Raster aersus Vector Approaches

While the raster versus vector debate of how to best to store data in GIS is
well-known within geography (e.g., Goodchild, 1992), there has been little
discussion within cognitive psychology of the implication of these two
alternative data structures. In a recent PaPer, Couclelis (L992) has argued
that the technical question of the most appropriate data structure begs the
philosophical question of the most aPPropriate conceptualization of
geographic space." She argues that humans use both the object and field
views in everyday reasoning, but for very different purposes.

Thus, the technical database question begs the cognitive map question of
what is the appropriate conceptualization of cognitive maPS, or
alternatively when are the object and field views appropriate. Many
empirical studies take an implicit view by studying a limited number of
geographical objects, such as landmarks or regions, without addressing the
underlying philosophical question that Couclelis (1992) ProPoses. Here, I
consider two related issues that emerge from the consideration of the data

storage format. The first is to consider the difference between point spaces
and regions, which has received some attention in the cognitive literature.
The second is to consider the difference between object and field views.
While the latter is more closely related to the vector/raster debate, both

arguments emerge when considering how to best store data'

Consider first the difference between point and regions. The question
"How far is it from chicago to New York?" takes Chicago to be a point, but
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the question "How long does it take to drive across Chicago?" takes
Chicago to be a region (see Mark & Egenhofer, 1993, for further discussion
of the term 'across'). However, other examples are ambiguous in their
interpretation. For example, in the question "Does the fastest route from
Indianapolis to Madison pass through Chicago?," either interpretation is
possible for Chicago. The interpretation chosen would most likely depend
on the context, individual preferences, and personal histories. How
everyday objects viewed by user is an open question for further research.

Goodchild (1992) describes more fundamental differences implied by the
raster/vector dichotomy, which suggests a distinction between well-
defined boundaries and objects (the vector view) and a measurement of a

feature or feature class over a regular tessellation of the plane (the raster

view). The latter point of view suggests a sampling heuristic to test
belongingness to i class (Goodchild,1992). Under this view, the boundary

of Colorado is best viewed under the vector model, but the extent of the

Rocky Mountains is best viewed under a raster interpretation, as there is

no cllar boundary to the region. Returning to the questions listed above,

if the term "Chicago" is taken to mean the Chicago city limits, which is a

well-defined boundary, then we conclude subiects are using an object view

for processing the information. However, if the term "Chicago" is !a\en
to b-e the downtown area, then the boundary is not well-defined and the

field view is appropriate.

The view of space is important not only as a cognitive issue, but also as a

social issue. Fo? example, the problem alluded to earlier of where to locate

a prison is directly related to the perception of neighborhoods by plan:rers

u.rd citi"ens. The "not-in-my-back-yard" response is likely to occur if the

public and planners are using fundamentally different spatial models, or if

lhey are using the same model, but with different calibrations'

3.2 Data lntegrity

A second example of how GIS could provide a useful metaphor for the

study of cognitive maPS is the area of data integrity.. How.do the various

cognitive systems (perceptual, tactile, semantic, etc.) pass knowledge?

Doies the tiansformition from linguistic to visual to spatial forms of

knowledge alter the accuracy of spatial knowledge. If information is stored

using boih object and field views, depending on the-natu-re of the

infoination, iher, how is the information combined? Where are the
"errors"? How can we find those errors?

Goodchild (1999,1992) and Chrisman (1991) have enumerated a number

of different types of errors in spatial data and GIS. There are not only

multiple ronii"r of error in measuring spatial_data, but there are also

fundamentally different kinds of error dependent on the underlying data

model. For example, Goodchild (1992) notes that a statistical theory of

error is relatively-easy to include in a field view, yet all but impossible to
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include in object view. However, very little cognitive research has been
done on measuring field representations'

One such study that has taken a field view for the study of spatial
memory to isolate bias to certain processing stages was that of
Huttenlocher, Hedges, and Duncan (1991). They describe a series of four
experiments in which subjects try to reproduce, from memory, the
loiation of a single dot in circle. Subjects were shown to recall the location
of the dot in a circle, systematically shifted towards the center of the
quadrant in which the point fell, where the horizontal and vertical axes
fbrm the imaginary boundarys of the quadrants. The empircal results are
accounted for by a model that assumes an unbiased memory for the
location, which is truncated by the boundaries at the time of resPonse.
Thus, the study by Huttenlocher, Hedges, and Duncan (1991) makes the
strong claim that a bias in resPonse need not imply that underlying
cognitive representation is also biased. Within a GIS, similar distortions
may occur during the output Process, such as when forced to assign a point
to a single cell of raster grid, even if the underlying representation suggests
a greater accuracy or grain.

3.3 Scale oersus Resolution

The third example to examine is one of scale vs. resolution. In traditional
maps, these two tend to be correlated. Maps drawn for large areas include
only major roads and major towns. As one zooms in on an area, the
cariographer adds more detail, thus keeping the paper to ink ratio (Tufte,

L983) almost constant. However, since the data representation and the
data presentation are independent, scale and resolution can be
disambiguated in a GIS system. Stone, Fishkin, and Bier (1994) present
one suci implementation of this principle called a "magic lens." The lens
is a movable filter that can provide enhanced detail to certain regions of a
display, as seen in Figure 1. A fish-eye view is another similar technique
to provide differential detail (Furnas, L985; Sakar & Brown, 1992)'

Figure 1.. Lenses showing selectiae detail, adapted from stone, et aI.
(199D.
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Figure 2. Metric and topological information together in a single display.
Metric information is shown in circles; topological information is shown
in between the circles.

The idea of differential scale and resolution plots is particularly
intriguing for the modeling of route planning tasks (Car & Frank, 1994;
Timpf, Volta, Pollock, & Egenhofer,1992). For example, imagine the task
of planning a route from Pittsburgh to Boston. There are at least two
major tasks that need to be carried out: (L) planning a major interstate
route between the two cities, which might entail traveling local connector
roads if the interstate network is not complete and (2) planning the local
connections to the interstate route in the start and terminal city. If these
tasks can occur independently or even serially, there is little problem of
scale and resolution. The first task would use a typical interstate map and
not be concerned with local streets, whereas the second task would use a
local map and not be concerned with the interstate system.

However, in many real-world planning problems, these two tasks are
not independent. The choice of interstate may depend on the easiest
highway to approach locally. If there are several major routes between the
cities, then the choice of major route might depend on interaction of the
local and global constraints. Thus, it then becomes impossible to solve the
problem using a single scale and resolution. Instead, a combination of
detailed local information and fuzzy global information is needed.
Within a GIS system, this could be realized using either a modification of
the Stone, et al (1994) approach, where the scale varies in the lens, not just

the amount of detail, or a hierarchical model as shown in Figure 2. Here,
the material in the circles is on a true Euclidean metric scale, but the
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information in between the circles is only topological. The network route

chosen to get from the lower left circle to upper right c:rcle may depend

the perceplion of difficulty traveling on.local roads, including a busy local

toad, as marked by in the lower left circle of Figure 2'

3.4 Multiple RePresentations

In GIS, information is often stored in separate layers, to be joined into a

single representation during later stages of analysis. The cognitive

quJstion-that this approach begs js whether or not there are many separate

underlying represenfations, which could be accessed independently or

together. 
-fnei" 

representations might exist for PurPoses of scale, as

su"ggested in the pievious section or separate representations may co-exist

at if,e same scale. If we consider reference points to be important

organizing structures, different problems may evoke different spatial

taidmarti. Thus, one's driving, walking, and jogging maps of a city will

have different constraints. Fuithermore, a student's perception of

buildings to attend classes, shops to buy clothes or books, and for

restaurints to eat lunch, may each evoke different layers of the cognitive

atlas.

If each context resulted only in the stretching or shrinking of one's

mental ruler, it would be of only limited interest. But given what we

know of the structure of spatial representations, this is unlikely' Instead,

each layer would have its own clusters, its own hierarchies, its own

distortions, and so on. More importantly, this approach can predict the

distortions in orientation judgments by looking at each layer separately'

Unlike the GIS, we cannot physicalty separate layers. Therefore,

alternative methods must be developed. In my lab, I have taken two

upp.ou.tr"r to this question. One is-to have subjects study. a multi-attribute

rii.", then test on specific aspects of the sPace. The other is opposite --to

r't tay independent attributeithen test the locations together' You could

it it ( of this as pulling apart the layers or putting the layers together'

In related work, Golledge (1992) asks to what extent do spatial

inferencing tasks use the-common functions of GIS, such as overlay,

compressi;n, spatial distributions, adjacency and connectivity, orientation

and'direction, ipatial sequencing and ordering, among others. In further

research, Goledge, Bell, and Dougherty (1994) have.presented

L*puri-"^tal errldence showing the difficulty that human have in

ov-erlaying information from discrete sources'

4. EXTENSIONS TO VIRTUAL SPACES

The study of spatial metaphors is not only important for the study of

geographic ,pui"r, but also for virtu-al systems and complex hyperspaces'

In a recent papei (Hirtle, lgg4b), I argued for traditional information
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specialists to look at the role of spatial information for the display,
searching, categorization, and storage of data. Consider, for example, the
problem of getting lost when searching a large hypertext system, such as
mosaic (see Kim & Hirtle, in press, for a review). This "lost-in-
hyperspace" phenomenon occurs for several reasons. First, real space has
real constraints, whereas hyperspace does not. Nodes might join in a strict
linear order, a tree, a network, a cycle or any number of other topologies.
Some topologies are indicative of a book, others of a museum, and others
of an unorganized wilderness. You-are-here maps are either absent or
uninformative when present.

One solution to this problem is to turn to research in cognitive science
to understand why people get lost in physical environments (Dillion,
McKnight, & Richardson, \990; Kim & Hirtle, in press). Research has
demonstrated a number of heuristics that people use to understand space.
There are different types of spatial knowledge, such as route and survey
knowledge. In simple spaces, individuals begin to acquire survey
knowledge upon the first exposure to the space, whereas in complex
spaces, such as hospitals, survey knowledge is rarely acquired even after
years of experience.

Furthermore, characteristics of the physical space affect the ability to
navigate withing an environment. For example, architects and urban
planners have learned that undifferentiated spaces are harder to learn
than rich environments. Even an idea as simple as using different colors
on different levels of a parking garage will increase the likelihood of
recalling where your car was parked upon return. Thus, aids in helping
the user structure space and differentiate neighborhoods should lead to
fewer errors and greater satisfaction with hypertext systems (Kim & Hirtle,
in press).

A second solution is to consider the metaphors that users adopt in
hyperspace (Gray, L990; Kim & Hirtle, in press). Here the focus is on the
relationship between the virtual space and the users' understanding of the
virtual space. A critical observation is that the virtual space need not have
a physical correlate to be easily traversed, and the inclusion of a physical
correlate does not guarantee avoiding disorientation. For example,
understanding the mapping of a video game that assigns the top row to
the bottom row, and the left edge to the right edge is easily understood and
visualized, even if it is physically impossible in real-space. Likewise,
people may find themselves lost in a museum of interconnected rooms,
so the corresponding hyperworld with the same connected relations as
the mseum rooms would be equally disorienting (Foss, 1989).

Disorientation is often the result of a lack of an appropriate metaphor, or
the user adopting the incorrect metaphor. On-line aids, such as history
trees, maps, and fish-eye views, can assist the user both in developing an
appropriate metaphor and locating one's self in the virtual sPace. Pointers
with some degree of redundancy will tend to more useful than pointers
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without redundancy. However, the exact methods which prove to be of
the most use in a given situation will depend on the structure of the
virtual space and the preferences of the user.

5. SUMMARY

In summary, in this paper I have attempted to outline the limitations of
simple metaphors for cognitive maps, such as the rubber sheet model, and
experiments designed to isolate single factors. Additional theoretical
mileage can be gained by adopting richer metaphors, such as GIS, for the
study of spatial cognition. An analysis, such as the one Presented on scale
versus resolution, is a natural extension of the using GIS as a metaphor
for the study of cognition. Furthermore, there are direct extensions to the
navigation and exploration of hyperspace and virtual worlds. It is my
hope that future research in the area continues to refine many of the
issues discussed todav.
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HANDLING SPATIO-TEMPORAL UNCERTAINTIES OF GEO.OBJBCTS
FOR DYNAMIC UPDATE OF GIS DATABASBS FROM MULTI-SOURCE
DATA
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7-22- l  Roppongi ,  Minato-ku,  Tokyo 106 JAPAN

ABSTRACT:
As more GIS's are used in many institutions and fields, the importance of keeping GIS
database current is keenly recognized. To fulf i l l  the requirement, a concept of dynamic
update of GIS databases using a wide variety of data from multi-sources and a
methodological framework are proposed. At first, a model to represent geo-objects with
spatio-temporal uncertainties is proposed. The model can serve as a basis to handle geo-
objects with different levels of spatio-temporal uncertainties especially in integrating data
from multi-sources. Secondly, a method is proposed to estinlate or reconstruct status of
relatively static geo-objects which only emerge and extinguish using observational data
from multi-sources. Further extension of the nrethod is recluired to estimate status of more
dynamic geo-objects. To nrerge geonretric data with diff 'erent levels of uncenainties, a
method to estimate "most probable" position of a l ine feature is proposed. It is necessary
to validate the effectivity of this nrethodological franrework using actual data of urban
object such as houses and structures.

Keywords: Fuzziness, Data Modeling, Dynamic Update, Data [ntegration

I .BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

As more GIS's are used in many institutions and fields, the importance of keeping GIS

da tabase  cu r ren t  i s  keen l y  recogn i zed .  Espec ia l l y  i n  hand l i ng  ob jec t s  wh i ch  change

dynamically, it is crucially important to keep GIS databases "fresh". This requirement is found

in many applications such as f)xed property management for taxation, f ire service and facil i ty

management and so forth.

To fulf i l l  the requirement, conventional aerial survey and satell i te remote sensing are not

a lways helpfu l .  A l though aer ia l  photographs and sate l l i te  imagery can cover  wide areas

simultaneously, they are "snapshots" and the frequency of observation is often l imited, for

example, because of weather condition and financial l inritations. It nray be often necessary and

beneficial to rely upon non-survey data obtained from other sources in daily works. For example

house inspection reports tiom fire service convey current information on construction/removal

of houses and their structures. Construction pernrits and notice of removal of houses submitted

to local governments are another example of data which can be potentially useful in updating

GIS databases. These "fresh" data are potentially very useful to keep GIS databases current,

although they do not fulf i l l  spatial accuracy standards for mapping and sonte of newly

(i l legally)-built houses may not be captured by these data.



On the other hand, automated interpretation of aerial ptrotos, which shows rapid advances

in recent years, is very expecting to automate update of GIS databases. However, it is widely

recognized that the information which can be obtained only from images are l irnited and that

integration with other geographic data and knowledge is eff-ective in irnproving the accuracy of

automated interpretation.

In this paper, a process is called dynarnic update, where CIS databases are kept current by

integrating data, survey and non-survey data, from multi-sources.To realize dynamic update,

the following major problems with existing GIS can be identif ied.

l) No sufficient rnethods to estimate or reconstruct status of geo-objects using data with

different levels of accuracy and reliabil i ty.

2) In estimating status of geo-objects using data with diff-erent levels of accuracy and reliabil i ty,

we have to handle geometric and thernatic uncertainties of observational data explicit ly. In

addition, estimated status of geo-objects may include certain level of uncertainties. Existlng

CIS, however, provides no sufficient basis to represent and manage geo-information and geo-

objects with uncertainties.

The objectives of this paper are:

( I ) to propose a model to represent geo-objects with geometric and tentporal uncertainties to

provide a sound basrs in handling them in GIS databases,

(2) and to develop a method to estimate status of geo-objects by integrating observational data

wi th d i f ferent  levels  of  uncer t r in t ies.

2.CONCEPT OF DYNAMIC UPDATE OF GIS DATABASES

In this paper, dynamic update of GIS databases is defined as a process to update GIS

databases continuously by integrating a variety of observational data from multi-sources

ranging from automated aenal photo interpretation to docurnents subrnitted fbr construction

permits (Fig.2-1). To estimate status of geo-objects efficiently and reliably. knowledge on

behavior  of  geo-objects and on uncer ta int ies and accuracy of  observat ional  data is

indispensable. Examples of observational data are submitted address and drawings of planned

house or development for construction permits. notice of rernoval of houses (which indicates

house ID etc. ) ,  dai ly  inspect ion repor ts  by f i re  serv ice conveying in format ion on house

construction and removal together with their structures. aerial photo interpretation (visual and

automated) and design drawing of infrastructure such as roads.

Fig.2-2 shows factors characterizing observation methods. Accuracy and reliabil i ty in this

figure mean, in case of automated aerial photo interpretation, probability of correct object-

recognition and, in case of official notice such as construction perrnits and notice of removal,

probabil ity that events which must be notif ied are actually notrfied.
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To realize dynatuic update, it is necessary to hantlle geographic observational data with

unccrtainties. Geo-oblects, which are estimatetl and replesented in GIS databases. also include

r.rncertl inties. As a basis t9 r'ell ize dynanric up<late. a rttt ldel to l 'epresent geo-objects with

spatio-temporal uncenainties is keenly detttanded.

3. A MODEL TO REPRESENT (;I ' ]O-OBJI]CTS WITH SPATIO-TEMPORAL

UNCERTAINTIES
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3.1 Introduction

As shown in Fig.3-1, geo-objects

spat io- temporal  space as proposed in

information such as location and shape

supposed to  be

represented by vector

data with formal data

s t ruc ture  (  Mo lenaar ,

l99O). And it is assumed

that  a  who le  space is

d iv ided to  po lygons

exclusively.

Geo-objects have

constraint conditions on

the i r  dynamic  behav io r

such as temporal pattern

Geo Object

are represented by "state" bounded by "events" in

(Langran.  1992) .  State inc ludes both geonret l ic

and thernatic infbrrnation. Geotnetric infbrmation is

Start of
Emergence Change

Fig.3-1 Def ini t ion of a Geo-Objecl

End of
Change Extinction

Extinction
/Emergence

Geo-Object 1

Geo-Object 3

Geo-Object 2

Geo-Object 1-1

Geo-Object 1-N

State 1 
- 
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\ \\

Geo-Object 2

Geo-Object 2-1

Geo-Object 2-N

Fig. 3-2 Dynamics of Geo-Objects and Basic
Components of Temporal Chains
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of  changes of  s tate and probabi l i ty  event  occurrence such as ernergence/ext inct ion.  For

example,  houses have only emergence and ext inct ion L 'vents L 'xcept  extension.  And houses

never overlap nor cross block boundades. Probabil ity of emel'gence and extinction can be

estimated by conditions of land parcel. household and house itself such as ase. These constraint

conditions and knowledge are included in "behavioral model".

Events are emergence.  ext inct ion.  d iscrete change and star t  and end of  cont inuous

changes as shown in Fig.3-2. Amalgamation and separation are natural conneclion of events.

Temporal network where each event is recognized as a node connected by "state" l inks is called

temporal chain in this paper. Under the assumption that object identity is based on geometric

informat ion such as shape of  boundar ies and that  a whole space is  d iv ided to polygons

exclusively, a geometric change (e.g.extinction) of one geo-object (polygon) causes extinction/

emergence of neighboring geo-objects (Fig.3-3).

In some cases, a number of geo-objects emerge as a result of "big" event such as large

scale development projects. It is convenient to define a composite event as shown in Fig.3-4. A

composite event have not only spatio-temporal extent as combination of each event of each

object but also it's own thematic

in fo rmat ion  such as  "name o f

Composite Event

:
Fig. 3-4 A Composite Object
and Event

(Examples of Causes of Uncertainties)

Geometric Uncertainties : Surveying accuracy,
Dynamic changes etc.

Thematic Uncertainties -

Temporal Uncertainties : Limited temporal
e.g. Emergence time resolution of surveying

Thematic uncertainties : Surveying accuracy etc.

Fig.3-5 Uncertainties of Geo-Objects

Extinction
/Emergence

Fig.3-3 Temporal Changes of
Neighboring Geo-Objects
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development project".

Uncertainties are included in every aspect of geo-object deflnit ion as shown in Fig.3-5.

The uncer ta int ies consist  of  geometr ic  uncer ta inty ,  temporal  uncer ta inty  and themat ic

uncertainty. This paper prirnarily fbcus geometric and tentporal uncertainties .

3.2 A Model to Represent Geometric Uncertainties in GIS Datubuses

A model  to  reprcsent  geornet l ic  uncer ta int ies is  shown in F ig.3-6.  ln  th is  model ,

parameters ofcharacterizing uncertainty level such as a radius ofpossible location are attached

to vector representation. This model can not only represent geotnetric uncertainties graphically

but also serve as a basis of a database of geo-objects with geornetric uncertainties, because basic

spatial operations and a spatial addressing rnethod can be developed based on the model. Basic

spatial operations include computation of expectation and variance of distance between two

Polygon

ffi
H t { |m

Point

Area of possible
location of a ooint

Line 4r"u of possible
location of a l ine

Area of possible
location of an
end point

Probabil ity

Area of possible
inclusion of a
porygon

Area of
inclusion of
a porygon

width of
possible
location

Radius of
possible
location

Fig.3-6 Representation of Geometric Uncertainties

Tab.3-1 Measures and Relations of Geometric Features with Positional Uncertainties
1) Measures

Line feature: length

2) Geometric relations

Polygon: area

Point Line Polygon

Point Distance,
Coincidence

Inclus ion,
M in imum
distance, etc.

Inc lus ion,
M in imum
distance, etc,

Line
Intersection,
Coinc idence,
Min imum distance,
etc.

Intersection,
Inc lus ion,
Min imum distance,
elc.

Polygon
lntersection,
Inclusion, Boolean
ooeration etc.

Z J J



points and identif ication of possible and definite intersections between lines as well as a spatial

addressing method are already developed (Tab.3-1.Shibasaki,l993). Positional uncertainties

may causes uncer ta int ies of  topological  re lat ions as shown in F ig.3-7.  Only topological

relations without uncertainties are represented by a data structure because other relations with

uncertainties can be identif ied by the spatial queries in Tab.3-1.

polygon
A-1 r

polygon
A-2

Positional
uncertainty

l ine I

Rolvgon te l . .

f_yn""Gni'
l i ne  I

[:

;,,N
/ -

i
Topological relation with uncertainty

(Multiple relations)

Fig.3-7 Uncertainties of Topological Relations due to
Locational Uncertainties of Geometric Features

To estimate status of geo-objects with geornetrrc uncertainties, it is useful to represent

explicitly following topological conditions in a GIS database.

l) A point feature is in a polygon. or out of a poly-eon feature.

2) A point feature is not on a line feature.

3) A line feature does not cross nor overlap a line f'eature.

4) A line feature is included or not included in a polygon f-eature.

Other topological relations are represented by the format data structure.

3.3 A Method to Measure Geometric Uncertainties of Line Features

In integrating geographic information, levels of geometric uncertainties have to be

assessed in advance. Conventionally, as for geometric uncertainties, only coordinate errors of

point features are discussed. However,  to est imate "most probable" posi t ion of l ine by

integrating data from repeated or overlapped measurernent, it is necessary to quantify the

dif ferent levels of uncertaint ies of each measurernent.  Fig.3-8 i l lustrates a concept of

measuring positional discrepancies of line features. Here we assurne that a measurement

process of line position is a series of measurements with sufficiently small regular intervals of

point locations along an actual line. "Virtual" measured points should be located on a measured

line. Positional uncertainties ofa line feature is assessed by error vectors connecting a point on

No relation
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Assumption on
Measurement Errors

Measurement Error Vector

Actual Position (Xi, Yi) 
(dxi' dYi)

.r. '-
+ Measured Position(xi,yr)

Vector(dx, dy)
Normal
:ut ion

Min L (dx, dy)
(x i ,y i ,  i=1 ,N)

s.t .
- (xi ,yi)  on measured l ine and
Order of (xi,yi) should be maintained

Actual l ine

Time of Event

Fig. 3-B A method to
estimate positional errors
of measuring a l ine

+ (dx i ,  dy i )  min imiz ing L (maximiz ing the l ike l ihood)
are defined as Estimated Error Vectors between
two lines.

iur i lctuil l  l ine with a rneasured point on a measured line. Actually. the position of tneasured

poin(s on a lneasured ltne can Vary on a measured line. By assulning that error vectors have

multi-t l imensional normal distribution. position of tneasured points on a measured line can be

estintated by nraximizing the l ikclihood of occurrertce of errot' \,ectors under several natural

consllaint conditicxrs such as evely node of a tneasured line should be on destination of some of

error vectors. The method can be applied to detinin-e a discrepancy between two line f 'eatures in

3D space.

3.4 A Model to Represent Temporal

U nc ert ainti e s of Ge o- O bi e c t

Terupclral uncertaiIrties of geo-objc'ct is

represented by uncertaint ies of t i rue. order

and synchronizat ion (e.g. antalgartrat ion) of

event  occur rence.  The uncer ta in ty  o f

occun'ellce tinre is deflned by earliest tirne.

latest tirne and expectation of tirne 1F'ig.3-9).

A  p r o b a b i l i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o u  o f

occu[r'ence tirue between the earliest tinte and

the latest tinte can bc an albitrat'\ ' cttrve. Thc

Prob. ol
Geo-Object Expected

( t e )

Time

Earliest Time Latest Time
of Event of Event
(e.9.  Ext inct ion)  (  ts  )

(  t i  )

Fig. 3-9 Representation of
Temporal Uncertainties of Events

Error Vectc
have Norm
Distributior

I
Lin" I

@
Actual Position of
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earliest t ime and the latest t ime is

defined as the earliest and latest

t ime  where  accumu la ted

probabi l i ty  of  event  occurrence

exceed  a  t h resho ld  va lue

respectively.

F ig.3-10 shows an example

of uncertainties of t ime, order and

synchronization of events. If only

t i r r r e  o f  occu r rence  i s  unce r ta in ,

wh i l e  t he  o rde r  and

synchronization of events have no

uncertainties, a network structure

o f  t he  t empora l  cha in  wh i ch

represents the order  and

synchronization of events have no

uncertainties. Occurrence time of

each event is represented by a set of

earliest t ime and latest t ime which

fu l f i l l  cons t ra in t  cond i t i ons

representing the consistent order

and  synch ron i za t i on  o f  even ts

(cons i s ten t  s t ruc tu re  o f  t he

temporal network (Dechter et al

199 I )(Console and Torasso, l 993).

If there are uncertainties of

order and/or synchronization of

events, network structures have

also uncertainties. In an example as

shown in Fig.3-l l, three objects.

A,B and C are amalgamated into

one object .  There are several

possibil i t ies. One is amalgamation

o f  A  and  B  fo l l owed  by

amalgamation of C. The other is

amalgamation of B and C followed

by that  of  A.  In  such cases,  only

Uncertaint ies of only
occurrence Irme

/'r-\
/  " l  I
\ ^ l r 1
\Z! e

Amalgamation
(Exlinction/Emergence)

Uncertainty of t ime,
order, synchronization

(Examp le  1 )

tA<tc?

(Example 2)

(Example 3)

Fig. 3-10 Uncertainty of Occurrence Time, Order and
Synchronization of Event Occurrence

Max(ta,ta,tc) j taec

Fig. 3-1 1 Representations of Temporal
Uncertainties in a Temporal Chain
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t irne range of extinction of A.B and C and ernergence of A-B-C are represented explicit ly

together  wi th re levant  consistency constra int  condi t ions e.g.max.( tA. tB. tC)< or  = tABC.

In representing uncertainties in tenrporal network. lbllowing basic consistency constraint

conditions have to be implemented sirnultaneously.
' l) Emergence should occur befbre all other events of an object.

2) Extinction should occur after all other events of an object.

3) Start of Change should occur before End of Change of an object.

4) Extinction of a object due to changes of shape/position should induce extinction of at

least one neighboring object and should be followed by emergence of at least one new

object.

Constraint condition 4) comes from the assumptions that a whole space is divided into

polygons exclusively and that objects are identif ied by shape and location . To identify the

constraint condition 4). it is necessary to uncover overlapping polygons in different t ime-slices.

Space-t ime composi te is  ef fect ive to improve ef f ic iency in  uncover ing the over lapping

polygons.

In addition to the above conditions, several conditions may be added such as "ernergence

of a object should occur at least l0 years later than extinction of a prior object at the same

location" and "extinction ofa object should occur before emergence ofanother object" (cause-

effect relationship) and so forth. 
t=to t=t1

3. 5 Space-Time Composile

To generate a t ime-s l ice map of  any

time, it is necessary to identify (at least portion

of)  spat ia l  topological  re lat ions between

geometric features in different t ime slices.

And to l ink objects in temporal chain which

a re  ove r l app ing  w i th  each  o the r ,  spa t i a l

relations ofthe objects have to be identif ied.

Ifwe assume that changes ofgeo-object

may  be  caused  by  on l y  emergence  and

extinction, it is easy to overlay geometric data

of all geo-objects at any time onto one time-

s l i ce  and  to  rebu i l d  spa t i a l  t opo log i ca l
Fig.3-12 A Concept of Space-
Time Composite

\ /

Space-Time
Composite

relations by a method proposed by the author (Shibasaki, 1993) with the consideration of spatial

uncertainties of the geornetric data. This is a space-tirne composite (Fig.3-12) proposed by

Langran (Langran, 1992). By building a space-time composite. spatial topological relations of

-qeo-objects at any time slice can be easily retrieved.
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4. ESTIMATION OF STATUS OF GEO-OBJECTS USING DATA FROM MULTI-

SOURCES

4.1 Estimation of Temporal Chains of Geo-objects

Fig.4-l i l lustrates a process of estirnating status of geo-objects using data from multi-

sources. In this example, temporal changes of houses in urbanizcd areas is estintated for

dynamic update of large-scale map databases. We assurne that houses can only emerge or be

removed. For relatively short t ime-span such as flve year at most, possible temporal chains can

be simple as shown in Fig.4-1. Posteriori probabil ity of event occurrence fbr each type of

hypotheses oftemporal chains and time ofoccurrence can be cornputed using observational data
(e.g.construction permits and aerial photographs etc.) by Bayesian theory. A type of hypothesis

and time of occurrence which maximize posteriori probabil ity is assumed to be "most probable"

combination of type of temporal chain and time of occurrence (Fig.4-2). By setting a threshold

value, earliest t ime and latest t ime of event occurrence are computed. Apriori probabil ity of

emergence and extinction(removal) of houses can be computed by conditions of a land parcel

and a house. Reliabil ity of observational data can also be estimated through cotnparison with

actual changes.

Geometric (shape and location) data from interpretation of aerial photos are compared

with "old" data by the rnethod described in section 3.3. If the discrepancy is large, an object

Probabil ity of
Event

Non-Existence Emergence Existence
a r r a a ! a ! a r r a a a r r r a a t a r ! a r a r r a r r a a

(e.9. Construction of a House)

Distribution of
Posteriori Probability
of Emergence

Observational data

Fig.4-2 Estimation of Emergence Time using Bayesian Theory

."u.d".$w
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Fig.4-1 A Estimation/Reconstruction Method for Dynamic Update
of GIS Databases Using Data from Multi-Sources
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identif led in aerial photo is recognized as a new one with some probabil ity. Otherwise, it may be

recognized as the identical house. In case the "old" data include albedo data, it can be effectively

used fbr identif ication of ob.ject replacenrent.. It is assunted that these probabil ity of object

identif ication can be given fronr experiments.

4.2 Estilnatiort of Geornetric Status of Geo-objects

Af ter  the est i rnat ion of  ternporal  chains of  houses.  geornetr ic  data is  updated.  The

fbllowings should be taken into account in estimating geometric status of geo-objects.

l )  In  case l l leasurel l tent  of  geometr ic  f 'eatures.  especia l ly  l ine features are repeated or

overlapped, nost probable position of a l ine f 'eature have to be estintated. Examples of repeated

nleasurement data are existing geometric data in a GIS database, design drawings subrnitted for

construction perntits and geontctric data fl 'om aerial photo interpretation.

2) In estimating tnost probable position o1'geometric f 'eatures. it is necessary to fulf i l l  constraint

conditions such as "a ntost plobable l ine should never cl 'oss with itself ' ' ,  "most probable shape

artd location of I house should never overlap with those of others nor cross block boundaries".

Estimation of ntost probable position of a point can be easily rnade with conventional

tnethods of surveying. while there have been no sufficient studies for l ine features. Fig.4-3

il lustrates a method to estituate rnost probable position of a l ine f 'eature. Geontetric constraint

conditions such as a l ine t 'eature nevel closs with itself can be implemented by knowledge of

cotl lputational geontetry (due to l inrited space. the detail is not discussed in this paper). Since

sorue of geotuetric constlaint conditions are described by "or" combination. estimation of rnost
probable posi t ion of  a l ine feature nr ly  be very colnputat ional ly  heavy.  To inprove ihe

etficiency. in"elevant conditions are to be excluded by spatial operations of geometric data such

as checking whether "possiblc range of cxistence of a l ine I 'eature (see Fig.3-6.) overlap with the

others or not.

Anothel imponant lactor governing computational efficiency is the accuracy of init ial

position of estiruated l ines. tr-ig.4-4 shor,r's a nrethod to set init ial position of l ine f 'eatures. Even

in areas whele repeated tneasuretnent and no nleasurelnent (only old data) ale mixed, raster

opcration such as thinning can provide init ial position of l ine features rather accurately and

cl' l ' iciently. In thinning process, by controll ing "thinning speed" based on variance of rneasured

lines. accuracy can be ituprot'ed. Buftel areas with lalger variance of positional en'ors should be

thinned rnore rapidly.

s.CONCLT]SIONS AND FTIRTHER STT]DIES

l) A lnodel to represent gco-ob.1ects uith spatio-tcnrporal uncenainties is proposcd. The rnodel

ciln serve as a basis ol 'developing GIS datablscs. br'cause basic spatial opelations are also
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Error vector
(dxr,dyr),  (dxz,dyz) Measured  l i ne2  { ( xz , i , yz , i ) , i =1 ,N }

Min L{ (dx , ,dy1) , (dx2 ,dy2) }

{ (x r , i , y r , r ) , i=1  ,N}
i(xz, i ,yz, i ) , i=1,Ni *  {(Xi ,Yi) , i=1,N} areest imated(mo9t

o  \  [ o
x t  r . Y . N  I  I  , t ' . x t  t

l  A r l
, - tt ' n ' J  \  s y m '

Actual l ine (Most probable l ine)
{ (X i ,Y i ) , i=1 ,N}

Measured l ine  1  { (x r  i , y t , i ) , i=1 ,N}

{ (X i ,Y i ) , i =1 ,N }
probable) posi t ion of an actual l ine

s . t .
-  { (x t , i , y t , i ) , i=1 ,N}  and { (xz , i , yz , i ) , i=1 ,N}  shou ld  be  on  each
measured lines respectively.
-  Distances between (Xi,Yi)  and (Xr+t,Yi+t) for i=1,N-1 are al l
ident ical .
-  The order of (xr, i ,yr , i ) ,  (xz,t ,yz, i )  and (Xi,Yi) , i= ' l ,N along each l ines
should be maintained
- Every node of l ine 1 and 2 should be on I  i .  (xr, i ,yr , i )  and 3 j ,
(xz, i ,yz, i ) .
- lf estimated line should be a part of an existing line, start and/or
end points should be on the exist ing l ine.
- A most probable line should never cross with itself.

Additional constraint conditions (if necessary)
- A most probable line should never cross a boundary of a given
polygon
- A most probable line should pass on a given point etc.

L{(dx1,dy1),(dx2,dyr)}= 3l n r Jr*?! drt,

/o', ,\ /o',,\--+ | dv" I --+ I dYe,r 
I : Error vectors for line 1 and line 2

" ' l  I  "r l  r
\ou,J \or,J
I a
I  x l  l  x l  to, i
\ sym'

o \x2 .1 , y r .N  
I
Iou, *,u, J

: Variance/covariance matrix of error vectors '1 and 2

Fig.4-3 Estimation of Line Posit ion using Maximum Likel ihood Method

provided to handle geo-objccts represented by thc rnodel.

2) A method is proposed to estimate status of geo-objects which only cnrcrge and arc re nrovcd

using observational data fiorn rnulti-sources. However i l is neccssary to lest the proposcd

method using actual data on changes of housed and othcr urhan objects. And f'urthcr cxte nsiort
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of the method is required to

es t ima te  s ta tus  o f  r r o re

dynamic geo-objects.

3 )  A  me thod  to  measu re

posi t ional  d iscrepancies of

l ine features is proposed. By

apply ing the method,  mosr

probable posi t ion of  a l ine

fea tu re  can  be  es t ima ted

tak ing  seve ra l  geomet r i c

cons t ra in t  cond i t i on  i n to

account .  Wi th the method,

repeated or overlapped line

feature data can be merged

based  on  s ta t i s t i ca l

backg round .  Howeve r .  an

assumption that enor vector

have  mu l t i - d imens iona l

normal  d is t r ibut ion have to

be validated.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews, in general terms, the development of GIS technology since its beginnings

in tfre igOO's, particularly with respect to changes in the general approach toward research

in the area of spatial data modelling. Some observations are made regarding how far we

have come and where we are going. Highlights of the workshop are discussed within the

context.

I. WHERE HAVE WE BEEN AND WHERE ARE WE NOW?

Beginning in the 1960's, the first GISs were developed predominantly by or for

governmental agencies in order to address some geographical data handling task that was too

large or complex to be handled by traditional, manual methods. Perhaps the best-known

early GIS was the Canada Geographic Information System (CGIS) developed by

Environment Canada for compiling and maintaining a national natural resource inventory

(Tomlinson, 1913). Although early GISs contained many innovations through sheer

necessity, the most expeditious approach for implementing automated geographic data

storage and analysis capabilities was to simply translate traditional methodologies into the

computer context whenever possible. Thus, line-for-line translations of the paper map in

what became known as the vector format became the most common form of data

representation. The other form of geographic data representation, raster or gridded format,

was driven by input and output hardware: The first digital maps were produced on the line-

printer using character positions as positions on an xy grid. The advent of raster graphics

CRf'r and the availability for the first time of large quantities of data captured directly as

raster-format digital images both served to greatly reinforce the attractiveness of the raster

format.
The well-known raster-vs-vector debate of the late 1970's and the 1980's was a direct

result of the different functional advantages and disadvantages offered by these two data

representational approaches. Given the original rationales behind the respective original

popularity of each approach, the entire raster-vs-vector debate can be viewed in retrospect

as an attempt to choose between: (1) the conceptual comfort of a traditional spatial

representation (i.e. the paper map) and associated methodologies, and (2) yielding to the

representation seemingly more compatible with digital technology. Why did the raster-vs-

vector debate continue for so long, and indeed, why did this become such a contentious issue
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in the first place? The answer seems to be primarily the push toward GIS technology as an
immediate solution to spatial data handling and analysis needs.

l.I Functional Needs vs. Capabilities: A Widening Gap

In the 1990's, there are now a series of global-scale problems that are being viewed with
increasing urgency: The tropical rainforests are rapidly being cut down, yet the demands of
rapidly growing populations in these regions are difficult ro meer; the end of the Cold War
and the resultant emergence of new democracies has made international relations and the
world economy more unpredictable. Such problems involve complex natural and human
systems that are also often intertwined. These complex systems are certainly very difficult
to understand and predict. Because of the spatial data handling and analysis potential of
GIS, their use is critical as an enabling technology for addressing these problems. GIS
technology has become widely adopted as a practical tool for dealing with a wide range of
spatial analysis tasks. Use of GIS technology is commonplace for addressing local and
regional-scale, as well as global scale applications. As part of this general trend, a number
of federal governments are moving rapidly forward in the development of on-line, nationally-
integrated databases. One example is the current inter-agency effort within the U.S. to
incorporate a wide variety of remote sensed imagery, cartographic and ancillary data within
an integrated, global database as part of an emphasis on studying global change (Committee
on Earth and Environmental Sciences, 1992; Committee on Earth and Environmental
Sciences, 1994).

The continued dominance of a technically oriented, immediate problem-driven mode in
the GIS research community has fostered reliance on a fragmented gathering of approaches
inherited from cartography, imposed by hardware, or borrowed from other computer-related
fields. As a result, there is now a lack of any coherent conceptual framework or cohesive
body of GIS theory. This, in turn has meant that advances in the overall functional
capabilities of GIS have been slow. Increased functionality has also characteristically been
accompanied by increased conceptual complexity, making GIS progressively more non-
intuitive for the user. We are now faced with a situation where: (l) the initial promise of
true analytical capability within an integrated data handling environment has still not been
realized almost thirty years after the first GIS became operational, and (2) handling the large,
shared multiscale, heterogenous databases now required for addressing urgent social,
economic and environmental problems is far beyond current capabilities (Anselin & Getis,
1992; Goodchlld,1992; Peuquet, 1988). In response, the current overall approach within the
GIS research community is finally shifting to a more comprehensive view with a more
theoretical orientation - in other words, finding solutions.

Extending the capabilities of GIS in order to deal with large, multi-faceted problems
implies the need for multiple representations within an accepted overall theoretical
framework. The specific conceptual representation used for performing a given spatial task
varies for different types of tasks, even if the type of information employed is the same. For
example, when asked to describe the overall physical layout of the town or city in which one
lives, streets are conceptually viewed in an overall pattern or grouping of patterns. On the
other hand, when asked for directions for navigating from one place to another, we tend to
think in terms of streets as linear routes with either landmarks or individual linkases.
Representations may also differ considerably from one individual to another (some peJple
navigate via landmarks, others by route linkages), yet we manage to communicate spatial
information.
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From an analysis and modelling perspective, the manner in which geographic information
is presented and used for scientific investigations is similarly linked with the problem at-
hand. For example, the spatial information in routing problems is typically represented as
links between places denoted as points. In market area studies, a continuous surface is
divided into thiessen polygons around point locations. For other purposes, these same places
may be represented as polygonal objects that are locationally defined by explicit boundaries.
The inherent structure within the information, such as interrelationships among various
elements, must also be preserved as the specific intent of analysis is to derive information
about this inherent structure. Nevertheless, the suitability of any representational scheme for
use with a given analysis technique is often determined intuitively. Since the results of any
analysis can be greatly influenced by how the phenomena under study are viewed, the
development of a more integrative approach with more predictable results is essential.

2. WHERE ARE WE GOING AND HOW DO WE GET THERE FROM HERE?

2.1 Beyond the Map

A significant number of papers at this workshop are representative of a more integrative and
longer-term approach that is beginning to take precedence within the GIS research
community. For example, Gahegan describes a task-oriented context for representation of
geographic features within satellite images (Gahegan, 1994). The stated goal of this research
is to automatically provide the appropriate data representation. He describes three types of
representations: image (raw), thematic (classified) and feature-based. Molenaar describes a
syntactic approach for dealing with inexactness in geographic features and their relationships
(Molenaar, 1994). He proposes a multi-representational scheme that incorporates both
thematic and feature-based views. In his scheme, features can be represented in either vector
or raster form, the choice, again, being task-dependent. Gaede and Rickert describe a
hierarchical feature-based representation together with a query processing scheme that has
feature-based and geometric-based aspects (Gaede, 1994). Other papers presented at this
workshop also reveal this integrative and task-oriented approach in dealing with other aspects
of  GIS.

The realization of systems that are capable of dealing with multi-scale, multi-faceted
problems wil l require a technological leap, which, in turn, wil l require a widespread
rediscovery of the representation of space as a fundamental theoretical issue within
geography and related disciplines as well as in the GIS community. This entails "seeing
beyond" the paper map, as discussed by Chris Gold, and examining new spatial metaphors
(Gold, 1994). Nevertheless, we certainly should not abandon the cartographic metaphor, as
discussed by Hirtle (Hirtle, 1994), but rather re-examine the fundamental characteristics of
spatial representation from a broader, more integrative and interdisciplinary perspective.

2.2 An Integ,rated Approcrclt to Data Representation

The most universal and well-known representation scheme for geographic phenomena is
the map. The map can be viewed both as a graphic itnog,e and as a geometric stntcture in
graphic form. An image is a natural visual object characterized by the variation of l ightness
and darkness, pattern, and possibly variation in color. It n-ray or may not convey meaning,
as in the case of an abstract painting. A geonretric structure. on the other hand, is an
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Figure 1: The Dual representational framework (from Peuquet 1988)

properties are stored and relationships act as operators on these entities and properties.
Considering the feature-based form of representation, the basic logical entity is an "entity"
in the every day sense, i.e., a lake, street, or street segment. Properties of features are things
that describe or characterize those features. Examples of properties that could be used to
describe features would include size, shape, orientation, color and height. Location may also
be a property associated with a feature, such as latitude, longitude, or street address or both.
In the location-based form of representation, it is noted that locations are the basic logical
"entities" or units of reference. Thus for each location in the image, we can assign
properties, and locations have relationships to other locations. In this view locations also
have properties or attributes associated with them that would include brightness, darkness
and color. In the broader context of general spatial representations, they may also include
such things as temperature and height. These represent properties that are directly
observable in the seen world and may or may not be the properties that could also be used
to describe objects. Relationships in a location-based context take on a very special
character; these are spatial relationships, such as "contains" or "east of."

A key component of such an integrated scheme is to develop an understanding of how
the respective representations interact with each other in a functional sense. This is
necessary in order to overcome the fractured approach of the past. It is particularly vital in
this dual framework if we are not to find ourselves with little more than a reconstruction of
the old raster-vector dichotomy.

Moving toward this necessary next-step, much insight can be gained from Marr's notion
of the "primal sketch" (Marr, 1982). According to Marr, primitive features, as regions or
lines, are extracted from the raw (unintelpreted) image or a series of raw images to obtain
(using a graphic metaphor literally) a sketch-like representation of the image that Marr called
the "primal sketch." This primal sketch consists of image elements (l ines, curves, areas, etc.)
that are labeled with attribute or property values. It is the first step in delivering meaning

Vegetation

Knowledge-based
Scene lntdrpretation
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and cognitive structure from the image. Grouping processes may then be used to assemble
more complex elements. These elements eventually include individual entities that can be
derived reliably from the image. These are stored as "tokens" that can be assigned specific
values for attributes, such as size or orientation.

The overall mechanism proposed by Marr is that descriptive primitives are built up, from
the most detailed level through successive groupings, producing hierarchies of entities and
spatial patterns. This is an abstraction process where the tokens refer to increasingly abstract
properties of the image at higher levels of the hierarchy. How to determine "meaningful"
groupings can almost never be determined directly from the scene (i.e., the observed data).
Some pre-existing knowledge concerning the nature of the given phenomena involved must
be employed. The pre-existing knowledge or conceptual view is also organized and used
differently from the "raw Image" or seen view (Marr, 1982).

Although Marr's overall scheme must be recognized as a simplified, high-level
description of a complex process, it essentially ignores one key aspect of concern here, viz.,
he describes a one-way process in which we start with the imaging and successively
assemble features and then associate them with stored concepts. More realistically, this
process works both ways. Knowledge about what is expected in the scene (from stored
concepts) is also used to speed interpretation of the raw image; it can function both in
allowing inferential "leaps" in feature identification and in selecting and ordering elements
in the scene for subsequent interpretation.

2.3 Relationships as Operators

Given the emergence of some overall consensus on interdependent feature-based and location
based representations, a general categorization of relationships follows from this. As is true
of Relational Database Management Systems, relationships are also treated as operators on
stored data concerning features or locations. At this workshop, these were referred to as
feature based and geometric-based by Gaede and Riekert (1994). The query classification
scheme offered by Schenkelaars (1994) suggested thematic (feature-based), geometric
(location-based), as well as topological, as a separate class of queries that combine the
feature-based and location-based views.

In a dual representation, it is also possible to classify all potential questions into two basic
types:

( I ) Given a specific feature or set of features, where is it located? For example: Where
is Delft?

(2) What object or objects are present at a given location? For example: Is there a city
located at coordinates 52"N, 4' 22'E?

The first question would be answered by utilizing the feature-based portion of the
representation and the second question by utilizing the location based portion of the
representation. These questions correspond to the object-based and location- or image-based
views respectively.

If for the sake of discussion we continue to assume a distinctly dual scheme with a clear
distinction between the two types of views, then each of the two types of views have three
types of relational operators. These two sets can be seen to correspond to a particular axis
in the diagram over which they operate Taxonomic operators include
generalization/aggregation and allow association among entities up and down a feature
hierarchy. Areal generalization operates in a similar manner over varying geographic scales.
Membership relationships in the feature-based representation and spatial relationships in the
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location-based representation relate various elements across a given common level or
aggregation. Membership is, in general terms, thematic classification. Spatial relationships
in this context would fall into two categories: overlay, corresponding to the mathematical
boolean operation, and topological operators.

Regardless of the form of query or the specific operator or combination of operators used,
there is one fundamental characteristic of geographic data that must always be taken into
account - the definitions of features, locations, and their properties can be inexact,
incomplete, and subject to interpretation depending on the application context. This is also
true of relationships between features or locations. As noted by Gapp at this workshop,
insights into a solution for dealing with this can be gained by investigating previous work
in the fields of perceptual psychology and linguistics in order to integrate visual and verbal
conceptual space with more commonly used mathematical geometrical conventions (Gapp,
1994). As a notable example of such work, Jackendoff (Jackendoff, 1983) examined the
question of how meanings can be attributed to words. For our purpose, we assume that
words for entities, properties and relations are symbolic tokens for the things themselves and
therefore the process of attaching meanings to words is essentially the same as attaching
meanings to entit ies. To summarize Jackendoff's discussion, at least three sorts of
conditions are needed to adequately describe word meanings. First are the necessary
conditions. For example, "lake" must contain the necessary condition of also being a
hydrologic feature. Secondly, there are graded conditions. These specify a central or
threshold value for a continuously variable property, such as elevation for "mountain."
These are called centrallry conditions. Third are typicality conditions, such as we would
normally associate fresh water with "lake" (although some contain salt water). These
conditions can also be extended - describe other elements, including spatial relationships.
Inexact relationships of other types, such as the taxonomic relation ' is-a', could also be
described in terms of such conditions.

Although this offers some ability in the definition or description of relationships to deal
with variations and gradations in meaning, more is needed for evaluating and validity of a
relationship in a given case. Some functional criteria were enumerated by McClelland for
assigning meaning to words (Mcclelland, Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986). These can be
interpreted within the context of spatial relationships as follows:

l) Graceful degradation - This is effectively 'benefit of the doubt'. Given that there
is often no entity that satisfies the relational qualifier in the strictest sense, all entities
that marginally qualify are accepted. Thus, in the question regarding a spatial
relationship, 'Is there a city in central Pennsylvania?' we may answer in the
affirmative, saying that State College (definitely in the center of the state) qualifies
because of its location even though whether it would quality as a "city" given its lack
of size compared to Philadelphia in the extreme eastern side of the state. Graceful
degradation becomes particularly important when there is a combination of several
qualifiers that must be simultaneously satisfied and must rely on a combination of
centrality and typicality conditions.

2) Default assignment - This is the assertion that we can also assume some properties
and values of properties for partially known features on the basis of similar or
"higher-level" features. This characteristic is also important with respect to the
location-based view. In this context, properties of an unknown location or group of
contiguous locations (i.e., an area) can be inferred or interpolated from the value of
that attribute at adjacent or containing locations. This is based on the assumption
that spatial surfaces are continuous. For example, in the question, 'Is Delft
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mountainous?' we could certainly answer "No" simply on the basis of the knowledge

that Delft is in Holland, which definitely does not contain any mountains.

As with the necessary, centrality and typicality definitional rules, these rules for

application would also apply to other types of inexact relationships. Together, such rules

form a conceptually simple yet potentially powerful means of handling inexactness in the

conceptual formalization of spatial relationships. This is very similar to the concept of

Inheritance within the field of artificial intelligence, except that Default Assignment can be

applied in the case of any "similar" features, not just within parenUchild feature types.

This brief sampling shows that there are mechanisms already developed in a variety of

fields that offer significant promise for use in extending the traditional geometric definitions

of individual spatial relationships so that their meaning and evaluation is more 'natural' in

human terms.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The representational scheme that is emerging by integrating principles and theories from a

number of disciplines provides insight for the first time on the functional relationship

between location-based and feature-based views that have existed implicitly in GIS for many

years. The high degree of parallelism shown between the location-based and feature-based

views and the limited number of types of relationships seem to indicate that a unified

framework for representing geographic phenomena need not be as complex as had been

previously anticipated. The more theoretically-oriented, longer-range approach that has

developed within the GIS research community also seems to be offering hope of, if not

closing the gap, then at least of keeping up with demands in GIS functional capabilities for

solving real-world problems. Nevertheless, it remains a multifaceted theoretical issue.

Toward this goal, there is certainly need for research to continue in these basic areas.

Perhaps the most important of these areas is the definition of the relational operators.

Spatial relationships are unique to locational information. Spatial relationships and how

they interact need to be refined so that formal mechanisms for combining operations can be

developed. Another critical area of research is to examine the functional linkages between

the locational and feature representations. This is fundamental to deriving formalized

transformation procedures between varying representational forms. The properties

attributable to entities and relationships in general must also be better defined and understood

before a spatial algebra for combining relationships can be developed that is useful in either

a manual or automated context. Such an algebra would be an extremely powerful tool for

describing spatial pattern and process, particularly when it is based on a theoretical

representational framework.
Another major element in the representation of geographic space that has not been

addressed until now is temporal dynamics. Current GIS, and the data models they employ,

exist only in the "present." Information can be added-to and modified over time, but a sense

of past history is not maintained. This, again, may be attributed to the traditional (i.e., static)

cartographic paradigm for spatial data representation in GIS.

There has been broad-based interest on the practical issue of functional databases that

represent geographic time-series data only in the past few years. The fundamental

characteristics of relations with temporal dynamics therefore represents another major and

needed area of research. At a high level of abstraction, the extension of current

representations to include time would seem at first glance to be a trivial task, but recent
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research on this topic shows that this is not the case (Hazelton, 1991; Kelmelis, 1991;
Langran, 1992; Peuquet, 1994). The additional dimension of time adds a coresponding
additional dimension to the representation. Besides the corresponding addition of purely
temporal relationships, such as "during", there are also relations which involve both temporal
and spatial aspects, such as "through" and "around". These relations involve a variation of
both location and time as it pertains to a given feature. Adding a dimension to tne
representation for time seems therefore to imply that relations can function as mappings on
two axes instead of just one.

In summary, the switch in focus within the GIS research community away from
immediate problem-solving and toward longer-term, theoretical issues is already beginning
to show results, although there is still a long way left to go. Nevertheless, this switch in
focus can be seen as indicative of the maturation of GIS as a science. This maturation
process has already required a fundamental change in how we view information relating to
geographic space.
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